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AbstratFormal veri�ation of temporal properties is neessary in many real appliations. Wean �nd in the literature many ase studies whih show us how formal veri�ationtehniques allowed sientists to �nd errors in systems that were thought to be orret.Model heking is an automati formal veri�ation tehnique that, given a modelof a system and a temporal formula determines if the model satis�es the formula.The main drawbak of model heking is the state explosion problem.In this thesis we onsider the Conurrent Constraint () paradigm to speify re-ative and hybrid systems. Then, we provide the neessary formalism to verify suhkind of systems. In partiular, we handle three of the extended languages de�nedfrom the  paradigm: the t, tp and h languages. The �rst two languages havea disrete notion of time allowing the programmer to model reative systems. Thelast one introdues a ontinuous notion of time whih allows us to model hybridsystems.It is well known that an appropriate denotational semantis allows us to performvery interesting analysis over languages in a simple way. In that sense, in this thesiswe show that although both denotational and operational semantis were given whent was de�ned, they do not always oinide. We de�ne a fully abstrat denotationalsemantis (w.r.t. the operational semantis) for the t model. We also desribe anappliation of our new semantis to the analysis of the expressivity power of thenew onstrut introdued in t to model the timeout or preemption behaviors. Weshow that the new onstrut makes the t language a more powerful language thanthe  model.The main result of this thesis is the de�nition of a model heking algorithm fortp programs. The idea is to exploit the good features of the  paradigm to solvethe state explosion problem of model heking. We take advantage of the onstraintnotion in order to rede�ne the three phases of the model heking tehnique. Firstof all we use onstraints to de�ne what a state is in the model of the system. Astate of the model an be seen as a onjuntion of onstraints. This means that astate of our model represents a set of states of a lassial Kripke Struture.Furthermore, onstraints are diretly used in the logi that we onsider, thusit is not neessary to transform our model into a Kripke Struture. For lassialtemporal logis, this transformation would be neessary sine they ould not handleour model diretly. Note that we have only partial information while lassial logisneed full information about values of variables.We also de�ne a method to verify h programs. We show that the h languageallows the programmer to speify hybrid systems in general and linear hybrid systemsin partiular. The key idea in this ase is also to take advantage of the nature of



the  paradigm. The approah presented in this thesis is the �rst attempt to applythe model heking tehnique to the h language.



ResumenEn muhas apliaiones reales la veri�ai�on formal de propiedades temporales esimpresindible. En la bibliograf��a podemos enontrar muhos asos de estudio enlos que se muestra �omo las t�enias de veri�ai�on formal han permitido detetarerrores en sistemas que pare��an orretos.El model heking es una t�enia autom�atia de veri�ai�on formal que, dadoun modelo del sistema y una f�ormula temporal, omprueba si el modelo satisfae laf�ormula. El problema m�as importante del model heking es la explosi�on de estados.El punto de partida de esta tesis es el paradigma Conurrent Constraint () onel que es posible modelar tanto sistemas reativos omo sistemas h��bridos. A partirde este paradigma, hemos de�nido las herramientas neesarias para la veri�ai�onformal para estos sistemas. En partiular, hemos trabajado on tres extensionestemporales del modelo : el lenguaje t, tp y el lenguaje h. Los dos primeroslenguajes pueden modelar sistemas reativos, mientras que el terer lenguaje esapaz de modelar sistemas h��bridos graias a que est�a de�nido sobre una noi�on detiempo ontinuo.Sabemos que una adeuada sem�antia denotaional permite realizar an�alisis muyinteresantes de lenguajes y programas. Originalmente se dieron las sem�antias opera-ional y denotaional, sin embargo estas dos sem�antias no siempre son equivalentes.En esta tesis se ha de�nido una sem�antia denotaional fully abstrat (on respeto ala sem�antia operaional) para el modelo de programai�on t. Adem�as mostramosun ejemplo de �omo se puede usar esta nueva sem�antia denotaional para analizarla expresividad del operador de t que modela los oneptos de timeout y preemp-tion. En partiular, se demuestra que la introdui�on de diho onstrutor hae allenguaje t m�as potente que el paradigma .El resultado m�as importante de esta tesis es la de�nii�on de un algoritmo demodel heking para el lenguaje tp. La idea prinipal onsiste en explotar lasarater��stias del paradigma  para resolver (en parte) el problema de la explosi�onde estados. Se ha usado la noi�on de onstraint (restrii�on) para rede�nir las tresfases prinipales de las que onsta el model heking. Por un lado se han de�nidolos estados del modelo en base al onepto de restrii�on. De este modo, un estadode nuestro modelo representa un onjunto de estados de una estrutura de Kripketradiional. Por otro lado, la l�ogia que se usa para espei�ar la propiedad est�ade�nida on respeto al onepto de restrii�on diretamente permiti�endonos podermanejar diretamente nuestro modelo sin neesidad de transformarlo en un modelotradiional.En la parte �nal de la tesis, se ha de�nido un m�etodo para veri�ar programasespei�ados en el lenguaje h. Con h se pueden modelar sistemas h��bridos en



general e h��bridos lineales en partiular. Se ha introduido un m�etodo que onstruyeun aut�omata h��brido lineal a partir de la espei�ai�on h, el ual puede ser dadoomo entrada a uno de los m�as famosos model hekers del setor.



SommarioLa veri�a formale di propriet�a temporali �e diventata essenziale per tante appliazio-ni reali. Si possono trovare molti esempi he i mostrano ome le tenihe di veri�aformale sono riusite a trovare errori in sistemi he si pensavano essere orretti.Model heking �e una tenia automatia di veri�a he, dato il modello del siste-ma e una formula temporale, veri�a se il modello soddisfa la formula. Il problemapi�u importante di questa tenia �e la esplosione del numero di stati.Il punto di partenza di questa tesi �e il paradigma Conurrent Constraint () onil quale �e possibile spei�are sia sistemi reattivi he sistemi ibridi. Partendo questabase, abbiamo de�nito dei formalismi neessari per la veri�a formale dei sistemi.Si sono onsiderati tre delle estensioni temporali del modello , ovvero i linguaggit, tp e h. I primi due linguaggi riesono a modellare sistemi reattivi poih�esono de�niti sopra una nozione disreta di tempo, mentre il terzo linguaggio vieneusato per spei�are sistemi ibridi poih�e usa una nozione di tempo ontinuo.�E ben noto he una semantia denotazionale ben de�nita �e la base per faredelle analisi molto interessanti sui linguaggi di programmazione. Il linguaggio tfu de�nito insieme alla sua semantia operazionale e denotazionale, per�o questedue semantihe non oinidono sempre. In questa tesi si �e de�nita una semantiadenotazionale he �e fully abstrat rispetto alla semantia operazionale per il modellodi programmazione t. In pi�u si mostra un esempio di utilizzo di questa nuovasemantia per analizzare il potere espressivo del ostruttore di t he modella lenozioni di timeout e preemption. In partiolare, si �e dimostrato he questo operatorefa diventare il linguaggio t pi�u espressivo del paradigma .Il risultato pi�u importante di questa tesi �e la de�nizione di un algoritmo di modelheking per i programmi spei�ati in tp. Si sono utilizzate le aratteristihe delparadigma  per dare una soluzione (parziale) al problema della esplosione deglistati. In pratia si �e usata la nozione di onstraint (vinolo) per ride�nire le tre fasiprinipali del model heking. Per prima osa, si �e de�nito uno stato del modellopartendo del onetto di vinolo. Intuitivamente uno stato del nostro modello rap-presenta un insieme di stati di una struttura di Kripke tradizionale. D'altra parte,la logia he si usa per spei�are la propriet�a he si vuole veri�are �e de�nita rispet-to alla nozione di vinolo. Questo i permette di non dovere trasformare il nostromodello in un modello tradizionale.Come terzo risultato prinipale si �e de�nito un metodo per la veri�a di pro-grammi spei�ati nel linguaggio h. h permette di modellare sistemi ibridi ingenerale e ibridi lineari in partiolare. Si �e introdotto un metodo he ostruiseun'automata ibrido lineare a partire della spei�a in h, il quale pu�o essere datoome input a uno del pi�u famosi model hekers della omunit�a.





ResumEn moltes apliaions reals, la veri�ai�o formal de les propietats temporals �es impre-sindible. A la biogra�a podem trobar molts asos d'estudi en els quals es mostrenom les t�eniques de veri�ai�o formal han perm�es detetar errors als sistemes quesemblaven orretes.El model heking �es una t�enia de veri�ai�o autom�atia que, donat un modeldel sistema i una f�ormula temporal, omproba si el model ha satistet la formula. Elproblema prinipal del model heking �es l'explosi�o d'estats.En aquesta tesi es fa servir el paradigma Conurrent Constraint () per es-pei�ar sistemes reatius i sistemes h��brids. Es onsideren tres dels llenguatgestemporals que han estat de�nits a partir del paradigma : el llenguatge t, elllenguatge tp i el llenguatge h. Els dos primers poden modelar sistemes reatiusgr�aies a que han estat de�nits sobre una noi�o de temps disret, mentre que elterer llenguatge pot modelar sistemes h��brids, ja que fa servir una noi�o de tempsontinu.Sabem que una adequada sem�antia denotaional permet realitzar an�alisis moltinteressants de llenguatges. Quan va ser introdu��t el llenguatge t es va de�nirla seva sem�antia operaional i la seva sem�antia denotaional, per�o aquestes duessem�antiques a voltes no oinideixen. En aquesta tesi s'ha de�nit una sem�antiadenotaional fully abstrat respete de la sem�antia operaional per el llenguatget. A m�es mostrem un exemple de om es pot fer servir aquesta nova sem�antiadenotaional per analitzar el poder expressiu del onstrutor de t que modelaels oneptes de timeout i preemption. S'ha demostrat que la introdui�o d'aquestonstrutor fa al llenguatge t m�es potent que el paradigma .El resultat m�es important d'aquesta tesi �es la de�nii�o d'un algorisme de modelheking per al llenguatge tp. La idea �es explotar les arater��stiques del para-digma  per a resoldre (en part) el problema de l'explosi�o d'estats. S'ha empratla noi�o de onstraint per a rede�nir dues de les tres fases prinipals del modelheking. Per una banda s'ha de�nit un estat del model sobre la base del oneptede onstraint. D'un mode intu��tiu, un estat del nostre model representa un onjuntd'estats d'una estrutura de Kripke tradiional. Per l'altra banda, la l�ogia ques'utilitza per espei�ar la propietat est�a de�nida respete al onepte de onstraintdiretament. Aix�o ens permet no haver de transformar el nostre model en un modeltradiional.Per �ultim, es de�neix un m�etode per a veri�ar programes espei�ats en elllenguatge h. Amb h es poden modelar sistemes h��brids en general, i h��bridslinials en partiular. En aquesta tesi s'introdueix un m�etode que onstrueix unaut�omata h��brid linial a partir de l'espei�ai�o, el qual pot ser donat om a entrada



a un dels m�es famosos model hekers del setor.
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IntrodutionComputer Siene an help in the design and realization of the algorithmi solutionto an appliation problem. This onsideration has led to the �eld of spei�ationand veri�ation of programs. The idea is to have mehanisms to hek that systemssatisfy all requirements of the user. Thus, suh mehanisms must be able to translatespei�ations in high-level programming languages into low-level algorithms, andalso be able to hek that the result of this transformation is orret.Formal veri�ation an prove that some properties are satis�ed. In many in-dustrial appliations it is not enough to approximate the orretness of the system,but some timing and properties must absolutely be guaranteed. This importane iswell remarked in the literature. In [CGP99℄ and [MP95℄ we an �nd some signi�-ant examples of error ases. Suh pratial examples show how formal veri�ationtehniques allows one to �nd errors in systems that were thought to be orret.Model heking is a fully automati tehnique that, given a model of a systemand a temporal formula determines if the model satis�es the formula. This tehniquewas de�ned for �nite-state systems. However, we show in this thesis how in the lastyears many researhers have studied how to extend this tehnique to in�nite-statesystems.In this thesis we takle the problem of applying model heking to real languages,i.e., languages that were previously de�ned to speify reative and hybrid systems.This is a �rst di�erene from the lassial approahes. Usually, for eah approah,the language for the spei�ation of the system is de�ned ad ho for a very spei�lass of systems. In our ase it is possible to speify �nite and in�nite-state systems,thus if we do not want to impose a restrition on the expressiveness of the language,we have to onsider the problem of model heking for in�nite-state systems as well.In partiular, the three languages that we onsider belong to the onurrentonstraint paradigm (). Languages of this paradigm are parametri w.r.t. a no-tion of onstraint system and the omputational model works by asking and tellinginformation to a shared store.Timed onurrent onstraint language (tp) and timed onurrent onstraint(t) paradigm extend the  paradigm with a notion of disrete time whih allowsone to model reative systems. The hybrid  language (h) is de�ned over a notionof ontinuous (or dense) time, thus it is able to model hybrid systems.Analysis of programming languages or programs is another important tehnique,whih allows one to ompare languages or hek if a program satis�es some generalproperty (termination, onuene, et.). One of the most important features of thedelarative paradigm is the fat that it is always possible to de�ne appropriate se-mantis for the analysis of programs. Often it is easier to handle suh semantis than



viii Introdutionthose de�ned for imperative languages. Therefore, it is ruial to have semantiswhih represent the exat observable behavior of programsI.1 A Model for ConurrenyConurrent systems are systems onsisting of multiple omputing agents (also alledproesses) that interat among eah other. Some examples of these systems areommuniation systems based on message-passing, ommuniation systems basedon shared-variables, synhronous systems, reative systems, timed systems, mobilesystems or seure systems.There are many models for onurrent systems. Some examples of synhronousmodels are the proess aluli of Milner's CCS [Mil89℄, Hoare's CSP [Hoa85℄ or theACP of Bergstra and Klop [BK85℄. The model whih we onsider in this thesis isthe model for onurreny that was de�ned in [Sar89℄.The Conurrent Constraint programming paradigm () was de�ned by Saraswatand Rinard in [Sar89, Sar93, SR90℄ as a simple and powerful model of onurrentomputation. In suh omputational model the notion of store-as-valuation fromvon Neumann was replaed with the notion of store-as-onstraint. Basially, themodel evolves monotonially by aumulating information in the store.The  paradigm is parametri w.r.t. a onstraint system. A onstraint systeman be seen as a partial information system (see [SRP91℄). Thus, whereas in the vonNeumann model we have always the spei� value of variables, in this omputationalmodel we have partial information about the value of variables of the system.A few years later Saraswat, Jagadeesan and Gupta de�ned an extension overtime of the  paradigm. This new language, alled temporal onurrent onstraint(t) language ([SJG94a, SJG94b℄) was inspired by synhronous languages suh asEsterel [Ber00℄, Lustre [HCRP91℄ or Signal [GGBM91℄. The key idea was tointrodue a notion of disrete time and some onstruts whih allow us to modelnotions suh as timeout or weak preemption.Therefore, t is able to speify reative systems that an be de�ned as thosesystems whih evolve along the time by interating with their environment. Inpartiular t is suitable to model embedded systems (a sublass of reative systems).Other extensions over time were presented to improve the expressiveness of themodel. For example, the Timed Default Conurrent Constraint Programming wasde�ned in [SJG96℄. This language allows one to model also strong preemptions.Moreover, in 1998 Gupta, Jagadeesan and Saraswat presented a language whihinorporates a notion of ontinuous (or dense) time to the  model: the hybrid (h) language.The h language is able to model hybrid systems whih an be de�ned as thosesystems that have a ontinuous behavior ontrolled by a disrete omponent. Forexample, a thermostat an be seen as an hybrid system. It has a ontinuous variablemodelling the temperature, and a disrete ontrol that turn-on or turn-o� the system



Formal Veri�ation ixdepending on the limits established for the temperature value. [GSS95℄ shows someappliative examples for both the timed default onurrent onstraint programminglanguage and the h language.In [BGM00℄, Frank de Boer, Gabbrielli and Meo presented a di�erent approahto extend the  paradigm with a notion of disrete time. Temporal onurrentonstraint language (tp) was inspired by the proess algebra model. As a majorproperty, the language is non deterministi and monotone, thus it is possible tomodel more omplex (reative) systems.As we have said before, reative systems are programs that interat with theirenvironment along the time, thus the onept of termination loses signi�ane. Re-ative systems are essentially di�erent from the funtional systems whose behavioris simply desribed as a transformation of the input into the output. Moreover,in reative systems it is important to apture when events or stimuli are presentedwhereas in funtional systems it does not matter when the input is given.Reative systems usually are spei�ed as onurrent systems where the environ-ment is modelled as a onurrent proess. Therefore, onurreny is a very importantnotion for suh systems. Moreover, due to the progress of new tehnologies suh asinternet or mobile systems, onurreny has beome more and more important.The most reent de�ned model in the  family is the nt language [PV01℄.Palamidessi and Valenia de�ned this language essentially as an extension of thet. They introdued the notion of non-determinism into the t model of Saraswatet al..In the following hapters we explain more in detail some of the ited  languages.In partiular we desribe the t language of Saraswat et al., the tp languagede�ned by de Boer et al. and the h language of Gupta et al..I.2 Formal Veri�ationProgram veri�ation onsists in formally proving that a program satis�es some logi-al spei�ation. Formal veri�ation an be applied to hardware or software systems.In this thesis we are interested in software veri�ation. There are many tehniqueswhih an be applied to solve the problem of software veri�ation. However there isno general method whih is able to verify any software system.Historially, theorem proving was the �rst formal veri�ation method studied inthe literature (see [Flo67, Hoa69℄). This is a dedutive method whih is guided bythe user and must be performed essentially by hand. The suess of dedutive proofsdepends a lot on the apability of the user, thus theorem proving must be appliedby expert people.Another method whih is widely used by the researh ommunity is the testingtehnique. This tehnique annot be onsidered a formal veri�ation method sineit is based on the analysis of only some of the exeutions of programs. Therefore,using this tehnique it is not possible to ensure the total absene of errors in the



x Introdutionprogram. Testing is a very simple tehnique whih an be used by non expert peoplein mathematis or logi. This is the reason why it has been widely used to improvethe quality of software. In Chapter 6 we explain the features of these two tehniquesgiving more details.The third and most important veri�ation method in this thesis is the modelheking tehnique. This tehnique allows us to hek if a system satis�es a spei�property in an automati way. Model heking is based on a very simple idea:to hek that the exeution sequenes of the system are a model of the formularepresenting the property. Model heking was originally de�ned for �nite-statesystems sine it is based in an exhaustive analysis of the state-spae. However,in the last years many researhes have tried to extend the tehnique to in�nite-state systems. We introdue the bakground of the model heking tehnique inChapter 6.I.3 Veri�ation and ConstraintsIn this thesis we are very interested in two important onepts: veri�ation andonstraints. There are several veri�ation methods whih ombine these two notions.These approahes de�ne methodologies or algorithms that allow us to apply themodel heking tehnique to onurrent, reative or even hybrid systems. It is alsopossible to verify some sublasses of in�nite-state systems.In [DP99, DP01℄, Delzanno and Podelski presented a method that allows us toverify a ommuniation protool with an in�nite number of states. In partiular,they proved that a lient-server protool is orret for an arbitrary number of pro-esses (lients). Classial approahes ould prove the same properties but only fora spei� number of lients or proesses.The notion of onstraint plays a very important role in the approah of Delzannoand Podelski. The idea is to translate onurrent systems into CLP programs andverify safety and liveness properties over suh CLP programs.Another interesting approah whih ombines veri�ation and onstraints an befound in [EM97℄. Here a semideision algorithm that uses onstraint programming inorder to verify 1-safe Petri nets is introdued. Atually, while in [DP01, DP99℄, on-straints are used as an abstrat representation of the set of system states, in [EM97℄onstraint programming is used to solve linear onstraints in the implementation ofthe algorithm.In [FPV00a, FPV00b℄, the authors presented a framework that allowed us to ap-ply the model heking tehnique to t programs. Atually, in these works it is onlypresented in detail how to onstrut automatially a model of a timed onurrentonstraint program.We have seen that onstraints an be used in any level or phase of the formalveri�ation proess. In [DP99, DP01℄ onstraints were used to model the problem,in [FPV00a, FPV00b℄ the spei�ation language is de�ned over an underlying on-



The Thesis Approah xistraint systems while in [EM97℄ onstraints are used for the implementation of themodel heking algorithm.I.4 The Thesis ApproahIn this thesis we intend to take advantage of some features of  languages, i.e.,languages de�ned within the onurrent onstraint paradigm. Our �nal goal is tode�ne a formal veri�ation method for reative and hybrid systems. We develop indetail the model heking algorithm for the tp language. Then, we sketh a �rstapproah to the veri�ation of hybrid systems spei�ed in hybrid . The key ideain both methods is to take advantage of the onstraint nature underlying the paradigm.The delarative nature of tp and h, and the notion of time introdued diretlyinto their semantis allows us to redue the number of states of the system whih isthe main problem of model heking algorithms.In partiular, the introdution of a built-in notion of time makes it reasonable torestrit the veri�ation to a �nite interval of time, i.e., the interval of time that wewant to analyze. A preondition for this approah is, learly, that the user shouldknow and provide the interval on whih the veri�ation should be arried out. Thisseems a reasonable assumption sine usually is the spei�er who wants to verify theorretness of his software.tp Model ChekingThe tp model heking problem onsists in developing the model heking teh-niques for tp programs. In this thesis we desribe an automati veri�ation methodto verify tp programs based on the lassial model heking algorithm for LTL.We use the notion of onstraint in the di�erent phases of the veri�ation proess.First of all, we use onstraints in the automati onstrution of the model. Con-straints an represent in a ompat way a set of possible variable values (i.e., a setof states if we use the lassial notion of state).Then, in the seond phase we take advantage of onstraints for speifying theproperty by using a logi that is de�ned to handle onstraints. Suh logi is presentedin [BGM01℄ and is able to work over onstraints in a very intuitive way.The last phase of the model heking tehnique onsists in de�ning an algorithmthat determines if the system satis�es the property. We use the two outputs of theprevious phases in order to adapt the lassial algorithm de�ned for LTL to ourframework.This new algorithm an be de�ned thanks to the fat that we use a logi thatworks over onstraints. This logi allows us to hek properties diretly over thetp Struture that we de�ne. Sine this struture is formed by states that ontainonstraints and an be seen as sets of lassial states, it would not be possible to



xii Introdutionuse a lassial temporal logi diretly. To the best of our knowledge this is the �rstmodel heking approah for systems spei�ed with  languages.Our approah is not able to verify all in�nite-state systems, but only a sublass ofsuh systems. Atually we an verify a very similar sublass of in�nite-state systemsas [DP99, DP01℄. For the other systems, we are able to verify an over-approximationof the system.h Model ChekingThe seond ontribution regarding model heking presented in this thesis is the�rst attempt to apply the model heking tehnique to the hybrid  language. Weshow how some natural harateristis of the language allow us to de�ne a methodto verify linear hybrid systems.In partiular, we have de�ned a graph struture whih represents the behaviorof systems spei�ed in h. Then we have transformed this graph struture into alinear hybrid automaton whih an be given as input to the HyTeh model heker.HyTeh is one of the most popular model hekers for linear hybrid systems inthe literature. Atually, although we ould model any h program using the hStruture, in this thesis we have limited ourselves to linear hybrid systems sineHyTeh is able to handle only suh sublass of hybrid systems.Semantis for tThe third problema that we takle in this thesis regards the t language. Althoughwe have mentioned it at this last point if the setion, it is presented in the �rst partof this dissertation.In the lassial literature it is well known the importane to have a denotationalsemantis of programming languages whih is fully abstrat w.r.t. the operationalsemantis. This is espeially ruial for languages suh as t where more than onetransition relation is neessary to desribe the operational semantis.In general it is easier to analyze and to ompare the harateristis of languagesby using the denotational semantis. However, if the denotational semantis isnot fully abstrat w.r.t. the operational behavior, then we an only express over-approximations of the properties of the analyzed languages.The t language was de�ned by Saraswat et al. as an extension over time ofthe  paradigm. A notion of disrete time was introdued in the semantis ofthe language. However, in [NPV02b℄ was shown that the denotational semantisgiven in [SJG94a℄ orresponds to the operational behavior only for a sublass of tprograms. In partiular, we have di�erent semantis when we try to derive negativeinformation from a loal variable. Negative information an be seen as the apabilityto exeute some proess when some event does not our.In this thesis we de�ne a new denotational semantis whih is fully abstrat w.r.t.the operational semantis given in [SJG94a℄. In partiular we rede�ne the semantis



The Thesis Overview xiiifor the onstrut whih models the existential quanti�ation over variables (i.e., itmakes a variable loal in a proess) and we prove the orretness and ompletenessof the new semantis w.r.t. the operational behaviour.As a �rst appliation of this new semantis, we also analyze the expressivenessof the onstrut that is able to apture the negative information of systems in t.I.5 The Thesis OverviewThe thesis is organized as follows:In Chapter 1 we introdue informally the basi onepts and terminologies usedin this thesis. We present in a unique hapter all the needed terminologies andnotations used for both the de�nition of the model heking tehniques and thede�nition of the new semantis.In Chapter 3 the t language is presented in detail giving both the operationaland the denotational semantis. The operational semantis is given following adi�erent notation from the one presented in [SJG94a℄. Finally, we show whih kindof problems we intend to solve by introduing the new denotational semantis.In Chapter 4 the new denotational semantis for t is introdued. Moreover,we show the orretness and ompleteness of the semantis w.r.t. the operationalbehavior. In the last part of this hapter we show a �rst appliation of the newdenotational semantis in order to analyze the expressive power of the agent whihis able to apture the negative information of the system.In Chapter 5 we introdue the tp language de�ned in [BGM00℄. We disuss themain harateristis of the language and present the original operational semantis.Moreover, we show an example of an appliation that an be modelled using thislanguage.In Chapter 6 the model heking tehnique is desribed. Atually, we desribethe lassial approahes and we disuss the di�erent researh lines that are presentedin the literature. Moreover, in the last part of the hapter we desribe our approahfor tp and h.Chapter 8 presents the �rst main task of the model heking tehnique. It isdesribed how we an onstrut a model of the system behavior (similar to theKripke Struture used in the lassial approahes) from the spei�ation of thesystem written in tp.Chapter 9 desribes the logi that we use in our framework. Moreover a om-parison with lassial logis is done and some examples showing the expressivenessof the logi are presented.In Chapter 11 the algorithm that orresponds to the last task of the modelheking tehnique is de�ned. Atually, this algorithm is a version of the lassialmodel heking algorithm for linear time logi but adapted to our framework whihpresents some additional diÆulties. In partiular we must pay attention to agentsand logi operators whih existential quantify onstraints. Proofs of the orretness



xiv Introdutionof the algorithm are given in the last part of the hapter and an example is presented.Chapter 12 desribes the last onsidered language, the h language whih isable to model hybrid systems.In Chapter 13 a �rst approah to the problem of model heking for h programsis presented. An automati transformation from h spei�ations to linear hybridautomata is showed.Finally, in Chapter 14 some onlusions are drawn.



1PreliminariesIn this hapter we introdue the notations that we use in this thesis. Essentiallywe present the informal, logial and set-theoreti notations and onepts that weuse to write down and reason about our ideas. The hapter is simply presented byusing an informal extension of our everyday language to talk about mathematialobjets like sets. For the terminology not expliitly shown and algebrai notation,the reader an onsult [Man74, BM65, Bir67℄.1.1 Basi Set TheoryTo de�ne the basi notions that we use the standard (meta) logial notation to denoteonjuntion, disjuntion, quanti�ation and so on (and, or, for eah, . . . ). We willuse some informal logial notation in order to stop our mathematial statementsgetting out of hand. For statements (or assertions) A and B, we will ommonly useabbreviations like:A;B for (A and B), the onjuntion of A and B,A =) B for (A implies B), whih means (if A then B),A() B for (A if and only if B), whih expresses the logial equivalene of A andB.We will also make statements by forming disjuntions (A or B), with the self-evidentmeaning, and negations (not A), sometimes written :A, whih is true if and only ifA is false. It is a tradition to write x 6< y instead of :(x < y).A statement like P(x; y), whih involves variables x, y, is alled a prediate (orproperty, or relation, or ondition) and it only beomes true or false when the pairx, y stands for partiular things. We use logial quanti�ers 9 (read \there exists")and 8 (read \for all") to write assertions like 9x: P(x) as abbreviating \for somex, P(x)" or \there exists x suh that P(x)", and 8x: P(x) as abbreviating \for allx, P(x)" or \for any x, P(x)". The statement 9x; y; : : : ; z: P(x; y; : : : ; z) abbreviates9x:9y: � � � 9z: P(x; y; : : : ; z), whereas the statement 8x; y; : : : ; z: P(x; y; : : : ; z) abbre-viates 8x:8y: � � � 8z: P(x; y; : : : ; z). In order to speify a set S over whih a quanti�er



2 1. Preliminariesranges, we write 8x 2 S: P(x) instead of 8x: x 2 S =) P(x), and 9x 2 S: P(x)instead of 9x: x 2 S; P(x).1.1.1 SetsIntuitively, a set is an (unordered) olletion of objets, whih are elements (ormembers) of it. We write a 2 S when a is an element of the set S. Moreover, wewrite fa; b; ; : : :g for the set of elements a; b; ; : : :.A set S is said to be a subset of a set S 0, written S � S 0, if and only if everyelement of S is an element of S 0, i.e., S � S 0 () 8z 2 S: z 2 S 0. A set S is saidto be a �nite subset of a set S 0, written S �f S 0, if S is a subset of S 0 and S has a�nite number of elements. A set is determined solely by its elements in the sensethat two sets are equal if and only if they have the same elements. So, sets S and S 0are equal, written S = S 0, if and only if every element of S is an element of S 0 andvie versa.Sets and PropertiesA set an be determined by a property P. We write S := fx j P(x)g, meaning thatthe set S has as elements preisely all those x for whih P(x) is true. We will notbe formal about it, but we will avoid trouble like Russell's paradox and will have atthe same time a world of sets rih enough to support most mathematis. This willbe ahieved by assuming that ertain given sets exist right from the start and byusing safe methods for onstruting new sets.We write ; for the null or empty set and N for the set of natural numbers0; 1; 2; : : :.The ardinality of a set S is denoted by jSj. A set S is alled denumerable ifjSj = jN j and ountable if jSj � jN j.Construtions on SetsLet S be a set and P(x) be a property. By fx 2 S j P(x)g we denote the set fx jx 2 S; P(x)g. Sometimes, we will use a further abbreviation. Suppose E(x1; : : : ; xn)is some expression whih for partiular elements x1 2 S1; : : : ; xn 2 Sn yields apartiular element and P(x1; : : : ; xn) is a property of suh x1; : : : ; xn. We usefE(x1; : : : ; xn) j x1 2 S1; : : : ; xn 2 Sn; P(x1; : : : ; xn)g to abbreviate fy j 9x1 2S1; : : : ; xn 2 Sn: y = E(x1; : : : ; xn); P(x1; : : : ; xn)g.The powerset of a set S, fS 0 j S 0 � Sg, is denoted by }(S). The set of all �nitesubsets of S is denoted by }f(S).Let I be a set. By fxigi2I (or fxi j i 2 Ig) we denote the set of (unique) objetsxi, for any i 2 I. The elements xi are said to be indexed by the elements i 2 I.The union of two sets is S [ S 0 := fa j a 2 S or a 2 S 0g. Let S be a set of sets,SS = fa j 9S 2 S: a 2 Sg. When S = fSigi2I, for some indexing set I, we write SS



1.1. Basi Set Theory 3as Si2I Si. The intersetion of two sets is S \ S 0 := fa j a 2 S; a 2 S 0g. Let S be anonempty set of sets. Then TS := fa j 8S 2 S: a 2 Sg. When S = fSigi2I we writeTS as Ti2I Si.The artesian produt of S and S 0 is the set S�S 0 := f(a; b) j a 2 S; b 2 S 0g, theset of ordered pairs of elements with the �rst from S and the seond from S 0. Moregenerally S1 � S2 � � � � � Sn onsists of the set of n-tuples (x1; : : : ; xn) with xi 2 Siand Sn denotes the set of n-tuples of elements in S.S n S 0 denotes the set where all the elements from S whih are also in S 0 havebeen removed, i.e., S n S 0 := fx j x 2 S; x 62 S 0g.1.1.2 MultisetsIntuitively, a multiset is a set whih an ontain idential elements a �nite numberof times [Knu80℄. A multiset an be spei�ed by listing all the ourrenes of itselements. In order to distinguish multisets from sets, we will write multisets withindouble braes. For instane, ffa; a; b; b; b; ggdenotes the multiset ontaining two ourrenes of a, three of b and one ourreneof . The order in whih the ourrenes are listed is immaterial. However, themultipliity of ourrenes is relevant. The empty multiset is denoted by �.If A and B are multisets, so are A ℄ B and C. An element ourring n times inA and m times in B ours exatly n +m times in A ℄ B and exatly min(n;m)times in C. ℄ and C are ommutative and assoiative, moreover ℄ distributes overC and C is idempotent. The absorption law A C (A ℄ B) = A is satis�ed; � is anidentity for ℄, whereas it is a zero for C.The ardinality of a multiset M is the number of its elements' ourrenes andis denoted by kM k, thus k ffa; a; b; b; b; gg k= 61.1.3 Relations and FuntionsA binary relation between S and S 0 (R : S�S 0) is an element of }(S�S 0). We writex R y for (x; y) 2 R.A partial funtion from S to S 0 is a relation f : S�S 0 for whih 8x; y; y 0: (x; y) 2f; (x; y 0) 2 f =) y = y 0. By f : S� S 0 we denote a partial funtion of the set S (thedomain) into the set S 0 (the range). The set of all partial funtions from S to S 0 isdenoted by [S� S 0℄. Moreover, we use the notation f(x) = y when there is a y suhthat (x; y) 2 f and we say f(x) is de�ned, otherwise f(x) is unde�ned. Sometimes,when f(x) is unde�ned, we write f(x) = �, where � denotes the unde�ned element.For eah set S we assume that � � S, � [ S = S and ; 6� �. This will be formallymotivated in Setion 1.2.1.



4 1. PreliminariesGiven a partial funtion f : S � S 0, the sets supp(f) := fx 2 S j f(x) is de�nedgand img(f) := ff(x) 2 S 0 j 9x 2 S: f(x) is de�nedg are, respetively, the supportand the image of f. A partial funtion is said to be �nite-support if supp(f) is�nite. Moreover, it is said to be �nite if both supp(f) and img(f) are �nite. In thefollowing, we will often use �nite-support partial funtions. Hene, to simplify thenotation, by f := 8><>:v1 7! r1...vn 7! rnwe will denote (by ases) any funtion f whih assumes on input values v1; : : : ; vnoutput values r1; : : : ; rn and is otherwise unde�ned. Furthermore, if the support off is just the singleton fvg, we will denote it by f := v 7! r.A (total) funtion f from S to S 0 is a partial funtion from S to S 0 suh that,for all x 2 S, there is some y 2 S 0 suh that f(x) = y. That is equivalent as sayingthat f is total if supp(f) = S. Although total funtions are a speial kind of partialfuntion, it is a tradition to understand something desribed as simply a funtionto be a total funtion. So we will always say expliitly when a funtion is partial.To indiate that a funtion f from S to S 0 is total, we write f : S ! S 0. Moreover,the set of all (total) funtions from S to S 0 is denoted by [S! S 0℄.A funtion f : S ! S 0 is injetive if and only if for eah x; y 2 S if f(x) = f(y)then x = y. f is surjetive if and only if for eah x 0 2 S 0 there exists x 2 S suh thatf(x) = x 0.We denote by f = g the extensional equality, i.e., for eah x 2 S, f(x) = g(x).Furthermore, g := f[v/x℄ denotes the funtion g whih di�ers from f only for theassignment of v to x, i.e., g(x) = v and, for eah y 6= x, g(y) = f(y).Lambda NotationIt is sometimes useful to use the lambda notation to desribe funtions. It providesa way of referring to funtions without having to name them. Suppose f : S! S 0 isa funtion whih, for any element x 2 S, gives a value f(x) whih is exatly desribedby expression E, probably involving x. Then we an write �x 2 S: E for the funtionf. Thus, (�x 2 S: E) := f(x; E[x℄) j x 2 Sg and so �x 2 S: E is just an abbreviationfor the set of input-output values determined by the expression E[x℄.Composing Relations and FuntionsWe ompose relations, and so partial and total funtions, R : S� S 0 and Q : S 0� S 00by de�ning their omposition (a relation between S and S 00) by Q Æ R := f(x; z) 2S� S 00 j y 2 S 0; (x; y) 2 R; (y; z) 2 Qg. Rn is the relationR Æ � � � Æ R| {z }n ;



1.1. Basi Set Theory 5i.e., R1 := R and (assuming Rn is de�ned) Rn+1 := R Æ Rn. Eah set S is assoiatedwith an identity funtion IdS := f(x; x) j x 2 Sg, whih is the neutral element of Æ.Thus we de�ne R0 := IdS.The transitive and reexive losure R� of a relation R on S is R� := Si2N Ri.The funtion omposition of g : S � S 0 and f : S 0 � S 00 is the partial funtionf Æ g : S � S 00, where (f Æ g)(x) := f(g(x)), if g(x) (�rst) and f(g(x)) (then) arede�ned, and it is otherwise unde�ned. When it is lear from the ontext Æ will beomitted.A funtion f : S! S 0 is bijetive if it has an inverse g : S 0 ! S, i.e., if and only ifthere exists a funtion g suh that g Æ f = IdS and fÆg = IdS 0 . Then the sets S andS 0 are said to be in 1-1 orrespondene. Any set in 1-1 orrespondene with a subsetof natural numbers N is said to be ountable. Note that a funtion f is bijetive ifand only if it is injetive and surjetive. A funtion is alled a homomorphism onan algebra Q in symbols h 2 Q if dom(h) = A and for any x; x 0; y; y 0 2 A, theformulas h(x) = h(x 0) and h(y) = h(y 0) imply h(x+ y) = h(x 0 + y 0).Diret and Inverse Image of a RelationWe extend relations, and thus partial and total funtions, R : S� S 0 to funtions onsubsets by taking R(X) := fy 2 S 0 j 9x 2 X: (x; y) 2 Rg for X � S. The set R(X) isalled the diret image of X under R. We de�ne R-1(Y) := fx 2 S j 9y 2 Y: (x; y) 2 Rgfor Y � S 0. The set R-1(Y) is alled the inverse image of Y under R. Thus, iff : S� S 0 is a partial funtion, X � S and X 0 � S 0, we denote by f(X) the image ofX under f, i.e., f(X) := ff(x) j x 2 Xg and by f-1(X 0) the inverse image of X 0 underf, i.e., f-1(X 0) := fx j f(x) 2 X 0g.Equivalene Relations and CongruenesAn equivalene relation � on a set S is a binary relation on S (�: S� S) suh that,for eah x; y; z 2 S,x R x (reexivity)x R y =) y R x (symmetry)x R y; y R z =) x R z (transitivity)The equivalene lass of an element x 2 S, with respet to �, is the subset [x℄� :=fy j x � yg. When lear from the ontext we abbreviate [x℄� by [x℄ and often abusenotation by letting the elements of a set denote their orrespondent equivalenelasses. The quotient set SÆ� of S modulo � is the set of equivalene lasses ofelements in S (w.r.t. �).An equivalene relation� on S is a ongruene w.r.t. a partial funtion f : Sn � Sif and only if, for eah pair of elements ai; bi 2 S suh that ai � bi, (if f(a1; : : : ; an)is de�ned then also f(b1; : : : ; bn) is de�ned and)f(a1; : : : ; an) � f(b1; : : : ; bn):



6 1. PreliminariesThen, we an de�ne the partial funtion f� : (SÆ�)n � SÆ� asf�([a1℄�; : : : ; [an℄�) := [f(a1; : : : ; an)℄�;sine, given [a1℄�; : : : ; [an℄�, the lass [f(a1; : : : ; an)℄� is uniquely determined inde-pendently of the hoie of the representatives a1; : : : ; an.1.2 Domain TheoryWe will present here the (abstrat) onepts of omplete latties, ontinuous fun-tions and �xpoint theory, whih are the standard tools of denotational semantis.1.2.1 Complete Latties and Continuous FuntionsA binary relation � on S (�: S� S) is a partial order if, for eah x; y; z 2 S,x � x (reexivity)x � y; y � x =) x = y (antisymmetry)x � y; y � z =) x � z (transitivity)A partially ordered set (poset) (S; �) is a set S equipped with a partial order �. Aset S is totally ordered if it is partially ordered and, for eah x; y 2 S, x � y or y � x.A hain is a (possibly empty) totally ordered subset of S.A preorder is a binary relation whih is reexive and transitive. A preorder � ona set S indues on S an equivalene relation � de�ned as follows: for eah x; y 2 S,x � y() x � y; y � x:Moreover, � indues on SÆ� the partial order�� suh that, for eah [x℄�; [y℄� 2 SÆ�,[x℄� �� [y℄� () x � y:A binary relation < is strit if and only if it is anti-reexive (i.e., not x < x) andtransitive.Given a poset (S; �) and X � S, y 2 S is an upper bound for X if and only if, foreah x 2 X, x � y. Moreover, y 2 S is the least upper bound (alled also join) of X, ify is an upper bound of X and, for every upper bound y 0 of X, y � y 0. A least upperbound of X is often denoted by lubS X or by FS X. We also write FSfd1; : : : ; dngas d1 tS � � � tS dn. Dually an element y 2 S is a lower bound for X if and only if,for eah x 2 X, y � x. Moreover, y 2 S is the greatest lower bound (alled alsomeet) of X, if y is a lower bound of X and for every lower bound y 0 of X, y 0 � y.A greatest lower bound of X is often denoted by glbS X or by dS X. We also writedSfd1; : : : ; dng as d1 uS � � � uS dn. When it is lear from the ontext, the subsriptS will be omitted. Moreover FfDigi2I and dfDigi2I an be denoted by Fi2IDi anddi2IDi. It is easy to hek that if lub and glb exist, then they are unique.



1.2. Domain Theory 7Complete Partial Orders and LattiesA diret set is a poset in whih any subset of two elements (and hene any �nitesubset) has an upper bound in the set. A omplete partial order (CPO) S is aposet suh that every hain D has the least upper bound (i.e., there exists FD).Notie that any set ordered by the identity relation forms a CPO, of ourse withouta bottom element. Suh CPOs are alled disrete. We an add a bottom element toany poset (S; �) whih does not have one (even to a poset whih already has one).The new poset S? is obtained by adding a new element ? to S and by extendingthe ordering � as 8x 2 S:? � x. If S is a disrete CPO, then S? is a CPO withbottom element, whih is alled at.A omplete lattie is a poset (S; �) suh that for every subset X of S there existsFX and dX. Let > denote the top element F S = d ; and ? denote the bottomelement d S = F ; of S. The elements of a omplete lattie an be thought of aspoints of information and the ordering as an approximation relation between them.Thus, x � y means x approximates y (or, x has less or the same information asy) and so ? is the point of least information. It is easy to hek that, for any setS, }(S) under the subset ordering � is a omplete lattie, where t is union, u isintersetion, the top element is S and the bottom element is ;. Also (}(S))? is aomplete lattie.Given a omplete lattie (L; �), the set of all partial funtions F = [S � L℄inherits the omplete lattie struture of L. Let us de�ne f � g := 8x 2 S: f(x) �g(x), (f t g)(x) := f(x) t g(x), (f u g)(x) := f(x) u g(x), ?F := �x 2 S:?L and>F := �x 2 S:>L. In the following f+ g will be used to denote f t g.Continuous and Additive FuntionsLet (L; �) and (M; v) be (omplete) latties. A funtion f : L!M is monotoniif and only if 8x; y 2 L: x � y =) f(x) v f(y):Moreover, f is ontinuous if and only if, for eah non-empty hain D � L,f(GL D) =GM f(D):Every ontinuous funtion is also monotoni, sine x � y =) FMff(x); f(y)g =f(FLfx; yg) = f(y) =) f(x) v f(y).Complete partial orders orrespond to types of data (data that an be usedas input or output to a omputation) and omputable funtions are modelled asontinuous funtions between them.A partial funtion f : S � S 0 is additive if and only if the previous ontinuityondition is satis�ed for eah non-empty set. Hene, every additive funtion is also



8 1. Preliminariesontinuous. Dually, we de�ne o-ontinuity and o-additivity , by using u instead oft. It an be proved that the omposition of monotoni, ontinuous or additivefuntions is, respetively, monotoni, ontinuous or additive.The mathematial way of expressing that strutures are \essentially the same"is through the onept of isomorphism whih establishes when strutures are iso-morphi. A ontinuous funtion f : D ! E between CPOs D and E is said to bean isomorphism if there is a ontinuous funtion g : E ! D suh that g Æ f = IdDand f Æ g = IdE. Thus f and g are mutual inverses. This is atually an instane ofa general de�nition whih applies to a lass of objets and funtions between them(CPOs and ontinuous funtions in this ase). It follows from the de�nition thatisomorphi CPOs are essentially the same but for a renaming of elements. It anbe proved that a funtion f : D ! E is an isomorphism if and only if f is bijetiveand, for all x; y 2 D, x �D y() f(x) �E f(y).Funtion SpaeLet D;E be CPOs. It is a very important fat that the set of all ontinuous funtionsfrom D to E an be made into a omplete partial order. The funtion spae [D! E℄onsists of ontinuous funtions f : D ! E ordered pointwise by f v g () 8d 2D: f(d) v g(d). This makes the funtion spae a omplete partial order. Note that,provided E has a bottom element ?E, suh a funtion spae of CPOs has a bottomelement, the onstantly ?E funtion ?[D!E℄ := �d 2 D:?E. Least upper bounds ofhains of funtions are given pointwise, i.e., a hain of funtions f0 v f1 v : : : vfn v : : : has lub F[D!E℄ fn := �d 2 D: FEffn(d)gn2N.It is not hard to see that the partial funtions L� D are in 1-1 orrespondenewith the (total) funtions L! D?, and that, in this ase, any total funtion is on-tinuous; the inlusion order between partial funtions orresponds to the \pointwiseorder" f v g() 8� 2 L: f(�) v g(�) between funtions L! D?. Beause partialfuntions from a CPO so does the set of funtions [L! D?℄ ordered pointwise. Thisis the reason why we assumed that, for eah set S, � � S, � [ S = S and ; 6� �.1.3 Transition SystemsThe behavior of systems an be aptured by transition systems. A state is aninstantaneous desription of the system that aptures the values of the variablesat a partiular instant of time. A transition desribes the evolution of the systemwhen an ation ours by giving the state before the ation ours and the stateafter the ation ours. Computations of a system an be de�ned in terms of itstransition sequenes. A omputation is an in�nite sequene of states where eahstate is obtained from the previous state by some transition.A Kripke struture is a kind of state transition graph with a set of states, a



1.4. Constraint Systems 9set of transitions between states and a funtion that labels eah state with theset of properties whih are true in suh state. Paths in a Kripke struture modelomputations of the system.De�nition 1.3.1 (Kripke Struture [CGP99℄) Let APKS a set of atomi propo-sitions. We de�ne a Kripke Struture MKS over APKS as a four tuple MKS =(SKS; S0KS; RKS; LKS) where1. SKS is a �nite set of states.2. S0KS � SKS is the set of initial states.3. RKS � SKS � SKS is a transition relation that must be total, that is, for everystate s 2 SKS there is a state s 0 2 SKS suh that R(s; s 0).4. L : S ! 2APKS is a funtion that labels eah state with the set of atomipropositions true in that state.1.4 Constraint SystemsA onstraint system is a system of partial information. Formally, a ylindri on-straint system (with diagonal elements) is de�ned as a struture hD;`;V; f9x j x 2Vg; fÆxy j x; y 2 Vgi where D is a non-empty set of tokens, ` � }(D) � D is anentailment relation, V is an in�nite set of variables, 9x : D ! D is the existentialquanti�er or ylindri�ation operator, and Æxy is a diagonal element . These om-ponents are related eah other by several properties. A onstraint is a subset of Dlosed by entailment and we use x = y to denote the diagonal element instead ofÆxy. The relation ` and the operation 9x may be extended to onstraints. Moreover,we use t as the least upper bound over onstraints.Sine the notion of onstraint system is underlying the whole thesis, next weintrodue more formally all these notions.De�nition 1.4.1 (Simple onstraint system [SRP91℄) Let D be a non-emptyset of tokens or primitive onstraints. A simple onstraint system is a struturehD;`i where `� }f(D)�D is an entailment relation satisfying:C1 u ` P whenever P 2 U,C2 u ` Q whenever u ` P for all P 2 v and v ` Q,An element of }f(D) is alled a �nite onstraint . We extend ` to a relation on}f(D)� }f(D) by de�ning u ` v () 8P 2 v; u ` P (1.4.1)We also de�ne u � v i� u ` v and v ` u.



10 1. PreliminariesDe�nition 1.4.2 (Cylindri onstraint system [SRP91℄) We de�ne a ylin-dri onstraint system as a struture hD;`;V; f9x j x 2 Vgi suh that hD;`i isa simple onstraint system, V is an in�nite set of variables or indeterminates and,for eah x 2 V, 9x : }f(D)! }f(D) is an operation satisfying:E1 u ` 9xu,E2 u ` v implies 9xu ` 9xv,E3 9x(u [ 9xv) � 9xu [ 9xv,E4 9x9yu � 9y9xu.9x is alled the existential quanti�er or ylindri�ation operator.A set of diagonal elements for a ylindri onstraint system is a family fÆxy 2D j x; y 2 Vg suh thatD1 ; ` Æxx,D2 if y 6= x; z then fÆxzg � 9yfÆxy; Æyzg,D3 if x 6= y then fÆxyg [ 9x(u [ fÆxyg) ` u.Note that [SRP91℄ has a ouple of typos, sine in D2 the �nite onstraint fÆxzg isinorretly replaed by fÆxyg. Moreover the ondition y 6= z is missing in D2 andx 6= y is missing in D3.Let Id be a set of proess identi�ers, V a denumerable set of variables and Ca (ylindri) onstraint system over V. Letters p, x and  are used to range overproess identi�ers, variables and onstraints respetively. With ~x we denote a �nite(possibly empty) sequene of variables in V. To simplify the proofs, we assume thereis a set B � V denumerable, suh that its omplement F is denumerable, too. Weall B the set of bound variables and F the set of free variables.Given a set of variables V = fv1; : : : ; vng, we denote with 9V the onstraint9v1 � � � 9vn. Given a onstraint , a variable v is free in  when 9v 6= . Given twosequenes ~x = fxigi�n and ~y = fyigi�n of variables, both of length n, we denote with~x = ~y the onstraint ti�n(xi = yi).De�nition 1.4.3 (Free variables) Let C be a onstraint system over V and  aonstraint of C. A variable v is (essentially) free in  when 9x 6= . We denotewith fv() the set of free variables in .The set of free variables in  is sometimes alled the dimension set of , aordingto [HMT71℄.In Proposition 1.4.4 we show some properties that are satis�ed by free variables.Those properties are used to prove the results presented in the �rst part of thedissertation.



1.4. Constraint Systems 11Proposition 1.4.4 Free variables satisfy the following onditions:1. fv( t d) � fv() [ fv(d);2. fv(9x) � fv() n fxgProof. We prove the points separately.Point 1 We show that, if a variable is not in the seond set, then it annot be inthe �rst one. In other terms, if v =2 fv() [ fv(d) then it is true that 9v =  and9vd = d, and therefore 9v( t d) =  t d, i.e., v =2 fv( t d).Point 2 We know that x =2 fv(9x:) sine 9x9x = 9x. Moreover, if v =2 fv() then9v9x = 9x9v = 9x, i.e., v =2 fv(9x).Note that the equality does not hold in general. For example fv(x = y) = fx; yg butfv(9y:x = y) = ;.Sometimes �nite onstraints are not enough, sine we need to deal with theontinuous aumulation of simple onstraints.De�nition 1.4.5 (Elements [SRP91℄) We de�ne an element  of a onstraintsystem hD;`i as a subset of D losed by entailment, i.e., suh that u �f  andu ` P implies P 2 . With an abuse of notation, we denote by jDj the set ofelements of the onstraint system hD;`i.Entailment and ylindri�ation may be extended to elements of a onstraintsystem, aording to the following de�nitions: ` d ()  � d (1.4.2)9x = fP j 9xu ` P; for some u �f g (1.4.3)1.4.1 Cylindri semilattiesAtually, the de�nition of onstraint system is restritive in order to fore deid-ability or semi-deidability of ertain operations. Cylindri semilatties are a moregeneral notion. Finite onstraints and elements of a onstraint system form twodi�erent ylindri semilatties.De�nition 1.4.6 A ylindri semilattie is a struture hC;v;?;V; f9x j x 2 Vg;fÆxy j x; y 2 Vgi suh that hC;vi is an upper semilattie, ? is the least elementof C, V is a set of variables, 9x : C ! C and Æxy 2 C. These are subjet to thefollowing onditions:E1  w 9x,



12 1. PreliminariesE2 9x is monotoni,E3 9x( t 9xd) = 9x t 9xd,E4 9x9y = 9y9x,D1 Æxx = ?,D2 if y 6= x; z then Æxz = 9y(Æxy t Æyz),D3 if x 6= y then Æxy t 9x( t Æxy) w .Our de�nition is almost the same as the one given for ylindri algebras in [HMT71℄,but we use upper semilatties instead of boolean algebras for the underlying partiallyordered set C.Note that ondition E2 for ylindri semilatties is redundant. Atually, if  v dthen 9x v d and therefore 9x t d = d. By E39xd = 9x(9x t d) = 9x t 9xdwhih means that 9x v 9xd.Note that the same does not hold in the set of axioms for onstraint systems.Atually, onsider a �rst order language L with equality and two prediate symbolsp and q of arity one. Let V be a denumerable set of variables and � a variable inV. We denote with D the following set of formulas:D = fx = y j x; y 2 Vg [ fp(x); q(x) j x 2 Vg [ f9�p(�)gWe denote with `L the entailment in the logi and with `�L the entailment underthe hypothesis 8x:p(x)$ q(x).Our purpose is to build a onstraint system with set of tokens D. Given u =f�1; : : : ; �ng 2 }f(D), we de�ne u ` � i� �1 ^ � � �^ �n `�L �. Moreover, we de�ne9xu = f� 2 D j 9x(�1 ^ � � �^ �n) `L �g n fx = x j x 2 VgIt is possible to hek that, if we identify Æxy with the formula x = y, all theonditions for a ylindri onstraint systems are satis�es, with the only exeption ofE3. Atually, if u = fq(x)g and v = fq(x); p(x)g, we have 9xu = ; and 9xv = frg.Therefore u ` v but 9xu 6` 9xv.Given a onstraint system with diagonal elements C = hD;`;V; f9x j x 2 Vg; fÆxy jx; y 2 Vgi, we have two obvious examples of ylindri semilatties: �nite onstraintsand elements.Proposition 1.4.7 Let D = }f(C)=� the equivalene lass of �nite onstraintsw.r.t. entailment and we de�ne [u℄ w [v℄ i� u ` v. It is the ase that D is anupper semilattie with [u℄ t [v℄ = [u [ v℄ and bottom element [;℄. The operation 9xis immediately extended to D by taking 9[u℄ = [9u℄, whih an be proved to be wellde�ned. Then hD;v; [;℄;V; f9x j x 2 Vg; f[Æxy℄ j x; y 2 Vgi is a ylindri semilattie.



1.4. Constraint Systems 13The proof of this proposition is simple and only involves elementary operationswith equivalene lasses of �nite onstraints.Proposition 1.4.8 For eah X � D, we denote with �X the losure of X, i.e., the set�X = fP j 9u �f X: u ` Pg. Then (jDj;�) is an upper semilattie with  t d =  [ dand bottom element ;. The struture hjDj;�; �;; f9x j x 2 Vg; ffÆxyg j x; y 2 Vi is aylindri semilattie.Proof. The fat that (jDj;�) is an upper semilattie with given lowest upper boundand least element is trivial. To prove the onditions regarding ylindri�ation anddiagonal elements, we �rst observe that, given u 2 }f(D) and ; d 2 jDj, thefollowing property holds:u �f  t d () there exist v �f  and w �f d suh that v [w ` uNow, onsider the proof of the ondition E3. By the de�nition of 9x, P 2 9x(t9xd)i� there is u �f t9xd suh that 9xu ` P. By the previous observation, u �f t9xdi� there are v1 �f  and v2 �f 9xd suh that v1[v2 ` u. Finally, again by de�nitionof 9x on elements, v2 �f 9xd i� there is w �f d suh that 9xw ` v2. In one formula:P 2 9x( t 9xd) () 9u; v1; v2; w 2 }f(D)v1 �f ;w �f d; 9xw ` v2; v1 [ v2 ` u; 9xu ` PBy E2 of onstraint systems, this is equivalent toP 2 9x( t 9xd) () 9v1; w 2 }f(D): 9x(v1 [ 9xw) ` PIn the same way P 2 9xt9xd i� there are v1 �f  andw �f d suh that 9xv1[9xw `P. By de�nition E3 for onstraint systems, these are equivalent.Now, let us onsider the proof for the ondition D2. Note that u � fÆxyg i�fÆxyg ` u. Therefore, by following the same idea as aboveP 2 9y(fÆxyg t fÆyzg) () 9x(fÆxyg [ fÆyzg) ` P () 9x(Æxy; Æyz) ` PBy D2 for onstraint systems, P 2 9y(fÆxyg t fÆyzg) () P 2 fÆxzg.By following the same line, all the onditions required by the de�nition of ylin-dri semilattie may be proved to hold.We onlude this digression on onstraint systems by proving that there is apreise relation between the two ylindri semilatties onsidered so far.Proposition 1.4.9 The map � : D=� ! jDj given by [u℄ = �u is an embedding (i.e.,an injetive homomorphism) from the algebra of �nite onstraints to the algebra ofelements.Proof. The proof is simple. We only show that � is an homomorphism for 9x. Weneed to prove that 9x(u [ v) = 9x(�u t �v)Following the same line of the previous theorem, we obtain that P 2 9x(�u t �v) i�9x(u [ v) ` P whih is equivalent to P 2 9x(u [ v).



14 1. Preliminaries1.4.2 SubstitutionsFollowing the idea presented in [HMT71℄ for ylindri algebras, a substitution is amap f : V ! V suh that dom(f) = fv 2 V j f(v) 6= vg is �nite. A renaming is a bi-jetive substitution. We denote a substitution f with the set fv1=f(v1); : : : ; vn=f(vn)gsuh that fv1; : : : ; vng = dom(f). If ~x = x1; : : : ; xn and ~y = y1; : : : ; yn, then f~x=~yg isthe substitution whih maps eah xi with the orresponding yi.De�nition 1.4.10 (Substitution Operator) Let  be a onstraint. We denotewith [f℄ a new onstraint obtained by simultaneously replaing eah opy of v 2dom(f) with the orresponding f(v). Formally, we may de�ne[~x=~y℄ = 9~�(~y = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t )) (1.4.4)where ~� is a sequene of variables, of the same length of ~x and ~y, suh that (fv()[~y [ ~x) \ ~� = ;.Note that a sequene ~� whih satis�es this ondition does not always exists, sineit is possible to have a onstraint  suh that fv() = V.We say that  is domain omplemented when V n fv() is in�nite. If  is domainomplemented, then [f℄ does exists for every substitution f, and the de�nition doesnot depend from the hoie of the sequene of fresh variables ~�.A ylindri lattieis said to be dimension omplemented when, for eah element , fv() 6= V. Fora dimension omplemented ylindri lattie, it is possible to build an analogous ofparallel substitution.In Proposition 1.4.11 we show some properties that are satis�ed by substitutions.Again those properties are used to prove some results presented in this thesis.Proposition 1.4.11 These are some of the properties of substitutions:1. [~x=~y℄ is well de�ned;2. if  v d then [f℄ v d[f℄;3. if f 0 = fjfv() then [f℄ = [f 0℄;4. [f1℄[f2℄ = [f1 Æ f2℄;5. if f is a renaming, then 9f(~x)[f℄ = (9~x)[f℄.Proof. We prove the several points separately.Point 1 Following (1.4.4), we have to prove that1 = 9~�(~y = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t )) v 9~�(~y = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t )) = 2



1.4. Constraint Systems 15for every hoie of ~� and ~�. It is enough to prove the property when � and � aredisjoint. Moreover, note that fv(1) � fv() [ ~y is disjoint from ~� and therefore itis enough to prove 1 v ~y = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t )By using rule D2 of onstraint systems (see De�nition 1.4.2,~y = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t ) = 9~�(~y = ~� t ~� = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t ))and moreover9~�(~y = ~� t ~� = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~x t )) =9~�(~y = ~� t ~� = ~� t 9~x:(~� = ~� t ~� = ~x t )) w 1 (1.4.5)whih proves the theorem.Point 2 The seond property follows from the monotoniity of t and 9, by hoosingthe same sequene � of fresh variables for both the existential quanti�ers.Point 3 To prove the third property it is enough to show that given f = fx=y;~v=~wgwith x =2 fv() then [f℄ = [~v=~w℄. We try to onstrut the equation for this asefollowing (1.4.4). If x =2 fv() then 9x =  and therefore we an say that 9~v(9x(� =x t ~� = ~v t )) = 9~v((9x� = x) t ~� = ~v t ) = 9~v(~� = ~v t ) =  0. Then we ansee that this  0 denotes the last part of the equation for [f℄. Moreover, we see that� =2 fv( 0), and therefore [f℄ = 9~�9�(y = �t~w = ~�t 0) = 9~�(~� = ~wt 0) = [~v=~w℄whih proves the theorem.Point 4 For the proof of the fourth ase, we assume f1 = f~x=~yg and f2 = f~v=~wgand following the same (1.4.4) we obtain[f1℄[f2℄ = 9~�(~� = ~w t 9~v(~� = ~v t 9~�(~y = ~� t 9~x(~� = ~x t ))))and note that f1 Æ f2 = f~x=f2(~y)g ℄ fv=f2(v) j v 2 dom(f2) n dom(f1)g = f~z=~tg. If wehoose ~� and ~� disjoint, we may move 9~� outwards obtaining[f1℄[f2℄ = 9~�;~�(~� = ~w t 9~v(~� = ~v t ~y = ~� t 9~x(~� = ~x t )))We an distinguish ~y in the two subsets ~y1 and ~y2 being ~y1 the set of variables whihare also in ~v and ~y2 = ~y n ~y1. Then, sine variables in ~y2 are not in the domain off2, then we an put them outside the sope of suh quanti�ation obtaining[f1℄[f2℄ = 9~�;~�(~� = ~w t ~y2 = ~�2 t 9~v(~� = ~v t ~y1 = ~�1 t 9~x(~� = ~x t )))Note that, ~�℄~y2 orresponds to ~t. Now we an also distinguish ~x in the two subsets~x1 and ~x2 being ~x1 the variables whih are shared with ~v. Then we have[f1℄[f2℄ = 9~�;~�(~� = ~w t ~y2 = ~�2 t 9~v;~x2(~� = ~v t ~y1 = ~�1 t ~�2 = ~x2 t ))whih oinides with the de�nition of substitution for [f1 Æ f2℄.



16 1. PreliminariesPoint 5 Sine  = [f℄[f-1℄, for this last property it is enough to prove half of theequality, namely that 9~y[~x=~y℄ w 9~x. Note that sine f is a renaming, ~x and ~y areequals when viewed as sets, therefore ~y \ fv(9x) = ;, and it is enough to prove[~x=~y℄ w 9~x. It is immediate to hek that [~x=~y℄ w 9~y9~x = , and this provesthe theorem.Atually, all these properties make this notion of substitution the ounterpart ofstandard syntati substitution for �rst order formulas. However, we have a prob-lem. If C is a onstraint system, while the ylindri semilattie of �nite onstraintis domain omplemented, the same does not hold for the ylindri semilattie ofelements.In the semantis of  and related languages, we may overome this problem bypartitioning the set V of variables into two in�nite sets F of free variables and a setB of bound variables. Constraints in programs and environments are only allowedto take free variables in F , so that substitution may be de�ned. Obviously, we mustbe areful that semanti de�nitions do not produe unsafe onstraint with some freevariable in B.1.5 Closure OperatorsLet (C;�) be a omplete lattie, a partial Moore family in C is a set S � C whih ismeet losed for non-empty set, i.e., suh that if ; 6= X � S, then VC 2 S. A partiallosure operator in C is a partial map � : C ! C suh that, if  2 C and �() isde�ned, then:� �() w  (� is extensive);� �(�()) = �() (� is idempotent);� if  0 v , �( 0) v �(), (� is monotone).With every partial Moore family S � C, we may assoiate a partial losure operator�S : C! C as follows:�S() = ÆVf 0 2 C j  0 � g if f 0 2 C j  0 � g 6= ;,� otherwise. (1.5.1)On the ontrary, for eah partial losure operator � : C! C, we assoiate a partialMoore family given by the set of �xpoints of �. These two transformations are onethe inverse of the other, and de�ne an isomorphism between partial losure operatorsordered pointwise and partial Moore families ordered by ontainment.AMoore family inC is a partial Moore family whih ontains the greatest elementin C, and a losure operator is a partial losure operator whih is de�ned for every



1.5. Closure Operators 17element of C. The orrespondene viewed above restrits naturally to Moore familiesand losure operators.



3The t languageConurrent onstraint programming was �rst introdued by Vijay Saraswat in 1989[Sar89℄ as a simple and powerful model of onurrent systems (see also [Sar93℄).In this model the onept of store as valuation of von Neumann is replaed bythe notion of store as onstraint : onstraints are aumulated in a store providingpartial information about the possible values that variables an take. The formalde�nition of this programming paradigm an be found in [SR90, SRP91, Sar93℄.In this hapter we desribe a language whih was presented a few years laterby Saraswat, Jagadeesan and Gupta as an evolution of the  model: the timedonurrent onstraint programming (t) language. t was de�ned in [SJG94a,SJG94b℄ basially by adding the notion of time to the model. The fundamentalontribution of the t model is to augment the ability of onstraint programmingto detet positive information with the ability to detet negative information, i.e.,to detet the absene of some signal or information. Suh negative information isruial to model reative and real-time omputations (see [HMP92℄).In partiular, t extends the deterministi fragment of the  paradigm withagents that are able to model the temporal behavior and also notions suh as timeoutand preemption. The notion of timeout is de�ned as the ability to wait for a spei�signal and, if a limit of time is reahed and suh signal is not present, then anexeption program is exeuted. Another interesting behavior of reative sytems ispreemption whih is de�ned as the ability to abort a proess when a spei� signal isdeteted. Atually, in the ase of t it is aptured the notion of weak preemption,i.e., it is not possible to abort a proess in the same time instant when the signal isdeteted but in the following one. In the more re�ned model presented in [SJG96℄ itwas introdued an appropriate framework to model the strong preemption behavior.It is important to remark that timed onurrent onstraint programming wasdeveloped as a simple model for determinate, timed, and reative systems. Usingthis delarative model the typial advantages of the delarative paradigm are gained.For example, programming in this model is more intuitive and reasoning with thederived languages is easier than with imperative languages. Another importantproperty is that the spei�ation is exeutable, that is what you prove is what youexeute. Moreover, the language supports hierarhial and modular onstrutionof spei�ations (programs). Finally, onstrution and analysis of programs and



32 3. The t languagespei�ations is easier sine this is a deterministi language.In the next setions we present the syntax and the semantis of the language.We also disuss the main harateristis of the language.3.1 SyntaxThe original syntax of t given in [SJG94a℄ is presented in Figure 3.1. If the readeris familiar with the  framework it is easy to see that we an divide the onstruts1of the language into two ategories. The �rst ategory orresponds to the agentsinherited from the deterministi fragment of . We all suh onstruts onurrentonstraint () onstruts. The seond ategory is omposed of those onstrutsthat ause \extension over time" and we all these onstruts timing onstruts.(Agents) A ::=  { Tellj now  then A { Timed Positive Askj now  else A { Timed Negative Askj next A { Unit Delayj abort { Abortj skip { Skipj A jjA { Parallel ompositionj XbA { Hidingj g { Proedure all(Proedure Calls) g :: p(t1; : : : ; tn)(Delarations) D :: g :: A { De�nitionj D:D { Conjuntion(Programs) P :: fD:AgFigure 3.1: Syntax for t programs.Intuitively, the exeution of a t program evolves by steps: in eah step it isaumulated all the information that an be generated by the  onstruts. Whenno more information an be generated by the  onstruts we say that it has beenreahed a resting point (or quiesent point). Thus, when a resting point is reahedthe exeution of the program moves to the following time instant by exeuting thetiming onstruts. During that passage from one time instant to the following one,all the information aumulated sine that moment is removed. Then the proessis repeated by starting a new omputation of the  onstruts generated by thetiming onstruts with the empty store.Tell , Parallel Composition and Timed Positive Ask agents are  onstruts.We say that they are instantaneous agents, i.e., agents whih do not ause extension1In this thesis we use equivalently the terms \onstrut", \agent", and \operator".



3.1. Syntax 33over time. In partiular, Parallel Composition is the expliit representation of on-urreny in the language, the Timed Positive Ask agent allows the synhronizationof proesses and the Tell agent represents the state evolution of the system.The seond lass of onstruts are timing onstruts. Timed Negative Ask , UnitDelay and Abortion ause extension over time. The Unit Delay agent fores a proessto start in the next time instant. The Timed Negative Ask agent is a onditionalversion of Unit Delay that allows the system to detet negative information: it ausesa proess to be started in the next time instant if, on the quiesene of the urrenttime instant, the store was not strong enough to entail some spei� information.This means that the absene of information an ause the exeution of some agentwhih is a ruial point in the modeling of reative systems. Finally, the Abortionagent terminates the exeution of all the proesses in the next time instant.Now we extend the de�nition of free variables given in De�nition 1.4.3 to agents.Given a t agent A, we denote with fv(A) the set of free variables in A, i.e., thosevariables x whih our in A outside the sope of any hiding operator relative to x.Formally we have: fv() as in De�nition 1.4.3fv(A1 jjA2) = fv(A1) [ fv(A2)fv(skip) = ;fv(abort) = ;fv(now  else A) = fv(A) [ fv()fv(now  then A) = fv(A) [ fv()fv(nextA) = fv(A)fv(xbA) = fv(A) n fxgWith vars(A) we denote the set of variables in an agentA. With bv(A) we denotethe set of bound variables in A, i.e., the set of all the variables x suh that thereis a subagent xbB in A. We say that an agent A is well formed when fv(A) � F ,bv(A) � B and there are no two di�erent hiding operators for the same variable. Inthe following, we only onsider well formed agents.A program is a pair D:A where D is a set of de�nitions and A is an agent. Ade�nition is written as p(~x) :: Ap where p 2 Id, Ap is an agent and fv(Ap) � ~x. Wemake two assumptions over programs:1. in eah program, for eah proess identi�er there is only one di�erent de�nition,and2. every ourrene of an agent t(~y) inside a de�nition p(~x) :: Ap is within thesope of a next A or now  else A onstrut.We only onsider well formed programs. Note that the restrition to fv(Ap) � ~xis important if we want the orrespondene between operational and denotational



34 3. The t languagesemantis to hold. This is due to the fat that the operational semantis follows therule of stati soping, while the denotational semantis follows the rule of dynamisoping (already pointed out in [NPV02a℄). The easiest way to solve the problemis to apply the above said restrition about the free variables whih our in ade�nition.The restrition onerning the ourrenes of agents of the form t(~y) is needed toavoid reursion within a �xed time instant. In this way, the behavior of the programin a time instant is simple enough to be desribed by �nite state automata.Given ~x = x1 : : : xn, ~y = y1 : : : yn, if f is the substitution f~x=~yg, we de�nethe new agent A[f℄ obtained by applying f to all the onstraints  ourring inA and by replaing eah xi with the orresponding yi in the proedure alls andhiding operators. Note that, at this level, we do not require A[f℄ to preserve boundvariables, and therefore we have that (xbp(x; y))[x=z℄ = zbp(z; y). Quite often,we do not want to distinguish between agents whih only di�ers for the name ofbound variables. Therefore, we de�ne the relation �p of �-onversion as the smallestongruene w.r.t. the syntati operators that de�ne agents suh thatA[x=z℄ �p A 0[x 0=z℄^ z 6= x; x 0 ^ z =2 vars(A) [ vars(A 0) =) xbA �p x 0bA 0Then, we an apply a substitution f to the lass [A℄�p as [A℄�p[f℄ = B[f℄ where B �p Aand bv(B)\ vars(f) = ;. Given a sequene of variables ~y, we write p(~x) :: Ap �~y Dwhen p(~x) :: A 0p 2 D, Ap �p A 0p and bv(A 0p) \ (~x [ ~y) = ;.It is important to remark some questions about the de�nition of the t language.Note that eah ourrene of a reursive all must be preeded by a timing onstrut.In other words, the reursion within a time instant is not allowed. This restritionprovide the authors the possibility to ensure that the time neessary to reah aquiesene point is �nite. Thus, it is true that a resting point is always reahed.Moreover, in [SJG94a, SJG96℄ the de�nition of other possible operators based inthe onstruts presented in Figure 3.1 an be found. Those onstruts are typiallyused in other frameworks (suh as Esterel [Ber00℄, Lustre [HCRP91℄ or Signal[GGBM91℄) whose sope is similar to the one of t language: to model reativesystems. For example, it an be de�ned the always A onstrut whih exeute theagent A at eah time instant. Other examples are the now  then A else B, multipleprioritized waits, whenever  do A or do A wathing  agents. All these onstrutsare de�ned using the operators showed in Figure 3.1. Thus we ould always trans-form a omplex program that uses these new operators into a simpler one whihuses only basi operators.3.2 Operational SemantisThe operational semantis of the language was de�ned in [SJG94a℄ by extendingthe operational semantis of . The semantis were presented as two transition



3.2. Operational Semantis 35relations de�ned over on�gurations. A on�guration was de�ned as a multiset ofagents. In this setion we show the operational semantis of the language in a bitdi�erent way. In this thesis a on�guration is de�ned as a set of variables and amultiset of agents instead of a single multiset of agents.This is beause [SJG94a℄ does not onsider the problem of de�ning a suitablenotion of observable behavior, problem whih is only addressed in [SJG94b℄ wherethe set of new introdued variables is impliitly alulated from a derivation. Thetwo operational semantis are equivalent but we prefer this new notation whih isleaner and simpli�es the proofs of the results presented in Chapter 4. Atually, thisnew notation for the operational semantis is inspired in the operational semantisgiven in [NPV02b℄ for the nt language, whih an be seen as an evolution of t.The idea is that given a program spei�ation D:A, the initial on�guration isde�ned as h;; Ai. Then all the  operators are exeuted following the transitionrelation!D de�ned in Figure 3.2 (i.e., agents behave aording to the transition re-lation!D without passing of time). Due to the syntati restritions on the agents,all the !D-derivations from a on�guration hV; �i are �nite, so that we eventuallyreah a resting point. One the resting point is reahed no further information maybe adjoined in the urrent time instant, thus we an dedue the negative informa-tion. At that point we move to the following time instant by exeuting the timingonstruts in the on�guration. All the information obtained in the previous timeinstant is removed. Then the proess is repeated: the  onstruts are exeuted toreah the following resting point.Next we desribe formally all these intuitions. The operational semantis are de-�ned as the minimal relation generated by the transition rules showed in Figure 3.2.Note that due to spae problems the denominator of the last rule is showed in twodi�erent lines.Thus, from now we de�ne a on�guration 
 as a pair hV; �i where V is a �niteset of variables and � is a multiset of agents. Intuitively, the set V ontains thosevariables in V whih are loal to the agents in � and should not be a�eted by theenvironment. given a multiset of agents �, �(�) is de�ned as the sub-multiset ofonstraints in � alled the store. Moreover, with ℄ we denote multiset union andwe also use � ℄A as a short form for � ℄ ffAgg.In Figure 3.2 you an see two di�erent transition relations: the �rst one (!D)represents the transitions within a time instant whereas the seond transition rela-tion ( D) represents the pass from one time instant to the following one. Moreover,in the de�nition of rule R D, � ranges over multisets of agents that do not ontaintiming agents.Given a transition hV; �i !D hV 0; � 0i, the agent in the left-hand side whih isrewritten is alled the prinipal agent. An agent A in hV; �i is ative when thereis an outgoing transition suh that A is the prinipal agent. A on�guration hV; �iwithout outgoing !D-transitions is alled resting point (or quiesent point).The assumption that agents are well formed plays a role in Rdef , where it ensures



36 3. The t languageGiven a set of de�nitions D, we de�ne the transition systems !D and  Dover on�gurations with the following rules:Rskip : hV; �℄ skipi!D hV; �iRabort : hV; �℄ aborti!D hV; abortiRjj : hV; �℄A1 jjA2i!D hV; �℄A1 ℄A2iRb : hV; �℄ xbAi!D hV [ fyg; � ℄A[x=y℄i where y 2 F is freshRdef : hV; �℄ p(~y)i!D hV; �℄AP[~x=~y℄i where p(~x) :: AP 2 DRthen : �(�) ` hV; �℄ now  thenAi!D hV; �℄AiRelse : �(�) ` hV; �℄ now  elseAi!D hV; �iR D :hV;�℄ ffnextBj j j � mgg ℄ ffnow i elseAi j i � nggi 6!DhV;�℄ ffnow i elseAi j i � ngg ℄ ffnextBj j j � mggi DhV; ffAi j i � ngg ℄ ffBj j j � mggiFigure 3.2: Operational semantis of the t languagethat ~y\bv(AP) = ; and ~x\bv(AP) = ;, and in Rb, where it ensures that x =2 bv(A),so that the assumption regarding the use of substitutions with agents is respeted.Now we present a third transition relation: the input-output relation =)D:hV; �℄ 9Vi!�D hW;�i D hW;� 0ihV; �i (;t9W�(�))=)D hW;� 0i (3.2.1)Intuitively, hV; �i (; 0)=)D hW;�i is interpreted as follows: starting from a on�gura-tion hV; �i and an input onstraint , it is produed an output onstraint  0 and thesystem moves to the state hW;�i in the next time instant. The reader an see howit is neessary a non-banal mehanism to handle the existential quanti�ation of theunderlying onstraint system.The transition system !D is not deterministi neither onuent, due to the rulefor xb whih introdues new fresh variables. As an immediate onsequene, thesame holds for =)D. However, if we onsider on�gurations modulo renaming, weobtain onuent transition systems (and deterministi, in the ase of =)D). The keyproperty that makes true this assertion is that transitions ommute with renamingaording to the results presented below.First of all, Lemma 3.2.1 shows that the transition relation !D ommutes withrenaming. This makes suh transition relation deterministi.



3.2. Operational Semantis 37Lemma 3.2.1 If it is true that hV; �i!� hV 0; �i and f is a renaming of free vari-ables, then hf(V); f(�)i!� hf(V 0); f(�)iProof. The proof is done by ase over the prinipal agent. Here we just show theproof for the now  then A and xbA agents whih are the most interesting ases.The rest of the ases an be proved in a similar way.For the Positive Ask onstrut, we assume hV; �℄ now  then Ai ! hV; � ℄ Aiwith �(�) ` . Then �(�)[f℄ ` [f℄ by the seond property of Proposition 1.4.11.Note that �(�)[f℄ = �(�[f℄) thus hf(V); �[f℄ ℄ now [f℄ then A[f℄i ! hf(V); �[f℄ ℄A[f℄i. Moreover, by indutive hypothesis there is a derivation hf(V); �[f℄℄A[f℄i!hf(V 0); �[f℄i. This proves the ase for the Positive Ask agent.For the seond onsidered ase we assume hV; �℄xbAi! hV[y; �℄A[x=y℄i!�hV 0; �i. Note that hf(V); �[f℄ ℄ x b A[f℄i ! hf(V) [ ff(y)g; �[f℄ ℄ A[f℄[x=f(y)℄i.We know that f(y) =2 fv(A[f℄) and x =2 fv(A), therefore A[f℄[x=f(y)℄ = A[f ℄x=y℄ = A[x=y℄[f℄. Moreover, by indutive hypothesis we have a derivation hf(V)[ff(y)g; �[f℄ ℄ A[x=y℄[f℄i !� hf(V 0); �[f℄i. This proves the seond onsidered ase.The transition relation  D an be seen as a funtion (in [NPV02b℄ semantis itis introdued in that way) where timing onstruts produe a di�erent multiset ofagents. We an see that the set of variables V is not modi�ed when we apply therule for the  D relation. This makes possible to show the seond result:Lemma 3.2.2 If it is true that hV; �i hV;�i and f is a renaming of free variables,then hf(V); f(�)i hf(V); f(�)i.Proof. This result is a diret onsequene of monotoniity of renaming showed inProposition 1.4.11.Finally, the most important result is Theorem 3.2.3 whih involves the input-outputtransition relation. We show that also this transition relation ommutes with re-naming.Theorem 3.2.3 If hV; �i (; 0)=) hV 0; � 0i and f is a renaming of variables in F , thenhf(V); f(�)i f();f( 0)=) hf(V 0); f(� 0)i.Proof. We assume that hV; �i (; 0)=) hV 0; � 0i. Following the semantis de�ned in(3.2.1) this assumption means that hV; � ℄ 9Vi !� hV 0; �i  hV 0; � 0i and  0 = t 9V 0�(�). By Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we an say that, if f 0 = fjV 0, we have aderivation hf 0(V); �[f 0℄ ℄ (9V)[f 0℄i!� hf 0(V 0); �[f 0℄i hf 0(V 0); � 00[f 0℄iNote that (9V)[f 0℄ = 9V and therefore we obtain hW;�[f 0℄i (; 00)=) hW 00; � 00[f 0℄iwhere  00 =  t 9W 00� 00[f 0℄. Note that 9W 00� 00[f 0℄ = 9V 00� 00 and therefore  00 =  0. Byindution we omplete the proof.



38 3. The t languageNow, we an onsider the equivalene relation � over on�gurations suh thathV; �i � hU;�i () 9f renaming s.t.dom(f) � U [ V; f(V) = U and f(�) = � (3.2.2)hV; �i � hU;�i means that the two on�gurations only di�er in the name of theloal variables in V and U. Then we an say that =)D, viewed as a transitionsystem over equivalene lasses of on�gurations, is deterministi. Therefore, thisjusti�es the fat we are talking of t as a deterministi language.In the following, we omit the index D from the transition relations when it isnot relevant.3.2.1 Observable BehaviorsOne we have presented the operational semantis for the t language, we must tode�ne what we want to observe in a system. We are not interested in the internalmahinery of the system given by the transition relations ! and  . The onlyinteresting thing is the interation of the system with the environment, given by=). From this point of view, the only thing that we an observe is the sequene ofonstraints given as input or emitted as output.We all observation a �nite (possibly empty) sequene of onstraints and we de-note with Obs the set of all observations. Conatenation of observations s and s 0is denoted by s � s 0, while � is the empty sequene. If s 2 Obs, x 2 V and f a sub-stitution, we denote with 9xs and s[f℄ the pointwise extension of the orrespondingoperations on onstraints. l(s) denotes the length of the observation s.An observation represents a sequene of input or output onstraints along thetime. If s = 1; : : : ; n and s 0 =  01; : : : ;  0n, we write hV; �i (s;s 0)=)� hW;�i forhV0; �0i (1; 01)=) hV1; �1i (2; 02)=) � � � (n; 0n)=) hVn; �niwhere V0 = V, �0 = �, Vn =W and �n = �.Let us de�ne an ordering between observations, given by1 : : : n �obs d1 : : : dm () m � n^ 81 � i � m: i v di (3.2.3)This is a sort of pointwise extension of entailment between onstraints, with the pro-viso that an aborted proess is like a proess whih always emits false, the greatestelement of C.Observations satisfy some basi properties and we show them by the followingresults:Lemma 3.2.4 (Obs;�obs) has a least upper bound for eah nonempty set. Thegreatest element is �. Let � be the longest ommon pre�x of all the �'s. If f�igi2I �Obs, then we an de�ne two ases



3.2. Operational Semantis 39� for eah i 2 I, �i = � � i � i for some i 2 C and i 2 Obs the following istrue: _i �i = � � (Gi i)� otherwise _i �i = �Proof. The fat that � is the greatest element is trivial. Now we prove that Wi �i,as we have de�ned it, is the lowest upper bound. For eah i 2 I, �i �obs � is obviousby the de�nition, thus � is an upper bound.Now we must prove that this is the least upper bound. We proeed by ontra-dition. Suppose that we have an upper bound  whih is greater than Wi �i. Weall  = e1 : : : em and � � (Fi i) = d1 : : : dn. Then there are two ases:� if  6�obs � � (Fi i) then m > n or 9j 2 f1 : : :mg s.t. dj 6v ej. If m > n then is not an upper bound. On the other way, if there exists dj 6v ej then it isnot satis�ed the ondition over the ommon pre�x.� The ase for  6�obs � is trivially proved in a similar way.The seond property of observables that we an show is presented in the followinglemma. It proves the existene of the greatest lower bound for eah bounded set ofobservables.Lemma 3.2.5 (Obs;�obs) has a greatest lower bound for eah bounded set. Thegreatest element is �. If H � Obs has a lower bound, then we an de�ne VH =1 : : : n where n = maxfl(�) j � 2 Hg and i = dH[i℄.Proof. First of all, note that n does exist sine H is bounded. It means that thereexists � suh that � �obs � for eah � 2 H. Therefore l(�) � l(�) for eah � 2 H.The most omplete form of observation that we an perform on the system isthe relation between input and output onstraints. Given a program D:A, we de�nethe input-output behaviorio(D:A) = Æ(s; s 0) j 9hV; �i: h;; Ai (s;s 0)=)� hV; �i� (3.2.4)However, we an de�ne a weaker form of observation. If we only observe theoutput onstraints, we obtain what generally are alled strongest postonditions.Formally sp(D:A) = fs 2 Obs j 9s 0 2 Obs: (s 0; s) 2 io(D:A)g (3.2.5)



40 3. The t language3.3 Denotational SemantisIn this setion we desribe the denotational semantis presented in [SJG94a℄. In thatwork, the authors extended the denotational semantis of  to the new onstruts.Observations of a program are de�ned as the set of resting points or strongestpostonditions. A model of t is de�ned as a sequene of models of .If s; s 0 2 Obs, we write s � s 0 to denote that s is a pre�x of s 0. Let P be asubset of Obs and s 2 P. We denote with P after s the set fs 0 2 Obs j s � s 0 2 Pg. InDe�nition 3.3.1 the notion of t proess is de�ned.De�nition 3.3.1 ([SJG94b℄) A proess is a subset P of Obs whih respets thefollowing onditions:� � 2 P,� it is pre�xed losed (i.e. if s 2 P and s 0 � s, then s 0 2 P);� it is determinate, i.e. for eah s 2 P, P after s is determinate.We denote with Pro the set of all the proesses. Letters P or Q range overproesses.In Figure 3.3 the denotational semantis are desribed by means of semantiequations. [℄ stands for the onstraint generated by a set of tokens . Note thatin this desription of the denotational semantis there is no rule for the ProedureCall. In [SJG94a℄ the authors do not onsider the problem inluding suh agents.In Chapter 4 we introdue the new denotational semantis where an environment isde�ned in order to enrih the semantis by handling the Proedure Call agent.JskipK = ObsJabortK = f�gJK = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d � [℄gJA jjBK = fs 2 Obs j s 2 JAKe ^ JBKgJxbAK = fs 2 Obs j 9X:s = 9X:t; for some t 2 JAKgJnow  thenAK = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d � [℄) d � s 2 JAKgJnow  elseAK = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d 6� [℄) s 2 JAKgJnextAK = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j s 2 JAKgFigure 3.3: Denotational Semantis of t ([SJG94a℄)The skip agent does nothing, thus every sequene of onstraints is inluded inits denotational semantis. The abort agent auses the termination of all onurrentproesses, hene the only observation that an be made of it is �. The denotationsof the Tell agent ontains the empty sequene and the set of sequenes where  is the�rst element. The Parallel agent simply ombines two agents, thus the denotational



3.4. Appliations 41semantis ontains all the sequenes whih belong to both the semantis of thesingle agents. The semantis of the hiding operator is de�ned in a similar way as in[SRP91℄ but in Chapter 4 we will show why this de�nition is not appropriate. Thedenotational semantis of the Positive Ask agent ontains all sequenes satisfyingthat the onstraint  is in the �rst element of the sequene and the whole sequeneis in the denotational semantis of the agent A. The last two agents in Figure 3.3are the two timing onstruts of the language: Negative Ask and Unit Delay. Thesemantis for the former is quite similar to the Positive Ask ase: it ontains allsequenes whose �rst element do not ontain  and the sequene s (i.e., the sequenenot inluding the �rst element) is in the denotational semantis of A. The semantisof the latter onstrut ontains all sequenes whih, disarding its �rst element, arein the denotations of the agent A.The problem with the semantis in [SJG94a℄ is that it is not fully abstrat w.r.t.the operational semantis although the opposite is stated in [SJG94a, Theorem3.1℄. We �x this problem in the following hapter by de�ning a new denotationalsemantis.3.4 AppliationsThe t language is suitable for speifying systems where timing is important, forexample small reative systems suh as ontrollers or embedded systems. However,the de�nition of new onstruts derived from the basi ones showed in Figure 3.1is neessary in order to ease to the user the spei�ation of systems. For example,in [SJG94a, SJG94b℄ you an �nd how something similar to the wathdog onstrutof the popular Esterel ([Ber00℄) an be de�ned. A wathdog is a proess whihexeutes an agent A while a ondition  is not entailed. When suh ondition issatis�ed, then the proess A is terminated.There are other interesting onstruts suh as the extended wait behavior, thesuspension-ativation primitives or themultiform time. The extended wait agent ex-eutes a proess A while a ondition is entailed by the store, whereas the suspension-ativation primitives allow the programmer to ontrol the exeution of a proess andto suspend or ativate it depending on some onditions. Finally, the multiform timemakes able to synhronize a proess w.r.t. some onstraint, i.e., we exeute theagent A only when the onstraint  is entailed by the store.Some appliations that an be implemented using t are a mouse ontroller, oran automati teller mahine. These systems have been yet spei�ed in the literatureby using the t language. Furthermore, the t language an be extended withdefaults that makes possible to maintain defaults values for some variables.As we have said before, di�erent approahes have been de�ned in the last yearsas extensions over time of the  paradigm. In partiular t was de�ned mainly forembedded systems. However, eah language was reated to speify a di�erent lassof systems. For example, the tp language that we introdue in Chapter 5 is more



42 3. The t languageappropriate to model systems where the non determinism is ruial. Suh systemsusually are more omplex than the embedded systems.
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4New semantis for tThere are several advantages in endowing a programming language with a gooddenotational semantis. First of all, the denotational semantis is typially bettersuited than the operational one for omparing di�erent languages and/or di�erentprograms, sine it naturally abstrats from di�erenes in the syntax [Win93℄. Thisis espeially true for a language suh as t whose operational semantis is givenby three di�erent transition systems. In omparison, the denotational semantisis obtained by a standard �xpoint omputation over a po. This also simpli�esthe goal of proving program properties by stati analysis, using standard tehniquessuh as abstrat interpretation [CC77℄. However, it is important for the denotationalsemantis to exatly apture the set of observations we are interested in, otherwiseit an only provide limited bene�ts. For example, a stati analysis based on thestandard denotational semantis for t an only be used to prove safety properties,sine we start from an over-approximation of the real set of strongest postonditions.Denotational semantis an also help in the e�ort of understanding more in detailthe logial meaning of t programs. The existene of partiular relations betweenthe semanti operators (for example, the fat that an operator is the right/leftadjoint to some other) an shed some light on the logi whih is behind the language.As we have seen in Chapter 3, the �rst timed onurrent onstraint languagewas introdued in [SJG94a, SJG94b℄ with the name of t. The problem with t isthat, although both a denotational and an operational semantis is provided, theydo not orrespond when the hiding operator is used together with the now  else Aonstrut, whih disovers negative information.This aw is not disussed in [SJG94b℄ and atually [SJG94a℄ inorretly statesthe opposite, i.e., that the denotational semantis is fully abstrat w.r.t. the oper-ational one. The problem is illustrated in a slightly di�erent language in [NPV02b,Example 5℄. In suh work, authors also prove that the denotational and opera-tional semantis do oinide if we onsider only loally independent proesses (see[NPV02b℄ for details). However, not all t proesses are loally independent.A loally independent proess has the property that the onstrut now  else Anever ours within the sope of a hiding operator whih bounds a free variablein . However, this ondition severely limits the freedom of building modular sys-tems. Atually, it means that two systems (or two modules in the same system)



52 4. New semantis for tannot ommuniate freely through a ommon private variable: if they try to detetnegative information regarding that variable, their denotational and operational se-mantis di�er. For example, the t1 program in [NPV02a℄ whih solves the Post'sorrespondene problem is not loally independent.In this hapter we show that the problem is essentially due to the de�nition ofthe denotational semantis orresponding to the hiding operator. The semantisprovided in [SJG94b, SJG94a, NPV02b℄ are essentially the same as the semantisin [SRP91℄ for , just extended over time. However, in [SRP91℄ there is no wayof deteting negative information, so that the extended de�nition only works whennow  else A is not used. In this work, without hanging the semanti domain, wede�ne a new semanti operator for hiding: so pathed, the semantis is fully abstratw.r.t. the operational behavior.At the end of this hapter we provide an initial study of the expressive power ofthe now  else A onstrut by the point of view of the denotational semantis.4.1 New denotational semantisThe denotational semantis given in [SJG94a℄ is only an over approximation of thereal operational behavior. We will show in this setion that the problem lies inthe denotational treatment of the hiding operator, and that a di�erent de�nitiongives rise to a denotational semantis whih is fully-abstrat w.r.t. the observableof strongest postonditions.We use partially the de�nitions of Setion 3.3. If s; s 0 2 Obs, we write s � s 0to denote that s is a pre�x of s 0. Let P be a subset of Obs and s 2 P. Wedenote with P after s the set fs 0 2 Obs j s � s 0 2 Pg. Moreover, we denote withP[1℄ = f 2 C j  � s 2 Pg. Then we an rede�ne what a proess is:De�nition 4.1.1 A proess is a subset P of Obs whih ful�ll the following ondi-tions:� � 2 P,� it is pre�xed losed (i.e., if s 2 P and s 0 � s, then s 0 2 P);� it is determinate, i.e., for eah s 2 P, (P after s)[1℄ is a partial Moore family.We denote with Pro the set of all the proesses. If P is a proess and s 2 Obs,we denote with P[1℄ the partial losure operator on C whose set of �xpoints is P[1℄.We an view a proess P as an operator �P over Obs by de�ning�P(s) = Æ 0 � (P after  0)(s 0) if s =  � s 0 and  0 = P[1℄() is de�ned,� otherwise. (4.1.1)1Atually, it is a program written in the deterministi fragment of nt, whih an be immedi-ately translated to t.



4.1. New denotational semantis 53The idea is that, in deterministi t, it is possible to reover the input-outputbehavior of an agent from its postonditions. If P is the set of postonditions of anagent, then �P is the orresponding input-output behavior. This is formalized by thefollowing result:Theorem 4.1.2 Given a program D:A, sp(D:A) 2 Pro and sp(D:A) = io(D:A).Proof. Here we only present the sketh of the proof. We must show on one handthat sp(D:A) is a proess. This is obvious by the de�nition of sp(D:A) and proesses.In addition, we have to show that the losure of sp(D:A) oinides with the input-output behavior. Due to the deterministi nature of proesses, the partial losureoperator and their de�nitions, it an be trivially proved.Given a sequene s, we denote with l(s) its length. Given a proess P, the diver-genes of P are those sequenes s suh that l(�P(s)) < l(s). The set of divergenesof P is denoted by d(P). We write �P(s) " when s is a divergene for P and �P(s) #otherwise. Note that if P � Q then d(Q) � d(P).Proesses an be ordered by inlusion or by the following divergene ordering .We say P �div Q () P � Q � P [ d(P) (4.1.2)(Pro; �div) is a po. The least element is the proess f�g, while the join of hainsis given by union. A similar ordering has been already used in [SRP91℄ for .In [SJG94a, NPV02b℄ inlusion is the order relation used to ompute the deno-tational semantis as the least �xpoint of the semanti operators. However, we willneed to use the more re�ned divergene ordering sine the semanti operator thatwe are going to introdue for the hiding agent, is not monotone w.r.t. inlusion.Proesses satisfy some additional interesting properties. In Proposition 4.1.3 weshow that proesses are idempotent and extensive over (Obs; �div). Moreover, inLemma 4.1.4 we prove a weak form of monotoniity for proesses. These propertieswill be very useful for the de�nition of the new semantis for hiding.Proposition 4.1.3 Let P be a proess, then �P is idempotent and extensive over(Obs; �obs).Proof. We proeed by indution on the length of an observation � and we provethat �P(�) �obs �.If � = �, by de�nition �P(�) = � �obs �. Otherwise, if � =  � � 0 then we havetwo ases:� �P(�) =  0 � P after  0(� 0) where  0 = P[1℄(). Sine P[1℄ is a partial losureoperator, then  0 w . By indutive hypothesis, P after  0(� 0) �obs � 0. It isimmediate to hek that �P(�) �obs  � � 0 = �.� P[1℄() is not de�ned. Then �P(�) = � �obs �.



54 4. New semantis for tWe now prove by indution on the length of the observations, that �P(�P(�)) =�P(�). The base ase for � = � is trivial. Otherwise, � =  � � 0 and we have twoases:� �P(�) =  0 � P after  0(� 0) where  0 = P[1℄(). Sine P[1℄ is a partial losureoperator, then it is idempotent on  and  0 = P[1℄( 0). Therefore �P(�P(�)) = 0 � P after  0(P after  0(� 0)). By indutive hypothesis we have �P(�P(�)) =  0 �P after  0(� 0) = �P(�).� if P[1℄() is not de�ned then �P(�) = � and �P(�P(�)) = � = �P(�).Note that �P is not monotone w.r.t. �obs. For example onsider P = f�; ;  �true; trueg with  A true. If � =  � true and � = true � true, we have �P(�) =  � trueand �P(�) = true. Note that � <obs � but �P(�) >obs �P(�). However, �P enjoys theweak form of monotoniity shown in the following lemma.Lemma 4.1.4 If � �obs � �obs �P(�), then �P(�) = �P(�).Proof. We proeed by indution on the length of �. If � = � and � �obs �, then� = � and the property trivially holds. Otherwise, � =  � � 0 and there are twoases:� �P(�) =  0 � P after  0(� 0) where  0 = P[1℄(). Sine � �obs � �obs �P(�), then� =  00 � � 0 whih  v  00 v  0. Sine P[1℄ is a partial losure operator, thenP[1℄( 00) =  and therefore �P(�) =  0 � P after  0(� 0). Moreover, � �obs � 0 �obs�P(�), and the thesis follows by indutive hypothesis.� if P[1℄() is not de�ned, then �P(�) = �. Therefore, either � = � or � =  0 �� 0with  0 w . In the �rst ase, it trivially holds. �P(�) = �. In the latter, sineP[1℄ is a partial losure operator, then P[1℄( 0) is unde�ned, and �P(�) = � too.Moreover, we an say that it is not true that if P � Q then P(�) �obs Q(�)for eah � 2 Obs. Assume given 0; 1 2 C with 0 � 1 and P = f�; 1; 1 � 1g,Q = P [ f0g. Then for � = 0 � 1 we have �P(�) = 1 � 1 and �Q(�) = 0 and it isnot true that 1 � 1 �obs 0.In order to handle reursion, we de�ne the onept of environment as a map-ping from proess identi�ers to proesses. We denote with Env the set of all theenvironments. We also onsider an in�nite sequene ~� = �1 : : : �n : : : of variables.Eah proess identi�er p of arity n is mapped by the environment in a proess onthe free variables �1; : : : ; �n, so that the formal parameters of the de�nition of p arenot relevant. When we write a substitution f~x=~�g or f~�=~xg, we are atually denoting



4.1. New denotational semantis 55with ~� not the entire in�nite sequene, but the initial pre�x whih has the samelength as ~x.Therefore, the denotational semantis of an agent A is a mapJAK : Env! Prode�ned by indution on the struture of the agents in Figure 4.1JKe = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d w gJskipKe = ObsJabortKe = f�gJA jjBKe = fs 2 Obs j s 2 JAKe \ JBKegJxbAKe = 9xJAKeJp(~x)Ke = e(p)[~�=~x℄Jnow  then AKe = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d w ) d � s 2 JAKegJnow  else AKe = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j d 6w ) s 2 JAKegJnext AKe = f�g [ fd � s 2 Obs j s 2 JAKegFigure 4.1: New Denotational Semantis of tThe ases are similar to those de�ned in Figure 3.3. For further details on theway the denotational semanti works you an see [SJG94a℄. Sine we expliitlydeal with reursion, we need to add an environment to all the semanti funtions.Thus, there are two main di�erenes between both the old and the new semantis,one is the fat that we handle reursion, and the other is that we give a di�erentdenotational semantis for the Hiding onstrut.Next we expliitly analyze the ase of the existential quanti�er, whih di�ersfrom the ways it is treated in the literature. We have de�nedJxbAKe = 9xJAKewhere we de�ne the existential quanti�ation over proesses as9xP = fs j 9x:s = 9x:�P(s 0); s 0 2 Obs; 9x:s 0 = s 0g (4.1.3)The intuitive idea is that s is an output sequene for 9xP i� there exists an inputsequene s 0, whih does not ontain any information about x (i.e., 9xs 0 = s 0), suhthat the output of P on s 0 is equal to s, modulo onstraints over x. The key di�er-enes w.r.t. the treatment of existential quanti�ers in [SJG94a, NPV02b℄ is that weonsider P as an input-output operator, so that we an isolate the partiular outputsequenes whih ome as the results from input sequenes without information onx. The operator 9x de�ned in (4.1.3) an be presented in an alternative form, whihis probably less intuitive but easier to handle. This is given by the following result:



56 4. New semantis for tProposition 4.1.5 If P is a proess then9xP = fs 2 Obs j 9x:s = 9x:�P(9x:s)gProof. If s 2 9xP there exists s 0 2 Obs suh that 9xs 0 = s 0 and 9xs = 9x�P(s 0).Then, sine we know by Proposition 4.1.3 that �P is extensive, 9x:s �obs 9x:s 0 = s 0 andmoreover 9xs �obs �P(s 0). Therefore, by Lemma 4.1.4, 9x:�P(9x:s) = 9x:�P(s 0) = 9xs.The onverse impliation is trivial. If 9xs = 9x�P(9xs) it is enough to take s 0 = 9xsto obtain s 2 9xP aording to the de�nition.Using this haraterization we an easily prove that JxbAKe is a proess whenJAKe is a proess.Proposition 4.1.6 9xP is a proess when P is a proess.Proof. First of all, we know that � 2 9xP sine �P(9x�) = �P(�) = �. Then, ifs 2 9xP we an say that 9xs = 9x�P(9xs). If we take s = t1 � t2 with t1 of length n,then it is true that 9xt1 = 9x�P(9xt1) and therefore t1 2 9xP.Finally, if s 2 9xP, we need to prove (9xP after s)[1℄ is a partial Moore family.Therefore onsider S � 9xP after s and assume S is not empty. If  2 S then s� 2 9xPand therefore 9x�P(9xs � 9x) = 9xs � 9x. If we denote with � = P after �P(9xs), thismeans that 9x�(9x) = 9x. We only need to prove that given a family figi2I � S wehave 9x�(9x(d i)) = 9xd i but this is a diret onsequene of the meet-additivityof 9x and upper losure operators. Thus, the theorem is proved.We an de�ne some additional properties that are satis�ed by proesses:Lemma 4.1.7 The following properties are satis�ed:1. If P � Q then Jnow  else PKe � Jnow  else QKe.2. If P � Q then Jnow  then PKe � Jnow  then QKe.3. If P � Q then Jnext PKe � Jnext QKe4. If P1 � Q1 and P2 � Q2 then P1 \ P2 � Q1 \Q2.where we are abusing notation by using proesses inside the semanti brakets insteadof agents.Proof. Trivially follows from the de�nitions.



4.1. New denotational semantis 57Note that it is not true in general that P � Q implies 9xP � 9xQ. For example,onsider P = f�; x = 0; x = 0 � trueg and Q = P[ fx = 0_ x = 1g. Then true � true 29xP sine 9x�P(true �true) = 9x(x = 0�true) = true �true. However 9x �Q(true �true) =9x(x = 0_ x = 1) = true 6= true � true. This is the reason why we have introduedthe �div ordering.To de�ne the semantis of a program, we �rst extend the ordering given by �divover proesses pointwise to environments. Then, given a program D:A, we de�ne amap from environments to environments given byJDKe = �p:ÆJApKe[~x=~�℄ if p(~x) :: Ap 2 De(p) otherwiseThen, the semantis of a program D:A is de�ned asJD:AK = JAKlfpJDKSine here we use �xed points, to make sense of this de�nition, we need to prove thatall the semanti operators for agents are monotoni. In order to reah our purpose,we �rst prove some results that are used in suh proof. In Lemma 4.1.8 we showthat if P �div Q, then for eah sequene of observables, the losure of both proessesoinides or it is a divergene.Lemma 4.1.8 If P �div Q then, for eah s 2 Obs, either �P(s) = �Q(s) or �P(s) ".Proof. The proof proeeds by indution on the length of s. If s = � the propertyis trivial. Otherwise s =  � s 0 and there are two ases:� �P(s) =  0 � P after  0(s 0) where  0 = P[1℄(). Sine P � Q � d(P), and  0 isnot a divergene for P[1℄, then Q[1℄ � P[1℄ [ f 00 j  00 A  0g. It follows that 0 = Q[1℄() and therefore �Q(s) =  0 �Q after  0(s 0). It is enough to prove thatP after  0 �div Q after  0. It trivially holds P after  0 � Q after  0 sine P � Q.Moreover, if t 2 (Q n P) after  0 then  0 � t 2 Q n P � d(P) and thereforet 2 d(P after  0) sine �P( 0) #. The thesis follows by indution.� P[1℄() is not de�ned, hene �P(s) ".The next step is to prove that proesses form a po. It is proved in Lemma 4.1.10.However, we �rst prove the following result whih will be used in the proof of suhlemma.Lemma 4.1.9 If fPigi�� is a hain2 of proesses, then d(Si Pi) = Ti d(Pi).2See Chapter 1 for the de�nition of hain.



58 4. New semantis for tProof. Let P = Si Pi. Sine P �div Pi it is obvious that d(P) � Ti d(Pi). We wantto prove the other inequality, i.e.,d(P) �\i d(Pi)We atually prove the opposite, i.e., that s =2 d(P) implies there exists i suh thats =2 d(Pi). The proof is by indution on the length of s.For s = � the property is trivially true. Otherwise s = s 0 �. Sine s =2 d(P) thens 0 =2 d(P) and therefore there exists i suh that s 0 =2 d(Pi). Sine P �div Pi, it is alsothe ase that �P(s 0) = �Pi(s 0). Moreover, �P(s) = �P(s 0) �d where d = P after �P(s 0)() w. This implies that there exists j suh that �P(s) 2 Pj. Given h � max(i; j), wehave �Ph(s) = �P(s 0) � Ph after �P(s 0)()Sine �P(s) 2 Ph, then d 2 (Ph after �P(s 0))[1℄ and therefore Ph after �P(s 0)() #. Thisompletes the proof.Lemma 4.1.10 (Pro; �div) is a po.Proof. We �rst prove that �div is a partial order. The reexive and anti-symmetriproperties are obvious. Now assume P �div Q and Q �div R. Note that d(Q) � d(P)sine if �P(s) # then �Q(s) # by Lemma 4.1.8. Therefore P � R and R � Q [ d(Q) �P [ d(P)[ d(Q) = P [ d(P), whene P �div R.Note that d(f�g) = Obs n f�g. Therefore, for eah proess P, f�g �div P. Givena hain fPigi�� of proesses, we want to prove that P = Si Pi is their lowest upperbound.First we prove that it is a proess. Closure by pre�x and ontainment of � areobvious. We only need to prove that if s 2 P, then P after s is determinate. First ofall, note that if h � k,  2 Ph after s but  =2 Pk after s, it means that s �  2 d(Pk).As a result, if s � d 2 Pk, then  6v d.Now, onsider S � P after s and let Si = S\Pi after s for eah i � �. Let k be the�rst index suh that Sk 6= ; and h � k. By the ondition of determinay and theobservation before either d Sk 2 Ph after s or dSk 6�div dSh. However, the seondondition is not possible sine Sk � Sh, therefore d Sk 2 Ph after s for eah k � h.Sine dS = dh�i��dSi, we have d S 2 Ph after s � P after s.Now, to prove that we really have a lowest upper bound, we begin to hek thatPi �div P for eah i � �. It is obvious that Pi � P. Moreover, if s 2 P n Pi thens 2 Pj for some j � i and therefore s 2 d(Pi). Therefore P is an un upper bound.We need to prove it is the least. If R is a proess suh that Pi �div R for eah i � �,we have R � Si Pi. If s 2 RnSi Pi, then s 2 d(Pi) and, by Lemma 4.1.9, this meanss 2 d(P), whih is all that we need to state that P �div R.We an �nally prove that the existential quanti�ation is monotone and ontin-uous. These properties are presented in Theorem 4.1.11 and Theorem 4.1.12. These



4.1. New denotational semantis 59results allow us to de�ne the denotational semantis of programs in terms of �xedpoints.Theorem 4.1.11 (Existential Quanti�ation is Monotoni) If P �div Q then9xP �div 9xQ.Proof. Note that if P � Q, then P(s) �div Q(s) for eah s 2 Obs. Therefore,if we assume that s 2 9xP, then we have 9x:Q(9xs) �div 9x:P(9xs) = 9xs. Theopposite inequality is obvious from the extensibility of Q. We now prove that9xQ � 9xP [ d(9xP). Assume s 2 9xQ n 9xP. Then 9xs = 9xQ(9xs) <div 9xP(9xs).Sine P(9xs) 6= Q(9xs), then P(9xs) has a length stritly less than n, the length of9xs. Therefore, for eah s 0 �obs s, P(9xs 0) has a length stritly less than n. Sine(9xP)(s) = lfs 0 �obs s j 9xs 0 = 9xP(9xs 0)geah of the s 0 we onsider for omputing the meet has a length less then n, andtherefore the same holds for (9xP)(s) too. This proves that s is a divergene for9x:P.Finally, we an say that the existential quanti�ation is ontinuous.Theorem 4.1.12 (Existential quanti�ation is Continuous) 9x is ontinuousin (Pro;�div).Proof. We already proved it is monotone. To show ontinuity, assume fPigi�� is ahain in Pro. We want to prove that9x[i Pi �[i 9xPiLet P = Si Pi and assume s 2 9xP. It means that 9xs = 9x�P(9xs). We want toprove that there exists an i � � suh that 9xs = 9x�Pi(9xs). By Lemma 4.1.8, it isenough to prove that there exists i � � suh that �Pi(9xs) #. But this immediatelyfollows from Lemma 4.1.9.Moreover, we an prove the following properties for the new semantis whih,together with the previous result allow us to prove that the semantis of proessesare ontinuous.Lemma 4.1.13 The following properties are satis�ed:1. If P �div Q then Jnow  else PKe �div Jnow  else QKe.2. If P �div Q then Jnow  then PKe �div Jnow  then QKe.3. If P �div Q then Jnext PKe �div Jnext QKe



60 4. New semantis for t4. If P1 �div Q1 and P2 �div Q2 then P1 \ P2 �div Q1 \Q2.where we are abusing notation by using proesses inside the semanti brakets insteadof agents.Proof. We prove eah sentene separately:Point 1 The monotoniity w.r.t. � is obvious. We proeed by ontradition, thusassume that s = d � s 0 2 Jnow  else Q Ke n Jnow  else PKe. If d 6`  then s 0 2 Q nP,and therefore P(s 0) ". As a result, for eah s 00 �obs s, if s 00 2 Jnow  else PKe thenor s 00 �obs P(s) and therefore l(s 00) � l(s), or s 00 = d � s 000 and s 000 �obs s 0. Therefore,Jnow  else PKe(s 0) ". In ase d `  or s = �, then s 2 Jnow  else PKe and this isagainst our assumptions.Point 2 The monotoniity w.r.t. � is obvious. We proeed in a similar way as inthe previous ase, thus assume that s = d � s 0 2 Jnow  then QKe n Jnow  then PKe.If d `  then s 2 Q n P, and therefore P(s) ". As a result, for eah s 0 �obs s,if s 0 2 Jnow  then PKe then s 0 �obs P(s) and therefore l(s 0) � l(s). Therefore,Jnow  then PKe(s) ". In ase d 6`  or s = �, then s 2 Jnow  then P 0Ke and this isagainst our assumptions.Point 3 The monotoniity w.r.t. � is obvious. We assume s = d � s 0 in Jnext QKe nJnext PKe. Then s 0 2 Q n P and therefore P(s 0) ". As an immediate onsequene,Jnext PKe(s 0) ".Point 4 The monotoniity w.r.t. � is obvious. If s 2 (Q1 \ Q2) n (P1 \ P2) thenwither s =2 P1 or s =2 P2. Assume without loss of generality that s =2 P1. ThenP1(s) ", i.e., for eah s 0 �obs s with s 0 2 P1, l(s 0) < l(s). But this implies that foreah s 0 � s with s 0 2 P1 \ P2, we have l(s 0) < l(s), and therefore (P1 \ P2)(s) ".Thus, as we have proved that the semantis for eah onstrut are monotoni,now we an say that the semantis of a program are ontinuous. This is whatestablishes Theorem 4.1.14.Theorem 4.1.14 If A is agent, JAK from (Env;�div) to (Pro;�div) is ontinuous.Proof. This is a diret onsequene of Theorem 4.1.12 and Lemma 4.1.13.Note that, as we antiipated before, this theorem does not hold if we replae�div with �, sine 9x is not monotone w.r.t. �. For example onsider P = f�; x =0; x = 0 � trueg and Q = P [ fx = 0 _ x = 1g. Then true � true 2 9xP sine9x�P(true � true) = 9x(x = 0 � true) = true � true. However 9x �Q(true � true) = 9x(x =0 _ x = 1) = true 6= true � true . Therefore true � true =2 9xQ. Note that althoughP � Q, x = 0_x = 1 =2 d(P), sine �P(x = 0_x = 1) = (x = 0). Therefore P 6�div Q.



4.2. Corretness and Completeness 614.2 Corretness and CompletenessIn this setion we show the orretness and ompleteness of the new denotationalsemantis. Thus, we show that the new denotational semantis de�ned is fullyabstrat w.r.t. the observable of strongest postonditions.First of all, we de�ne the strongest postonditions of a set of de�nitions. Givena set of de�nitions D, we denote with sp(D) the environment suh thatsp(D)(p) = Æsp(D:p(~x))[~x=~�℄ if p(~x) :: AP 2 Df�g otherwiseWe also de�ne the strongest postondition of a on�guration hV; �i in the obviousway, i.e., sp(D:hV; �i) = fs j 9hV 0; � 0i 9s 0 2 Obs: hV; �i (s 0;s)=)� hV 0; � 0igGiven a on�guration hV; �i, we de�ne a orresponding agenta(hV; �i) = Æ9VA1 jj : : : jjAn if � = A1 ℄ : : : ℄Anskip if � =� (4.2.1)Note that a(h;; Ai) = A.The orretness of the denotational semantis is given by a theorem, but we �rstneed to prove some lemma that is used in the proof of suh theorem. The mainintermediate result for the proof of orretness is Lemma 4.2.6 whih relates thebehavior of the operational semantis and the one of the denotational ones.The �rst step towards orretness is Lemma 4.2.1. It tells us that, if a variableis not in the set of free variables of an agent �, then we an existentially quantifyby suh variable a onstraint that appears onurrently to the agent �.Lemma 4.2.1 If hV; � ℄ i ! hV 0; � 0 ℄ i and x =2 fv(�), then hV; � ℄ 9xi !hV 0; � 0 ℄ 9xi.Proof. If x =2 fv(�) then � = 9x�. There are two possibilities, if V = V 0 then weknow that x =2 fv(� 0), thus the theorem holds. In the other ase, if V � V 0 then weknow that there is some y and fv(� 0) = fv(�)n fyg thus x =2 fv(� 0) and the theoremalso holds.Lemma 4.2.2 allows us to de�ne the parallel omposition of two agents that haveno shared variables as the union of its sets of variables and the union of multisetsof agents.Lemma 4.2.2 If hV1; �1i (s;s)=)� hV 01; � 01i and hV2; �2i (s;s)=)� hV 02; � 02i with V 01 \ V 02 = ;,V 01 \ fv(�1) = V 02 \ fv(�2) = ;, then hV1 [ V2; �1 ℄ �2i (s;s)=)� hV 01 [ V 02; � 01 ℄ � 02i.



62 4. New semantis for tProof. We proeed by indution on the length of s. If s = �, then V 01 = V1, � 01 = �1,V 02 = V2, � 02 = �2 and it trivially holds that hV1[V2; �1℄ �2i (�;�)=)� hV1[V2; �1℄ �2i.Now, if we assume that s =  � s 0, then there is a sequenehV1; �1 ℄ 9V1i!� hW1; �1 ℄ 9V1i hW1; � 01isuh that hW1; � 01i (s 0;s 0)=) � hV 01; � 01i, and a orresponding derivation for hV2; �2i. Sineagents are well formed and by the Lemma 4.2.1, we an paste the two!� sequenestogether to obtainhV1; �1℄ �2℄9V1[V2i!� hW1; �1 ℄ 9V1[V2℄ �2i!� hW1[W2; �1 ℄�2 ℄9V1[V2iFor suh ombined sequene, we need to prove that there is no any ative agent in�1 ℄ �2. Assume that the agent A 2 �1 is ative, i.e.,hW1 [W2; A ℄ � 01 ℄ �2 ℄ 9V1[V2i! hW;�℄ � 01 ℄ �2 ℄ 9V1[V2iwhere �1 = A ℄ � 01. Now we prove that in that ase, A is an ative agent alsofor hW1; �1 ℄ 9V1i dealing to a ontradition with the initial onditions. The onlynon trivial ase is when A = now d then B or A = now d else B. In the �rst asease, it holds that �(�1) t �(�2) t 9V1[V2 ` d. Therefore, it is also the ase that9V2�(�1)t9V2�(�2)t9V2[V1 ` 9V2d. However, sine agents are well formed, then9V2d = d, 9V2�(�1) = �(�1) and  t 9V2�(�2) =  t 9V1�(�1). Heneforth, wehave �(�1) ` d and therefore A is ative in hW1; �1i. As a result, we havehW1 [W2; �1 ℄ �2 ℄ 9V1[V2i � 01 ℄ � 02and therefore hV1 [ V2; �1 ℄ �2i (;)=) hW1 [W2; � 01 ℄ � 02iBy indutive hypothesis follows the thesis.The ase for A = now d else B it holds that �(�1) t �(�2) t 9V1[V2 6` d andfollowing a similar idea, we proof the thesis.The following two results assoiate the notion of postondition and losure opera-tor. The �rst one is relative to agents whereas the seond one de�nes the substitutionfor postonditions.Lemma 4.2.3 If P = sp(D:A) then �P(s) = s 0 i� h;; Ai (s;s 0)=)�.Proof. The proof is by indution on the length of s and s 0. When the length iszero the property is trivial. Otherwise, assume �P( � s) =  0 � s 0, and we proeed byindution on the struture of A. It is not possible that A = abort, otherwise P = f�gand �P(s) ". If A = skip then P = Obs and therefore �P(s) = s and h;; Ai (s;s)=)� foreah s 2 Obs.



4.2. Corretness and Completeness 63Lemma 4.2.4 sp(D:p(~y)) = sp(D:p(~x))[~x=~y℄.Proof. The proof is by indution on the length of the derivation. We start by prov-ing sp(D:p(~y)) � sp(D:p(~x))[~x=~y℄. Given s 2 sp(D:p(~y)), the ase s = � is trivial.Note that h;; p(~y)i ! h;; Ap[~z=~y℄i while h;; p(~x)i ! h;; Ap[~z=~x℄i. By the Theo-rem 3.2.3, sineAp[~z=~y℄ = Ap[~z=~x℄[~x=~y℄, we have s 2 sp(D:p(~y)) = sp(D:p(~x))[~x=~y℄.In Lemma 4.2.5 we show that the introdution of a fresh variable in the on-�guration whih is not ontained in the set of variables of the program does notintrodue new transitions.Lemma 4.2.5 If hV; �i (; 0)=) hW;�i with x =2 W, x =2 fv(), then hV [ x; �i (;9x 0)=)hW [ x; �i.Proof. It is trivial to hek that if hV; �i! hW;�i with x =2W, then hV [ x; �i!hW [ x; �i. The same holds for the relation . If hV; �i (; 0)=) hW;�i it means thathV; �℄ 9Vi! hW;�0i �:where  0 = 9Vt9W�(�). Sine x =2 fv() then 9V = 9V[x and therefore we havehV [ x; � ℄ 9V[xi! hW [ x; � 0i �:whih implies hV [ x; �i (;9Vt9W[x�(�))=) hW [ x; �iBut sine 9V t 9W[x = 9x(9V t 9W = 9x 0) we have the thesis.Now we present the main lemma for the proof of orretness. The Lemma 4.2.6says that the denotational semantis of an agent A where the environment e is thestrongest postonditions of a set of de�nitions, orresponds with the postonditionsof the program D:A omposed by suh set of de�nitions and the agent A. Moreover,if we use the losure operator, we have the input-output behavior of the programD:A.Lemma 4.2.6 If e = sp(D) then Ja(hV; �i)Ke = sp(D:hV; �i).Proof. First of all, note that the only transition starting from hV; ;i are those ofthe form hV; ;i (;)=) hV; ;iNow, the proof proeed by strutural indutions on the agent A: h;; i (d;dt)=) h;; ;i is the only possible =)-transition. Given the previous obser-vation, sp(D:) = fd t  � s j d 2 C; s 2 Obsg = JKe.



64 4. New semantis for tskip The only possible transition starting from h;; skipi is h;; skipi (;)=) h;; ;i forevery  2 C. Therefore sp(D: skip) = Obs = JskipKe.abort h;; aborti! h;; aborti is the only possible transition from h;; aborti. There-fore, there is no =) transition starting from the same on�guration, whih meansthat sp(D: abort) = f�g = JabortKe.now  else A1 Assume that we have a spei� derivation starting from the on�g-uration h;; now  else A1i, i.e., h;; now  else A1i (d;d)=) h;; �i. There are two ases,i.e., either d `  and therefore there is an ative agent in the starting on�guration,or d 6` . In the �rst ase, h;; now  else A1i (d;d)=) h;; ;iwhile in the latter h;; now  else A1i (d;d)=) h;; A1iSine by indutive hypothesis, JA1Ke = sp(D:A1), we have that Jnow  else A1Ke =sp(D: now  else A1) by de�nition of J Ke.now  then A1 Assume that we have a spei� derivation starting from the on�g-uration h;; now  then A1i, i.e., h;; now  then A1i (d;d)=) hW;�i. There are two ases,i.e., either d `  and therefore there is an ative agent in the starting on�guration,or d 6` . In the �rst ase,h;; d ℄ now  else A1i! h;; d ℄A1i!� hW;� 0i �This mean that also h;; A1i (d;d)=) hW;�i. This means that d � s 2 sp(D:A1). More-over, sine the �rst ! transition from h;; d ℄ now  else A1i is fored, the onverseis also true, i.e., if d � s 2 sp(D:A1), then d � s 2 sp(D: now  then A1).In the seond ase, i.e., d 6` , we haveh;; d ℄ now  else A1i (d;d)=) h;; ;iand therefore d � � � s 2 sp(D: now  else A1) for any s 2 Obs. By the de�nition ofJ Ke, we have Jnow  else A1Ke = sp(D: now  else A1).next A1 The only derivation starting from h;; next A1i ish;; next A1i (;)=) h;; A1ifor any  2 C. Therefore, it follows sp(D: next A1) = Jnext A1Ke.p(~x)) Assume p(~y) :: AP 2 D. Then e(p) = sp(D:p(~�)) andJp(~y)Ke = 9~�(J~y = ~�Ke \ sp(p(~�)))while sp(D:p(~y)) = sp(D:p(~x))[x=y℄.



4.2. Corretness and Completeness 65A1 jjA2 If s 2 JA1 jjA2Ke then s 2 JA1Ke and s 2 JA2Ke. By indutive hypothesis,s 2 sp(D:A1) \ sp(D:A2). We have two sequenes �1 : h;; A1i (s;s)=) hV1; �1i and�2 : h;; A2i (s;s)=) hV2; �2i and by Theorem 3.2.3 (on renaming) we an hoose V1 andV2 to be disjoint and renamed apart from the free variables in �1 and �2. By theLemma 4.2.2 we haveh;; A1 jjA2i! h;; A1 ℄A2i (s;s)=)� hV1 [ V2; �1 ℄ �2iand this proves that JAKe � sp(D:A). For the onverse inequality, note that ifs 2 sp(D:A) then s 2 sp(D:A1) and s 2 sp(D:A2) and thereforexbA1 If s 2 Jx b A1Ke, then 9xs = 9x�P(9xs) where P = JA1Ke. By indutivehypothesis, if s 0 = �P(9xs), then h;; A1i (9xs;s 0)=) . Therefore, sine h;; A t 9xsi !hy;A1[x=y℄ t 9xsi for y fresh, then we know that hx;A1i (9xs;9xs 0)=) � and the sameholds for h;; Ai too.On the onverse, assume h;; Ai (s;s 0)=)�. Then, hx;A1i (9xs;s 00)=) suh that s 0 = 9xs 00.If s 0 = s then 9xs 00 = s 0 = s and therefore 9xs 00 = 9xs. This means s 0 2 JAKe.Thanks to this last result and the fat that all the operators are monotoni w.r.t.�div (see Theorem 4.1.14), we obtain the required result of orretness.Theorem 4.2.7 For all the programs D:A, JD:AK � sp(D:A).Proof. This is a diret onsequene from the Lemma 4.2.6 and Theorem 4.1.14For the proof of ompleteness, the following lemmata prove that operationalsteps may be simulated in the denotational semantis. First of all we show threeintermediate results. In Lemma 4.2.8 it is proved that, given a transition of thetransition relation -!, the denotations orresponding to the target on�gurationare inluded in the denotations of the soure agent.Lemma 4.2.8 Given a set of delarationsD, if hV;Ai! hV 0; A 0i then JD:9V 0A 0K �JD:9VAK.Proof. The proof is by indution on the struture of A. Here we show the mostinteresting ases, i.e., the ases for the Parallel and the Proedure Agent onstruts.abort . Then hV;A℄ aborti! hV; aborti. The result is a diret onsequene of thefat that JA ℄ abortK = ; = JabortK.A1 jjA2 . Trivial.p(~x) . Then hV;A℄p(~y)i! hV;A℄Ap[~x=~y℄. Note that Jp(~y)Ke = e(p)[~�=~y℄. Sinee = lfpJDK, then e(p) = JApKe[~x=~�℄ and therefore Jp(~y)K = JApKe[~x=~�℄[~�=~y℄ =JApKe[~x=~y℄.



66 4. New semantis for t
Seondly, in Lemma 4.2.9 we show that for the transition relation whih desribesthe passage of time, the denotations orresponding to the soure on�guration andits store are inluded in the denotations of the target on�guration.Lemma 4.2.9 Given a program D:A, if hV;Ai hV;A 0i then, JD:9V 0A 0K � �(A) �JD:9VAK.Finally, in Lemma 4.2.10 we show that for eah observable s in the denotationsof the target agent, the observable for the soure on�guration is de�ned as thestrong-postondition and the observable sLemma 4.2.10 Given a program D:A, if hV;Ai (;)=) hV 0; A 0i then it is true thatfor eah s 2 JD:9V 0A 0K,  � s 2 JD:9VAK.Proof. If hV;Ai (;)=) hV 0; A 0i then hV;A℄ 9Vi !� hV 0; A 00i  hV 0; A 0i with  t9V 0�(A 00) = , i.e., 9V 0�(A 00) v . Given s 2 JD:9V 0A 0K, by Lemma 4.2.9,As a diret onsequene of the previous lemmata, we have the following result.Lemma 4.2.11 Given a set of de�nitions D, if hV;Ai (s;s)=)� hV 0; A 0i, then for eahs 0 2 JD:a(hV 0; A 0i)K, s � s 0 2 JD:a(hV;Ai)K.Proof. The proof is by indution on the length of s. If s = � then V 0 = V andA 0 = A and the result is trivial. Otherwise s =  � s 0 and hV;Ai (;)=) hV 00; A 00i (s 0;s 0)=) �hV 0; A 0i. By indutive hypothesis, for eah s 00 2 JD:9V 0A 0K, s 0 � s 00 2 semD:9V 00A 00.By Lemma 4.2.10, this implies s � s 00 =  � s 0 � s 00 2 JD:9VAK and this proves thethesis.Therefore, now we an prove that the strongest-postonditions of given programare inluded in its denotational semantis.Theorem 4.2.12 For all the programs D:A, sp(D:A) � JD:AK.Proof. This is a diret onsequene from Lemma 4.2.11.Finally, by Theorems 4.2.12 and 4.2.7 we have the �nal resultCorollary 4.2.13 Given a program D:A, we have sp(D:A) = JAK and io(D:A) =JAK.This states that the denotational semantis is fully-abstrat w.r.t. strongest post-onditions and input-output observables.



4.2. Corretness and Completeness 674.2.1 On the Expressive Power of tThe language t is derived from deterministi onurrent onstraint programmingmodel by adding time and detetion of negative information. It is interesting toexamine the impat of these extensions on the expressive power of the language. Inthis setion we present an initial analysis, fousing on the impat of the now  else Aonstrut.Therefore, let us onsider t without the now  else A operator. In this ase, theagent whih is exeuted at time n+1 does not depend from the negative informationdisovered at time n.We may extend v pointwise on observations, by de�ning1 : : : n v d1 : : : dm () m = n^ 81 � i � m: i v di (4.2.2)Then, we an formalize the idea that a proess does not use negative informationby the following resultDe�nition 4.2.14 A proess P is monotoni when, given s; s 0 2 P, if s v s 0 thenP after s � P after s 0.Note that this is not always the ase in the general t. For example, onsider theproess P = Jnow  else Kefor  6= true and an environment e. Then true v  but true 2 P after  whiletrue =2 P after true. We may prove that in t without now  else A, all the proessesare monotoni.Theorem 4.2.15 Let A be an agent and D a set of delarations built without theoperator now  else A. Then JD:AK is a monotoni proess.There is also an alternative haraterization of monotoniity. This requires touse the �obs ordering presented in (3.2.3). This is a sort of pointwise extension ofentailment between onstraints, with the proviso that an aborted proess is like aproess whih always emits false, the greatest element of C.It is the ase that (Obs;�obs) is a omplete sup-semilattie without least element.Given a proess P, �P is extensive and idempotent over (Obs;�obs). In general,however, it is not monotone. We an prove the following theorem:Theorem 4.2.16 If P is monotoni then �P is monotoni (hene it is a losureoperator) over (Obs;�obs).Therefore a monotone t proess may be viewed as a  agent in an extendedonstraint system whih inludes a notion of time.Another interesting thing of monotoni proesses is that if P is monotoni then9xP = fs j 9xs = 9xs 0 ^ s 0 2 Pg. This is indeed the de�nition given in [SJG94a,NPV02b℄, and it makes for a further justi�ation of the fat that the denotationalsemantis of [NPV02b℄ orresponds to the operational semantis in the ase of loallyindependent proesses.



68 4. New semantis for t4.3 Related WorksNow, we ome bak to the original semantis for t presented in [SJG94a℄. Apartfrom the absene of environments, omitted to simplify the presentation, the majordi�erene with our semantis is in the de�nition of the operator 9x:9xP = fs 2 Obs j 9xs = 9xt for some t 2 Pg (4.3.1)As we have said before, this is essentially the same de�nition whih appears in[SRP91℄, just extended over time. However, in [SRP91℄ there was no way of detetingnegative information. Now that we have this feature, the use of 9x as in (4.3.1) givesa denotational semantis whih does not orrespond to the operational one, but onlyapproximate it from the above.In the rest of this setion we denote with 9x our de�nition of the hiding operatorand with ~9x the one given in (4.3.1). We also use J K and ff gg for the orrespondingdenotational semantis.Let us onsider the agentA = xb(now x = a else y = b)We omit environment from the semanti braes sine we do not have de�nitions.We have that ffAgg = ffskipgg. Atually, for eah s 2 Obs, if s = � then s 2~ffnow x = a else y = bgg by de�nition. Otherwise, s = d � s 0 and onsider s 00 =(9x:(dtx = a)) �s 0. Then 9x:s = 9x:d �9x:s 0 = 9x:s 00 and s 00 2 ffnow x = a else y =bgg. Therefore s 2 ffAgg. But skip and A are not observationally equivalent. Atually,h;; Ai (true;true)=) hfx 0g; y = bi (true;y=b)=) h;; ;iwhile h;; skipi (true;true)=) h;; ;i (true;true)=) h;; ;iTherefore true � true 2 sp(skip) while true � true =2 sp(A).Note that [SJG94b℄ atually de�nes a slightly di�erent notion of input-outputbehavior than ours. The observations of a program G1 suh that fv(G1) = V for theinput sequene (1; : : : ; n) isO(G1)(1; : : : ; n) d= (ÆV:d1; : : : ; ÆV:dn);if Gi jj i -! Ri+1; �(Ri) = di; Ri Gi+1; 1 � i < nwhere ÆV: quanti�es over all the variables whih are not in V. But again, aordingto this de�nition, we haveO(xb(now x = a else y = b))(true) = (Æy:y = b) = (y = b)and O(skip)(true) = (Æx:true) = (true)



4.3. Related Works 69Other semantis for timed  languages may be found in [NPV02b, BGM00℄. In[NPV02b℄ the language nt is introdued, whih is a non-deterministi extensionof t. The semantis is similar to that of [SJG94a℄, and it is always based onthe strongest postonditions. As a onsequene, it has the same problem of tw.r.t. the bad interation between the hiding operator and the detetion of negativeinformation. However, due to the presene of non-determinism, we do not think thatour idea an be applied to nt diretly. In [BGM00℄ a new language is presented,but based on a di�erent point of view, sine the passing of time is impliit at everytransition step, and not expliitly introdued by syntati onstruts. The authorsprovide both an operational and a denotational semantis, whih are proved to beequal. Moreover, the language is monotoni, thus it is quite di�erent in nature fromt.In [BKPR92℄ it is presented a general onstrut for loality in languages basedon asynhronous ommuniation. An uniform semanti desription of loal variables(in imperative languages) and hiding of logial variables (in onurrent onstraintlanguages) is introdued. The semantis de�ned for tp follows the idea presentedin suh work. The problem to apply suh kind of semantis to the t languageomes from the non monotoniity of t.In partiular, in [BKPR92℄ the orretness of the denotational semantis dependson the fat that sequenes of stores are onneted. Under these onditions of mono-toniity, the denotational semantis are fully abstrat. Sequenes of t are notonneted, thus the uniform framework desribed in [BKPR92℄ annot be appliedto this language. We have shown that a possible solution is the semantis presentedin this thesis.
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5The tp languageThe seond programming language onsidered in this thesis is the timed onurrentonstraint programming (tp) language that was developed in [BGM00℄ by F. deBoer et al.. It was designed as a framework whih allows one to model reativeand real-time systems. Thus, it is possible to speify and to verify distributed,onurrent systems. For these systems, the notion of time is a ruial question. tpis based on the  paradigm [Sar89, SR90, SRP91℄ that was presented as a generalonurrent omputational model. In [BGM00℄ the authors added the time oneptto the  paradigm obtaining an extension similar to the language of the approahpresented in Chapter 3.In  there are some agents that add information into a store or hek whether aonstraint is entailed by the store. Thus, omputations evolve as an aumulation ofinformation into a global store. In tp the agents de�ned for  are inherited and itis introdued a disrete global lok . It is assumed that ask and tell ations take onetime-unit and the parallel operator is interpreted in terms of maximal parallelism.Thus, omputation evolves in steps of one time-unit. Another question is the timeresponse of the onstraint solver: it is assumed that a onsult to the onstraintsolver takes a onstant time, independently of the size of the store. In pratie somerestritions (mentioned below) are taken in order to ensure that these hypothesisare reasonable (the reader an see [BGM00℄ for details).To model reative systems it is neessary to have the ability for desribing notionsas timeout or preemption. In tp, this apability is introdued with the de�nitionof a new operator (with respet to )now  then A else Bwhih tests if, in the urrent time instant, the store entails the onstraint  and ifit ours, then in the same time instant it exeutes A; otherwise, it exeutes B (inthe same time instant). It is neessary to �x a limit for the number of nested agentsof this kind in order to ensure the bounded time response of the onstraint solver.For reursive programs, suh limit is ensured by the presene of the proedure all,sine we assume that the evaluation of suh a all takes one unit of time.



72 5. The tp language5.1 SyntaxThe tp language is parametri to an underlying onstraint system. Thus, sine nowwe assume thatC = hC;�;t; true; false;V; 9i is the underlying onstraint system fortp where hC;�;t; true; falsei is a omplete algebrai lattie, t is the lub operation,and true, false are the least and the greatest elements of C, respetively. Moreover,V is a (denumerable) set of variables with typial elements x; y; z : : :. Finally, givenx 2 V, 9x : C ! C is the ylindri�ation operator (see De�nition 1.4.2).Then, given a ylindri onstraint system C, we show the syntax of the agentsof the language in Figure 5.1. We assume that  and i are �nite onstraints (i.e.,algebrai elements) in C. Moreover, a tp proess is an objet of the form D:Awhere D is a set of proedure delarations of the form p(x) : -A and A is an agent.(Agents) A ::= tell() { Tellj abort { Stopj Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai { Choiej now  then A else B { Conditionalj A jj B { Parallelj 9xA { Hidingj p(x) { Proedure CallFigure 5.1: tp syntax [BGM00℄The Parallel, Hiding and Proedure Call agents are inherited from the  modeland behave in the same way. Thus, the Parallel agent represents the onurrenyof the model and the Hiding operator makes a variable loal to some proess. TheProedure Call behaves as usually.Now we onsider the rest of the onstruts introdued in Figure 5.1. We anobserve two additional agents whih were present in the  model, but here theseagents have a di�erent semantis. In tp, these two agents ause extension overtime. The Tell agent adds the information  to the store, but this information isable to other agents only in the following time instant. This means that the tellation takes one unit of time. The same thing ours with the Choie agent. Thus,we an say that the ask ation takes also one unit of time sine when we exeutethePni=1 ask(i)! Ai agent, we annot start the exeution of the Ai sine the nexttime instant is reahed.Finally, the Conditional agent is the new agent introdued in the model in orderto apture negative information. It behaves in a single instant of time in the sensethat the ondition is heked and in the same instant of time the exeution ofthe orresponding agent is started. In partiular, if the guard is satis�ed, then Awill be exeuted, otherwise the agent B will be exeuted. If we have two nestedonditional agents, then the guards are reursively heked within the same timeinstant. This is the reason why we need a restrition about the maximum number



5.2. Operational Semantis 73of nested onditional agents.5.2 Operational SemantisIn Figure 5.2 it is shown the operational semantis for tp as desribed in [BGM00℄.Eah transition step takes one unit of time. In a on�guration there are two om-ponents: a set of agents and a onstraint representing the store. Therefore, thetransition relation -!� Conf � Conf is the least relation that satis�es the rulesin Figure 5.2. We an say that the transition relation haraterizes the (temporal)evolution of the system.R1 htell(); di -! habort;  t diR2 hPni=1 ask(i)! Ai; di -! hAj; di j 2 [1; n℄ and d ` jR3 hA;di-!hA 0;d 0ihnow  then A else B;di-!hA 0;d 0i d ` R4 hA;di6-!hnow  then A else B;di-!hA;di d ` R5 hB;di-!hB 0;d 0ihnow  then A else B;di-!hB 0;d 0i d 6` R6 hB;di6-!hnow  then A else B;di-!hB;di d 6` R7 hA;i-!hA 0; 0i hB;i-!hB 0;d 0ihAjjB;i-!hA 0jjB 0; 0td 0iR8 hA;i-!hA 0; 0i hB;i6-!hAjjB;i-!hA 0jjB; 0iR9 hA;i-!hA 0; 0i hB;i6-!hAjjA;i-!hBjjA 0; 0iR10 hA;dt9xi-!hB;d 0ih9dxA;i-!h9d 0xB;t9xd 0iR11 hp(x); i -! hA; i p(x) : -A 2 DFigure 5.2: Operational semantis for tp language extrated from [BGM00℄



74 5. The tp languageNote that, di�erently from the t language, in tp there is only one transitionrelation in the operational semantis. This makes easier to underestand the op-erational behaviour of the language. Sine tp onsiders the maximal parallelismmehanism in order to deal with onurreny, we must assume that there are asmany proessors as needed to exeute a program. This behavior is desribed bymeans of rules R7, R8 and R9. In these rules, the reader an see that whenever itis possible, we exeute two agents onurrently. Otherwise we exeute only one.Rules R3, R4, R5 and R6 desribe the operational semantis for the ondi-tional agent. As the reader an observe, it depends on the store and on the initialon�guration. Rule R10 shows the semantis for the Hiding operator. Intuitively,the rule says that, if there exists a transition hA; dt9xi -! hB; d 0i, then d 0 is theloal information produed by A. Moreover, the rule says that this loal informationd 0 must be hidden from the main proess.5.3 AppliationsUsing the basi onstruts presented in Figure 5.1 it is possible to de�ne otherderived onstruts. Suh onstruts make easier to the user to use the language.They make more intuitive the spei�ation of systems whih behave as timeouts orwathdogs. For example, in [BGM00℄ it is introdued a onstrut that behaves asthe Choie agent sine a timeout is reahed:nXi=1 ask(i)! Ai time-out(m) BIt says that, before the time limit m is reahed the proess behaves in the sameway as the Choie onstrut. However, after waiting for m time units, if no guardis enabled, then this agent behaves as B.Another additional primitive was presented in [BGM00℄ by using the basi on-struts. The wathdog agent is the typial preemption primitive and it is used tointerrupt the ativity of a proess when some signal is presented.do A wathing The reader an �nd more details about the semantis of this agent (and also aboutthe semantis of the previous one) in the original work [BGM00℄. Here we only haveshown their syntax.It is possible to �nd in the literature di�erent examples of systems that an bemodelled using the tp language. As a �rst example, it is possible to model asystem ontroller whih heks that a aknowledgment signal arrives at most eahten time units. If it does not our, then a reovery proess is launhed. Anotherlear example is the one whih models the railroad rossing problem. This is a verytypial problem of ritial system whih ommonly appears in the literature (for



5.3. Appliations 75example in [MP95, BGM00℄). All these examples make use of the di�erent derivedonstruts, thus programs beome muh more intuitive.A very simple example of a tp program whih does not use derived onstrutsan be seen in Figure 5.3. This program is a ounter. It alulates a series ofnumbers whih start by Init.ounter tp(Init,I) ::= 9x(tell(I = [Init j X℄)jj (9Y(Y is Init + 1)jj ounter tp(Y,X)))Figure 5.3: tp example: a ounterLet us now onsider a bit more elaborated example. In Figure 5.4 the reader anobserve a �gure whih represents the behaviour of a mirowave. We an see that,for example, if we are in a state where it is satis�ed that the door of the mirowaveis losed, the system is turned-o� and no error has been deteted, then if we openthe door, we move to the state on the top of the �gure.
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Figure 5.4: Example: the mirowave system.Now we an show the tp program whih models a part of the mirowave model.In partiular, the program showed in Figure 5.5 models the part whih detets ifthe door is opened when the mirowave is turned-on.The whole system example is inspired in the system for a mirowave ontrolshowed in the lassial literature. However, for the tp program we have onsideredonly a subpart of the whole system in order to easily use it as a referene examplein the following hapters of this thesis.



76 5. The tp languagemirowave error(Door;Button;Error) ::=9D;B; E((now (Door = [open j D℄^ Button = [on j B℄) then(9E1(tell(E = [yes j E1℄)) jj9B1(tell(B = [o� j B1℄)))else 9E1(tell(E = [no j E1℄))) jjmirowave error(D;B; E)):Figure 5.5: Example of a tp program: a simple error ontrollerThe reader an observe that the program in Figure 5.5 heks with a Conditionalagent if the door is opened when the mirowave is turned-on. In that ase, it foreswith the Tell agents that in the following time instant, the mirowave is turned-o�and an error signal is emitted. If it is not true that the door is opened and themirowave is working on, then the program simply emmits (Tell agent) a signal ofno error in the following time instant. Therefore, this example orresponds to thepart of the whole system whih avoid wrong behaviors (in Figure 5.4 it is representedby the two states on the right).5.4 tp vs tThe two languages presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 omes from the sametheory: the  model. Both the languages have been designed for modelling rea-tive systems and make the assumption of the bounded asynhrony hypothesis (see[SJG94a℄). The bounded asynhrony hypothesis ensures that omputations are notinstantaneous but take a bounded amount of time. However, they have some im-portant di�erenes.Let us disuss the main di�erenes between t and tp. The �rst interestingquestion that we must remark is the fat that, although both languages ome fromthe  paradigm, t is inspired by the synhronous languages approah while tp isinspired by the proess algebras approah. Therefore, they are essentially di�erentand this motivates the following more onrete di�erenes.In this hapter we have seen that the tp language is non-deterministi. How-ever, we know that t is a deterministi language sine it omes from the deter-ministi fragment of . This makes t more appropriate to model small embeddedsystems suh as ontrollers whereas tp is able to model more ompliated systems.Another divergene is the fat that the t language onsiders a notion of inter-leaving for onurrent proesses while tp makes the assumption of in�nite proes-sors and uses the notion of maximal parallelism.The two languages are designed for modelling di�erent kind of systems. Thelanguage de�ned by Saraswat et al. was de�ned for programming real-time ker-



5.4. tp vs t 77nels, while the language introdued by F. de Boer et al. provides a formalism forspeifying large onurrent timed systems where non-determinism is ruial.In Figure 5.6 we show the hierarhy of the  languages. We an see in the topof the �gure the  paradigm. Arrows show the di�erent evolutions or extensions ofthe  model.  [Sar89℄. # &t [SJG94a℄ tp [BGM00℄ Default  [SJG94b℄. & #nt [Val01℄ Default t [SJG96℄ hybrid  [GJS98℄Figure 5.6: Hierarhy of the  languagesAs the reader an observe, in the last years many di�erent extensions over timehave been presented in the literature. There are approahes whih extend the paradigm with a notion of disrete time and there is also an extension of the modelwith a notion of ontinuous notion of time (or dense time). The language whih usesa notion of ontinuous time is alled the hybrid  language, whih is able to modelhybrid systems. We will present this language in Chapter 12. The other languagesthat appear in the �gure are languages with a notion of disrete time.Default languages introdue the notion of default into the language in order tohandle permanent or default information. These languages allows to model strongpreemptions when it is neessary to desribe more preisely the behavior of systems.nt is an evolution of the t language presented in this thesis. Atually itan be seen as an extension of t over non-determinism, thus it augments theexpressiveness of the language. [Val02℄ gives more details about this language.
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6Veri�ation TehniquesVeri�ation tehniques an be applied to both hardware and software systems. Inthis thesis we fous our attention on software systems and thus programs. Programveri�ation onsists in formally proving that a program satis�es some logial spei-�ation. If we onsider as starting point the [Flo67℄ and [Hoa69℄ works, veri�ationseemed a very promising approah to get orret software, but after 30 years ofresearh, there is no general tehnology whih an be used widely. There are twomain reasons for this:Dimension of spei�ations. The idea underlying the veri�ation proess is toompare two desriptions of the system behavior: the program itself and a(possibly) shorter and more abstrat logial spei�ation. The problem omeswhen we try to verify a omplex system. In suh ases, logial spei�ationsan be too big, thus it is diÆult to de�ne them in a orret way. Note thatsine logial spei�ations are a referene during the veri�ation proess, it isruial that they are orret.Size of the proofs. The veri�ation proess needs very large proofs. It is easy tomake errors during the proofs sine they are tedious and boring. Thus it isdiÆult to hek them manually in a reliable way.The ideal situation would be to have a fully automati veri�ation tehnique. Suha veri�ation tool or algorithm would take as input both the system and the logialspei�ation (that suh system must satisfy) and deide if the program satis�es thelogial spei�ation or not without the interation of the user.Computer siene theory tells us that suh algorithms annot be de�ned inan e�etive way for a generi lass of systems but only for small sublasses (see[Sip96, LP97, HU79, Pap94℄ for theoreti results). However, although this naturallimitation is always present, pratial solutions have been found in the last years.The underlying ideas are:� it is possible to use abstration tehniques to hide or remove some details of thesystem that we want to verify. In this way, we an obtain an abstrat model ofthe system whih is simpler and an be veri�ed in plae of the original system,



80 6. Veri�ation Tehniques� we an also restrit the lass of systems to be veri�ed. For example, all lassialapproahes to the model heking tehnique restrit the appliation domainto �nite-state systems,� it is also possible to restrit the veri�ation problem to the essential parts ofa program . For example, we ould hek only the ommuniation protoolsof a onurrent system in plae of the whole system. In this way we ould saythat the most important part of the system is orret,� we an ombine automati and non-automati (or semi-automati) veri�ationmethods. For example, we an use the dedutive reasoning (non automati)tehnique to verify that an abstrat model preserves a spei� set of propertiesof the system. Then we an apply an automati tehnique to verify the abstratmodel.In the following setions we desribe the main features of the veri�ation methods�rst studied in the literature. The �rst one is theorem proving , a dedutive reasoningmethod prinipally guided by the user. The seond method is testing , whih is basedon the analysis of some exeutions of the system. Then we introdue more in detailthe approah whih is used in this thesis: the model heking tehnique.6.1 Theorem ProvingUsually, logi is onsidered as a framework for the dedutive reasoning where, given aset of formulas that desribes the domain and by applying to this set some dedutiverules, the formula that must be heked is dedued. Therefore, the idea is to translatethe program into formulas and to axiomatize the set of objets used by the program.Then we have to make the dedutive proof of the program formula.Theorem proving was the �rst tehnique to be de�ned for formal veri�ation.The idea was introdued by Floyd and Hoare in [Flo67, Hoa69℄. The veri�ationproess used by this tehnique is performed essentially manually, thus it an bevery diÆult and errorprone. In order to solve these problems, powerful tools havebeen developed to make the proess semi-automati. Theorem provers an help theuser to make orretness proofs. Some of the most popular theorem provers areIsabelle [NPW02℄, PVS [ORS92℄ or sTeP [MAB+94℄.Many of these tools, by using some heuristis, an suggest the user how toontinue a proof at a spei� point. Furthermore, theorem provers provide a verypowerful mehanism to detet and handle inomplete proofs or even to save proofsto be used later in other proofs.Theorem proving has many good features. For example, it is a very reliabletehnique beause it uses mathematis and logi theory in a very rigorous way.Moreover, this tehnique is not limited to �nite state systems. Theorem provingallows one to verify programs whih use lots of domains and data strutures. It is



6.2. Testing 81even possible to verify parametri programs (for example, programs whih have a�nite but not spei�ed number of idential proesses).Usually, veri�ation is not made by the programmer but by a di�erent person,thus it is easier to �nd errors than in other tehniques where both the tasks areperformed by the same person. Another good thing is the fat that invariants areintrodued in the ode. An invariant is a ondition over system variables or programounters that must be always satis�ed during exeution. Thus, invariants also allowus to perform run-time veri�ations.Finally, theorem provers an be helpful in the de�nition of formal semantis ofprogramming languages. Proofs an ease the understanding of the program thathas to be veri�ed. For example, if a onstrut is diÆult to integrate in the proofsystem, then it ould be beause the onstrut is not well de�ned or beause wehave not orretly understood its meaning.The theorem proving approah has also many drawbaks. One of the mostimportant is the fat that a lot of time and e�orts are needed to omplete a proof.We ould say that this is the most ineÆient formal veri�ation tehnique. Often, itis neessary more time to verify a program using the dedutive veri�ation approahthan to ode the program itself. Moreover, the suess of the veri�ation proessdepends a lot on the intuition and apaity of the person who makes the proof:this is a tehnique that must be used by people expert in mathematis and logi.The most diÆult part of the proofs is the introdution of invariants and assertions.Some heuristis have been de�ned in order to make this task automati, but ingeneral one has better results with hand introdued information.Automatization an also avoid another ommon error. The user an use shortutsin order to �nish the proof earlier. Therefore, piees of ode whih seem trivial tothe user ould be not proved. Some automati theorem provers avoid this risk byrequiring the total veri�ation. Another problem is that the user ould introduetoo many assumptions. This fat makes the proof less general sine it is restritedto partiular ases. In those ases what happens is that people adds assumptions asaxioms into the proof by guessing that they are obvious and make the proof shorter.In onlussion, although theorem proving is very reliable due to the formalism,many times the veri�ed system is not the program ode itself but some abstrationof it. Therefore, we annot immediately ensure the orretness of the veri�ationbut it is also neessary to verify the orretness of the abstration or simpli�ation.6.2 TestingTesting (see [Mye79, Bei90, KFN93, Pat00℄) is a veri�ation method whih onsistsin exeuting the program that we want to verify and analyzing the exeutions (pat-terns) to detet errors. Eah pattern is ompared with the expeted result and ifthey do not oinide, then an error is signed.This tehnique is based on the analysis of only some of the possible exeutions of



82 6. Veri�ation Tehniquesthe system, thus the goal is not to prove the total absene of errors in a program. Forthis reason this tehnique annot be onsidered a formal method. However, testingis widely used to improve the quality of software.There are many kind of proofs whih are applied in di�erent levels and phases ofthe veri�ation proess. For example, unit proofs are the lowest level proofs. Theseproofs are applied to small piees of ode independently. Integration proofs hekthe di�erent piees of ode to be well integrated. In a higher level, system proofsverify the orretness of the program in general (the global output) and �nally,aeptane proofs are made by the �nal user and determine if the system satis�esall its requirements.Intuitively, low level proofs determine where an error ours in the ode, whereashigh level proofs give us an approximation of the ause of the error. Moreover, lowlevel proofs allow us to verify onurrently di�erent independent piees of ode.We an also distinguish two possible ways to do the veri�ation. On one side wehave white box tests (see [Col00℄) whih are based on the analysis of the internaldetails of systems. On the other, blak box tests (see [Bei95℄) do not onsider theinternal ode of the system but only its input and output data. Usually, blak boxtests are used for the high level proofs (aeptane proofs for example).As we have said before, testing is based on the fat that the number of exeutionpaths of a program an be very large, even in�nite, thus it is impossible to analyzeall the exeution paths in an eÆient way. An exeution path is a sequene of ontrolpoints and instrutions appearing in the program soure ode.The set of exeution paths whih are analyzed are seleted by using some heuris-tis or riterium. Suh riterium must provide a high probability to �nd errors. Forexample, we an hoose the set of paths for whih eah sentene of the programode appears in some seleted exeution path. Another riterium an be to requirethat eah ar of the ow diagram of the system appears in some analyzed path. Thequality of the testing study (text suite) an be measured depending on the overageof the exeution paths over the program.In the blak box approah, the system is usually modelled as a graph or anautomaton, then graph algorithms are applied to the model in order to generateproof ases whih will be exeuted in the system. In this ase, the di�erent heuristisor riterium of overage are applied to the graph or automaton. In the white boxapproah the ase studies depend on the soure ode.There are di�erent lasses of tools whih help the user to make the proofs. Someof them are used to generate proof ases, evaluate the overage of the set of seletedpaths, or to exeute proof ases. Some of the most popular testing tools used inthe literature are GCT (Generi Coverage Tool), PET (Path Exploration Tool, see[GP99℄), TestMaster, TestPartner, TestWorks/Coverage, CodeTextor TestCenter.Testing has many good harateristis. For example, this tehnique is applieddiretly to the soure ode, thus it is not neessary to onstrut a model of thesystem as ours in theorem proving. This tehnique is widely used to improve the



6.3. Model Cheking 83quality of software sine it is a very simple tehnique. It is not neessary to useompliate mathematis or logi formalisms, thus any user an use it.Testing gives a pratial solution for the veri�ation problem for large (evenin�nite-state) systems with a reasonable ost. It needs less time and resoures thanthe dedutive veri�ation approah. Furthermore, this is a modular tehnique wheredi�erent piees of ode an be veri�ed in an independent way. This fat allows theveri�ation to be (partially) performed before the end of the programming phase ofthe whole system.Unfortunately, to use testing have also some disadvantages. The main drawbakoinides with the reason why it annot be onsidered a formal veri�ation tehnique:testing is not an exhaustive tehnique, thus we annot ensure the total abseneof errors in the system. In general, testing is less reliable than other veri�ationmethods suh as theorem proving.Often, the soure ode must be manually modi�ed in order to alulate statistisbetween some variable and its values, or to make omparisons between variables.Therefore, although the method an be to the soure ode, atually the original odemust be modi�ed.Finally, proof ases are hosen depending on di�erent heuristis. Thus, thetesting results depend on the used heuristi. Moreover, this tehnique is usuallyapplied by the programmer of the system. The programmer ould trust too muhin his program making the veri�ation less severe.6.3 Model ChekingThe third formal veri�ation tehnique that we onsider is the model heking teh-nique. Model heking was �rst introdued by Clarke and Emerson [CE81, EC80℄and by Quielle and Sifakis [QS82℄ independently. This tehnique has been studieddeeply in the last two deades and has beome a very important researh line. Thereader an �nd a wide overview of model heking in [CGP99, BBF+01℄.Model heking was de�ned as an automati veri�ation tehnique (see [CES86℄).The method is based in a quite simple formal logi problem: to hek if a spei�property (expressed as a temporal logi formula) is satis�ed in a spei� �nite domain(a transition system whih represents the system). In other words, model hekingtry to verify if any exeution of a transition system is a model of the formula. Here,by a model of a formula is intended a sequene of states whih satis�es a givenspei�ation. We have to remark that usually, in the model heking literature, theword model states for the transition system whih represents the system that mustbe veri�ed.In fat, in order to hek if a program satis�es a spei� property it is suÆientto hek the orresponding temporal formula over the transition system. States ofthe transition systems represent all the possible states of the program whereas tran-sitions from one state to another represent the exeution of a program instrution.



84 6. Veri�ation TehniquesTransition systems used in model heking are generi models of the system.These models usually are non-deterministi. The non-determinism of the transitionsystem omes from the onurreny (whih is modelled by interleaving) or from theabsene of information about the behavior of some omponent of the system or itsenvironment. For example, an arbitrary value provided by the environment an bemodelled by a non-deterministi hoie of suh value.Conurrent systems an be very ompliated, thus model and verify them man-ually an be too hard. The development of formal and (fully) automati veri�ationmethods suh as model heking is essential. Basially, model heking onsists inan exhaustive analysis of the state-spae of the system. This exhaustive analysisimplies that we an apply it only to �nite state systems.Therefore, model heking does not intend to be a general method. It wasthought to be applied, for example, to systems that have a short desription forstates; systems for whih ontrol is more important than data as hardware, or on-urrent protools, proess ontrol systems or, more generally, reative systems (see[Pnu86℄).Reative systems are de�ned as those system whih interats along the time withtheir environment. Many times these systems do not terminate but runs forever,thus a reative systems annot be modelled by its input-output behavior sine thereis no a �nal result.It is also possible to apply this veri�ation tehnique to a more omplex lassof systems: hybrid systems. These systems evolve ontinuously over time but areontrolled by a disrete omponent. The reader an �nd more details about hybridsystems and its veri�ation in [HMP92, HHWT95℄.Classial model heking an be divided into three main tasks. The �rst taskonsists in onverting the design of the system into a formalism that an be handledby a model heker. In the lassial literature state transition graphs are used forsuh �rst task. The seond task is to speify those properties that the system mustsatisfy. For this purpose lassial logial formalism suh as temporal logis are used.Finally, the third task is the veri�ation itself. Theoretially it is an automatiproess, but in pratie some human assistane is needed in order to interpret theveri�ation results. If we obtain a negative result, the model heker provides aounterexample. The user an analyze the error trae and identify where the erroris loalized.6.3.1 The state explosion problemThe main problem of the model heking tehnique is that the state-spae of aonurrent system an be huge. For example, a system with n idential proesseseah of them havingm states ould have mn states. The number of states limits theappliability of the tehnique sine transition systems beome too big (in some asesin�nite) and it is diÆult (or impossible) to build them. This question is alled inthe literature the state explosion problem.



6.3. Model Cheking 85Many researhers had tried to mitigate the state explosion problem but thereis no a generi solution for the problem. Here we introdue some of the di�erentstrategies presented in the literature.In partiular, the di�erent approahes an be lassi�ed in two ategories: (1)those tehniques whih try to build only the part of the state-spae needed to hekthe property, and (2) those symboli approahes that represent symbolially thestates instead of enumerate them expliitly.Some of the approahes in the �rst ategory are the following:� partial order redution tehniques ([God90, Val90, Pel93℄) try to avoid therepresentation of all the possible sequenes of states. The key idea is theommutativity between onurrent transitions when they are equivalent undera spei� property,� on-the-y approahes ([JJ91, CVWY92, Cou99℄) build only the setion of thestate-spae whih is needed to hek the temporal formula. Here we an saythat the onstrution of the state-spae is guided by the property.� symmetry ([ES93℄) takes advantage of the permutations on the omponentsof a state whih provoke the same exeutions for a spei� property. Theapproah is based on the fat that some exeutions annot be distinguishedwhen we interhange some of its onurrent proesses. A unique representantof eah equivalent lass (under permutation) is used.Abstration an be introdued in both the ategories. If the method veri�es asimpler model whih is obtained by removing some irrelevant details depending onthe property, then we an say that abstration is a tehnique of the �rst ategory.However, if the lassial model is onstruted and then, an abstration is appliedto suh model in order to redue the size of the transition system, then we lassifysuh method into the seond ategory.The seond line of researh that tries to solve the state explosion problem is thesymboli model heking approah ([MM93, BCM+92℄). The idea of this tehniqueis to represent impliitly the states and transitions of the transition system whihmodels the program. Usually, the impliit representation used in literature are theBinary Deision Diagrams (BDDs) [Bry92, Bry℄.In his PhD thesis ([MM93℄), MMillan introdued the symboli model heking.The symboli representation was based in the Ordered Binary Deision Diagrams(OBDDs) de�ned in [Bry℄. OBDDs are essentially an eÆient odi�ation of booleanformulas. The key idea is that temporal formulas an be heked diretly over theimpliit representation of the system. This approah uses the branhing temporallogi CTL (Computation Tree Logi [BAMP83℄) to speify the property.Symboli model heking allows us to handle very omplex systems. In parti-ular, the initial algorithms were able to verify systems with more than 1020 states.



86 6. Veri�ation TehniquesFollowing re�nements allowed sientists to verify systems up to 10120 states. How-ever, the problem remains in general the same, and still in�nite-state systems annotbe veri�ed.6.3.2 ComplexityThere are two major families of temporal logis used in the model heking literature:the branhing time temporal logi and the linear time temporal logi.In the branhing time temporal logi approah (see [CE81, CES86℄), the temporaloperators of the logi onsider all the possible suessors or any of them. Forexample, it is possible to say that \in some future state" a property will be satis�ed,or that \in all the reahable states" a property will be true.The linear time temporal logi approah (see [LP85, VW86℄) was de�ned todesribe linear sequenes of states, thus eah state has only one suessor. Theproblem of model heking for linear time logi onsists in verifying that all thelinear sequenes that an be generated by the transition system satisfy the lineartemporal logi formula.The model heking algorithm for the branhing-time logi CTL presented in[CES86℄ is linear in the produt of the length of the formula and the size of thestate transition graph. Thus, �rst model heking algorithms were able to analyzesystems with 104 or 105 states. On another way, model heking for CTL* or LTLis a more omplex problem sine they are PSPACE-omplete problems.This last result ould be surprising for the reader beause CTL* is a more ex-pressive logi than LTL but it an be explained by the fat that in both ases modelheking algorithms must onstrut all the models of the systems in order to verifythe property.Finally, we an say that the linear approah is the most appropriate when wewant to verify properties of exeutions of the program. However, if we want to verifyproperties of the struture of the program, then the branhing approah is the moresuitable. In [Wol87℄ and [Eme90℄ the reader an �nd more details in the adequayof eah approah.6.3.3 Model heking harateristisModel heking has many good features. The most important one is the fat thatit is an automati veri�ation tehnique. Usually, the model must be onstrutedmanually, thus in general we annot say that the proess is fully automati. Nev-ertheless, the user must make quite less manual work than using other veri�ationmethods.Another good thing of model heking is that it is possible to ombine abstratinterpretation with the model heking tehnique. Note that the omplexity of theautomati veri�ation of software is huge, thus abstrations ould redue the ostof the veri�ation proess.



6.3. Model Cheking 87Furthermore, it is quite easy to implement tools. Model heking is based onsimple ideas, thus it is easy to de�ne algorithms whih implement them. There havebeen de�ned many software tools (model hekers) whih allow us to verify manyproperties. These model heker are developed ad-ho by de�ning optimized algo-rithms for eah partiular lass of systems. Therefore, it is very important to hosethe right tool for the veri�ation of a spei� property and program. Some modelhekers used in the formal veri�ation ommunity are Spin [Hol91, Hol97℄, SMV[CMCHG96℄, VIS [Vg96℄, COSPAN/FormalChek [HK90℄,Murphi [DDHY92℄or PEP [Gra97, Gra99℄.Usually, model heking algorithms provide a ounterexample in the ase that theformula is not satis�ed by the system. The ounterexample onsists of an exeutionof the system whih does not satisfy, and it allows the user to debug the original sys-tem. Often it is more interesting a ounterexample provided by the model hekingtool than the veri�ation of the property itself.Finally, it is important to remark that it is easy to use a model heker. Moreover,it an be used repeated times over the same program in order to hek di�erentproperties obtaining very useful information about the system. Model heking anbe viewed as a \detailed" debugging tool.Although the state explosion problem is the main problem of the model hekingtehnique, there are other drawbaks. The �rst one ould be the fat that thesystem must be (manually) modelled in the language handled by the model heker.Sometimes there exists an automati parser from the soure ode to the syntax usedby the model heker. However, some optimizations and heuristis integrated insome tools an be used only when the user models the system by himself. He ouldalso introdue some abstrations in the system.Moreover, as for the dedutive veri�ation approah, it is usually veri�ed a simpli-�ation of the program in plae of the original system. Thus, the output of the modelheker must be arefully analyzed sine the model an be an over-approximation orunder-approximation of the system and the result ould be dishonest. Counterex-amples are very important sine they allow the user to hek the orretness of theresult.In some ases the user must provide some parameters for the on�guration ofthe model heking tool. Therefore, the user must have some knowledge about thetool and algorithms in order to use them. Termination of the veri�ation proess isnot guaranteed by all the tools in the literature. In addition, it is diÆult to knowa priori if the tool is able to hek a spei� property for a given system. This is inpart due to the high variation on the state-spae of a single system when verifyingdi�erent properties.



88 6. Veri�ation Tehniques6.4 In�nite state model hekingAs we have said before, model heking was introdued to verify �nite-state systems,but there is a speial interest in the appliation of this tehnique to in�nite-statesystems. The reader an �nd very promising approahes to deal with the stateexplosion and in�nite-state problems in the literature.For example, an important researh line proposes the use of abstrat interpreta-tion ([Dam96, CC77, CC92℄) in order to obtain an abstrat version of the systemwhih is �nite and omputationally treatable; another approah, that is mostly ap-plied to timed automata, alulates a quotient of the in�nite set of states obtainingan equivalent automata with a �nite number of states (see [AD90℄ for details).The in�nite-state approahes an also be lassi�ed into two ategories. Firstly,we have those approahes that work symbolially by exploring the in�nite state-spae. Some of these approahes de�ne abstrations to onstrut a �nite model ofthe system whih an be automatially veri�ed (see [CGL94, LGS+95℄).Seondly, there exists approahes whih are based on the symboli reahabilityanalysis. Intuitively, these approahes redue the state-spae when they analyze themodel of the system. Essentially, a �nite representation of the set of all reahableon�gurations of the system is alulated (see [ACH+95, CH78, BEM97, BG96℄). Itis de�ned a �nite quotient of the large (in�nite) set of states of the systems obtaininga (equivalent) �nite state system.The �rst kind of approahes an be viewed as representation approahes whilethe seond ones an be viewed as redution approahes. Intuitively, representationapproahes try to represent the system behavior using a ompat formalism. Re-dution approahes take the model of the system and try to analyze only the subsetof states whih is neessary for the veri�ation of the property. Many times the sub-set of states that must be analyzed is determined by the property and the systemitself. The reader an observe that this lassi�ation is in someway similar to theone presented in Setion 6.3.1.For example, the quotientation tehnique used for timed automata an be las-si�ed as a redution tehnique while the abstrat interpretation an be seen as arepresentation or a redution tehnique sine it an be used to onstrut an abstratmodel of the system (representation approah) or we an apply abstrat interpreta-tion to the (lassi) model of the system (redution approah). The �nal objetiveof all these approahes is to redue the large state-spae to a �nite number of states.There are other methods whih do not follow this lassi�ation. The approahesthat use regular languages and regular relations are onsidered in the so alled regularmodel heking method ([PS00, KMM+97, BJNT00℄). In [AAB+99℄ the reader an�nd an approah whih onsists on ombining the notion of abstration and thenotion of symboli reahability in order to de�ne a method to verify in�nite statesystems.



6.5. Model heking for the  paradigm 896.5 Model heking for the  paradigmThe  paradigm has some interesting features whih allow us to de�ne a modelheking algorithm for reative and hybrid systems. We onsider two languageswhih have a notion of time in their semantis. We use a time interval (provided bythe user) in order to restrit the state-spae of the system. The fat that the time isin the semantis makes reasonable the use of suh restrition sine the user knowshow muh time is needed to have a response from the system.The reader ould think that the restrition to an interval of time ould make thealgorithm inomplete in many ases. Note that it does not our sine many timessuh limit of time is not reahed (obviously the user must provide a reasonable timeinterval). Moreover, if the limit is reahed we obtain an over-approximation of thesystem thus some properties an still be heked. The idea to limit the veri�ationto a limit of time is not new. It has been used in di�erent approahes, for examplein [AHWT97℄. Also interval logis that play a similar role are widely used in theliterature (the reader an �nd an example in [KRM+93℄).The tp model heking problem onsists in applying the model heking teh-nique to tp programs. The idea is to use the notion of onstraint whih is underly-ing the language in order to have a ompat model of the system �rst, and seond,to handle the model diretly to verify properties.First of all, as we have said, we use onstraints in the automati onstrution ofthe model. Constraints represent in a ompat way a set of possible values that avariable an take (i.e., a set of states if we use the lassial notion of state). Then, inthe seond phase we take advantage of onstraints for speifying the property whihwe want to verify by using a logi that is de�ned to handle onstraints. Suh logiis presented in [BGM01℄ and is able to work over onstraints in a very intuitive way.The last phase of the model heking tehnique onsists in de�ning an algorithmthat determines if the system satis�es the property. We use the two outputs of theprevious phases to adapt the lassial algorithm de�ned for LTL to our framework.We essentially follow the same steps of the original algorithm. Note that this ispossible beause we use a logi that works over onstraints, thus allows us to verifyproperties diretly over the tp Struture de�ned. If we use a lassial temporallogi, we must transform the tp Struture into a Kripke Struture over whihtemporal formulas an be heked.The problem for h is similar to the problem for tp. The idea is the same, i.e.,to de�ne a struture able to represent the system behavior and to hek propertiesover suh struture. However, as a �rst step we have onstruted the model and wehave transformed suh model into a linear time automaton whih an be given asinput to a lassial model heker suh as HyTeh.Therefore, although we an model any hybrid system using our h Struture, inthis thesis we have limited ourselves to linear hybrid systems sine HyTeh is ableto handle only suh sublass of hybrid systems.Note that in our approah we automatize the onstrution of the model while in



90 6. Veri�ation Tehniquesalmost lassial approahes it is onstruted by hand.



8A model for tp programsIn this hapter we desribe in detail the �rst phase of our model heking approah.The idea is to automatize the onstrution of the model of the system from thespei�ation. In other words, we take a program written in tp, and a model ofthe system behavior is onstruted in an automati way. As we have said before,in [FPV00a, FPV00b℄ it was presented a method to onstrut a struture as a �rststep towards the de�nition of a model heking tehnique for t. Nevertheless, thestruture de�ned in [FPV00a, FPV00b℄ to model t programs was quite di�erentfrom the struture de�ned in this work. Let us now introdue the neessary notionsfor the onstrution of our model.8.1 LabellingFirst of all, we need a labelled version of the spei�ation in order to onstrut themodel of the system automatially. We adapt the idea introdued by Manna andPnueli in [MP95℄ to our framework: a di�erent label is assigned to eah ourrene ofan agent. Labels allow us to identify in whih point of the exeution of the programwe are. The presene or absene of a label determines if the assoiated agent anbe exeuted or not during the omputation.The labelling proess onsists on the introdution of a di�erent label for eahourrene of a language onstrut. Thus, we take a tp program and modify it byadding labels:De�nition 8.1.1 Let P be a spei�ation, the labelled version Pl of P is de�ned asfollows:� If P = abort then Pl = labort abort.� If P = tell() then Pl = ltelltell().� If P =Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai then Pl = laskPni=1 lask(i)ask(i)! lAi.� If P = now  then A else B then Pl = lnow now  then Al else Bl.� If P = A jjB then Pl = ljj(Al jjBl).



110 8. A model for tp programs� If P = 9xA then Pl = le9xAl.� If P = p(x) then Pl = lpp(x).Thus, we explore the tp spei�ation and eah time that we �nd an ourreneof a onstrut we introdue a new label whih identify suh point of the program.There will be one di�erent label for eah ourrene of an agent.In Figure 8.1 we show the labelled version of the mirowave errpr detetionprogram example showed in Figure 5.5. Note that the struture of the program hasnot hanged, simply some labels have been added.fl0gmirowave error(Door;Button;Error) ::=fle1g 9D;B; E(fljj1g (flg now (Door = [open j D℄^ Button = [on j B℄) thenfljj2g (fle2g 9E1(flt1g tell(E = [yes j E1℄)) jjfle3 g 9B1(flt2g tell(B = [o� j B1℄)))else fle4 g 9E1(flt3g tell(E = [no j E1℄))) jjflpgmirowave error(D;B; E)):Figure 8.1: Example of a labelled tp program: a simple error ontroller8.2 The tp StrutureThe main point of the modelling phase is to onstrut the struture whih modelsthe system behavior. We de�ne a new graph struture to represent the system. Thetp Struture is de�ned as a variant of the Kripke Struture. The main di�erenebetween the two strutures is that the de�nition of a state in the Kripke Struturefollows the lassial notion of state (a state is de�ned as a valuation of the set ofvariables of the system) whereas in our struture, a state onsists of a onjuntionof onstraints and an be seen as a set of lassial states.First of all we remark the similarities between the lassial graph struture usedin the literature (for example the Kripke Struture1 de�ned in [CGP99℄) and thestruture de�ned for this approah.Intuitively, a Kripke Struture is a �nite graph struture where there ould bemany initial nodes and eah node is always related to another one (or to itself).Moreover, eah state has assoiated a set of atomi propositions whih are true insuh state.We now de�ne our graph struture: the tp Struture, whih allows us to modelthe behavior of systems spei�ed in tp. First of all we de�ne what the set AP ofatomi propositions is:1See Chapter 1 for the formal de�nition.



8.2. The tp Struture 111De�nition 8.2.1 The set AP of atomi propositions is de�ned as the set of ele-ments2 of the Cylindri Constraint System of the tp language onsidered3.In the rest of the paper we abuse of notation by identifying the meaning of theterms onstraint , atomi proposition and element. Now we de�ne what a state ofthe tp Struture is:De�nition 8.2.2 (tp State) Let AP be the atomi propositions in the tp syn-tax and L be the set of all possible labels generated to label the original spei�ationof the system. We de�ne the set of states as S � 2AP � 2LFinally, we de�ne the tp Struture. Observe that it is very similar to a KripkeStruture. Atually, the only di�erenes are the de�nition of state (in De�ni-tion 8.2.2) and the two labelling funtions C and T whih replae the labellingfuntion LKS of De�nition 1.3.1.De�nition 8.2.3 (tp Struture) Let AP be a set of atomi propositions, wede�ne a tp Struture M over AP as a �ve tuple M = (S; S0; R; C; T) where1. S is a �nite set of states.2. S0 � S is the set of initial states.3. R � S� S is a transition relation.4. C : S ! 2AP is the funtion that returns the set of atomi propositions in agiven state.5. T : S! 2L as the funtion that returns the set of labels in a given state.We assume that a transition in the graph represents an inrement of one time-unit in the system. Intuitively, C labels a state with the set of onstraints true insuh state. In other words, this funtion represents the information that we knowin a spei� instant (i.e., the store of the system). T labels eah state with the setof labels assoiated to agents that must be exeuted in the following time instant.In other words, T represents the point of exeution in eah instant (or state).When two states s and s 0 are related by relation R(s; s 0), it means that it ispossible to reah the state s 0 from the state s by exeuting the agents assoiated tothe labels in T(s) with the store C(s) deriving as a result the store C(s 0) and thepoint of exeution T(s 0).Given a tp Struture T, we de�ne tr(T) as the set of sequenes of states ofT starting from an initial state and whih are related following the order in thesequene:tr = fs j s = s0 � s1 � � � sn � � �^ s0 2 S0 ^ 8i � 0; 9R(si; si+1)g (8.2.1)2See De�nition 1.4.5.3Note that tp is parametri w.r.t. a Cylindri Constraint System, see Chapter 5 for details.



112 8. A model for tp programs8.3 Constrution of the modelNow we explain how the tp Struture is onstruted from a labelled spei�ationS in an automati way. This is the main point of the onstrution of the model ofthe system. The resulting graph will represent the behavior of the system.The main proedure is showed in Figure 8.2. Given a tp delaration D ofthe form p(x) :: lAA, the funtion onstrut(D) returns a tp Struture Q =hS; S0; R; C; Ti representing the behavior of p. We simplify the treatment of funtionsC and T. Although we do not mention them in the algorithm itself, these funtionsorresponds to the two omponents of the state struture of the algorithm. We alsowrite R(n; n 0) to desribe that nodes n and n 0 are related.In the algorithm showed in Figure 8.2 the tp Struture is initialized and theset of initial states is reated. Then the funtion onstrut ag (in Figure 8.3) isalled. This funtions iteratively ompletes the onstrution. Funtions instant()and follows() are de�ned below. The � value is a possible value of the elements ininf. onstrut(input D : tp delaration; output hS; S0; R; C; Ti : tp Struture)state :st : store;` : set label;n[℄ : state;inf[℄ : store;lab[℄ : set label;m, j : int;inf = instant(true; lA);lab = follows(lA);m = sizeof(inf);for j = 1 to mif inf[j℄ <> � thenn[j℄ = reate node(inf[j℄; lab[j℄);S 0 = S 0[ n[j℄;S 00 = S 0;onstrut ag(S 0; S 00; R 0; C 0; T 0; n);S = S 0; S0 = S 00; R = R 0;C = C 0; T 0 = T;Figure 8.2: Desription of the onstrution algorithmIntuitively, the onstrution evolves as follows. A proess is omposed by a set oflauses and a goal. A spei�ation is the set of lauses of a proess. In this setionof the hapter we desribe how a spei�ation (or delaration) an be transformedin a set of tp Strutures. Atually, for eah di�erent lause we onstrut a tp



8.3. Constrution of the model 113Struture whih is labelled with a unique name. This name an be used as one ofthe labels introdued in the labelling phase when a proedure all agent is analyzed.We also de�ne follows(ll) and instant(; ll) whih are funtions used during theonstrution of the tp Struture. We onsider that the delaration D of the formp(x) :: lAA is an always available publi information.Given a label ll, follows(ll) returns the list whih ontains the labels assoiated tothe agents that must be analyzed in the following time instant. Eah element of thelist orresponds to a di�erent possible behavior of the system. For example, if thereis a onditional agent, the inital part of the list orresponds to the possible behaviorswhen the guard of the agent is satis�ed and the �nal part of the list orresponds tothe ase when it is not satis�ed. Therefore, if two or more onditional agents arenested, then all the possible behaviors depending on the �rst then part will appearbefore than those of the else part in the list. Sine tp restrits the number of nestedonditional agents in a program, we an ensure that this algorithm terminates andthe list of sets of labels is �nite.The follows algorithm uses two addiional auxiliar funtions. append and ombineare funtions that implement operations over lists. In partiular, append(`1; `2)returns the onatenation of the two lists `1 and `2. ombine(`1; `2) onstruts anew list whose elements onsists of an element of `1 and an element of `2. Forexample, if `1 = ffl1g; fl2gg and `2 = ffl3gg, then the result of ombine(`1; `2) is thelist ffl1; l3g; fl2; l3gg.Note that we always assume that eah label lA is assoiated with the agent A.We an show that the omplexity of the algorithm showed in Figure 8.4 is expo-nential in the maximum number of nested agents in the spei�ation:Lemma 8.3.1 The time omplexity for the algorithm follows(A) presented in Fig-ure 8.4 is O(n�2m) where m is the maximum number of nested agents and n is thesize of the resulting list.Proof. First of all, we know that the agent A has a �nite number of nested agents.Moreover, we an see that the ost of the algorithm in the ase of tell, abort, skipagents is onstant sine follows(A) = fg in suh ases. The ost is onstant also in thease of proedure all agents sine follows(p(x)) returns a single label. For the hoieagent, the ost depends on the number of asks ontained in the agent. Therefore,given the agent Pni=1 ask(i) ! Ai, the ost will be n + 1. In addition, we knowthat the maximum number of nested reursive alls is 2m whih orresponds withthe worst ase: when every nested agent is a parallel or onditional agent. Notethat in that point, the funtions ombine or append are used. Assume that the ostof these funtions is linear in the size of the resulting list. Then, we have the timeomplexity of the worst ase O(n � 2m). Note that this is a theoretial ase whihdoes not our in pratie. We think that the omplexity in pratial ases shouldbe semilinear on average.We need also a seond auxiliary funtion for the automati onstrution of the



114 8. A model for tp programsmodel. Given a store and a label, instant(; ll) returns the information whih anbe omputed instantaneously (i.e., before the following time instant) by exeutingthe agents assoiated with the label ll.Note that we have marked the negation not() with a star to indiate that the se-mantis of negation is de�ned as the non satis�ability of  instead of the satis�abilityof :.Now we present the auxiliary funtions that are used in the previous algorithms.at(st,ll) adds the onstraint st to eah element of the list ll returning a simple listof stores. If st is inonsistent with any element of the list, then the value of theelement is setted to �.Note that the time omplesity of at is linear on the size of the list:Lemma 8.3.2 The time omplexity for the algorithm at(,ll) presented in Fig-ure 8.6 is O(n) where n is the number of elements in the list ll.Proof. The proof is trivial sine we iterate n times over the elements of the list.Now we an show that the omplexity of the algorithm instant showed in Fig-ure 8.5 is exponential in the maximum number of nested agents in the spei�ation.Lemma 8.3.3 The time omplexity for the algorithm instant(,A) presented in Fig-ure 8.5 is O(n�2m) where m is the maximum number of nested agents and n is theardinality of the resulting list.Proof. We know that the agent A as a �nite number of nested agents. We alsoknow that if the agent is an abort, skip, tell or proedure all agent, then the ostof the funtion is onstant. If A is a hoie agent, then we have a linear ost, inpartiular we have O(n+ 1) sine there is an iterative loop.Now look to the three remaining ases. For both the onditional and the parallelagents we have two reursive alls, whereas for the hiding agent we have a singlereursive all. We assume that the ombine and append funtions are linear on thesize of the two lists passed as argument (i.e., we take O(n) where n is the number ofelements in the resulting list). Therefore, sine we know that also the at funtionis linear, we an say that the upperbound for the global omplexity of the algorithmis O(n � 2m) where m is the maximum number of nested agents. Note that this is atheoretial ase whih does not our in pratie. We think that the omplexity inpratial ases should be semilinear on average.Now we an analyze the omplexity of the onstrut algorithm. First of all,we state the omplexity for the onstrut ag funtion. Then we de�ne the globalomplexity of the algorithm.



8.3. Constrution of the model 115Lemma 8.3.4 The time omplexity for the algorithm onstrut ag(S; S0; n; R; C; T)presented in Figure 8.3 is O( �n � 2m) where m is the maximum number of nestedagents and  is the number of states in the model and n is the number of elementsin inf.Proof. By Lemma 8.3.3 and Lemma 8.3.1 we know the omplexity of the auxiliaryfuntions. Moreover, we know that selet and remove takes linear time and weassume that reate node has onstant omplexity. We know that the while loop willbe exeuted  times, where  is the number of di�erent states in the model.We an see that eah time the while is exeuted, we have one proedure all toeah auxiliary funtion. Moreover, we have a for loop whih is exeuted n timeswhere n is the size of the inf list. Therefore, the ost of the for loop is O(n) andthe ost of the while loop is 2 � (n � 2m). We ensure the �niteness of the numberof states sine we know that there is a �nite number of ombinations of labels andonstraints (whih appear in the spei�ation) modulo renaming.Lemma 8.3.5 The time omplexity for the algorithm onstrut(D) presented in Fig-ure 8.2 is O((+ 1) � (2n � 2m) where m is the maximum number of nested agentsand n is the ardinality of the resulting list.Proof. We know the ost of the auxiliary algorithms. Following the struture of thealgorithm, we an see that there is one all to the onstrut ag funtion. In addition,we have a proedure all to the algorithm instant and follows. Then, we have to addthe ost of suh algorithms: O(2n � 2m +  � (2n � 2m)). We have also a for loopwhih is exeuted n times where n is the number of elements in inf. Therefore, weobtain the global omplexity given in this result.Formally, the same onstrution showed in the algorithms above an be desribedas a funtion �d. This funtion, given a tp Struture and a delaration, onstrutsthe resulting tp Struture by using the funtion �a.De�nition 8.3.6 (Funtion �d) Let p(x) :: A be a proedure delaration D whereA is a tp agent, and a tp Struture Q = hS; S0; R; C; Ti, we de�ne the funtion�d : D�Q�Q 0 where Q 0 = hS 0; S0; R 0; C 0; T 0i is another tp Struture as follows:S = S0 = fs0g; C(s0) = true; T(s0) = lArefp = �a(A;Q; s0)De�nition 8.3.7 (Funtion �a) Let A be a tp agent and Q = hS; S0; R; C; Tia tp Struture. Given s 2 S, we de�ne the funtion �a : A � T � S � T whereQ 0 = hS 0; S0; R 0; C 0; T 0i is another tp Struture as follows:



116 8. A model for tp programs�a(A;Q; s) =if A � abort thenS 0 = S [ fs 0g; R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0)g [ fR(s 0; s 0)g; C(s 0) = C(s); T(s 0) = ;if A � tell() thenS 0 = S [ fs 0g; R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0)g; C(s 0) = C(s) t ; T(s 0) = T(s)nfltellgif A �Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai thenS 0 = S [ fs 0i j iis onsistent with C(s)g [ fs 0g;R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0i)g [ fR(s; s 0)g; C(s 0i) = C(s 0) = C(s);T(s 0i) = (T(s)nflhoie) [ lAi ; T(s 0) = T(s)if A � now  then B else C then�1 = instant(C(s); B); �2 = instant(C(s); C); S 0 = S [ fs1; s2g;R 0 = R [ fR(s; s1); R(s; s2)gC(s1) = C(s) t �1; C(s2) = C(s) t �2;T(s1) = (T(s)nflondg) [ follows(()B); T(s2) = T(s)nflondg) [ follows(()C)if A � B jjC thenS 0 = S [ fs 0g; R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0)g;C(s 0) = C(s) t instant(C(s); B) t instant(C(s); C);T(s 0) = (T(s)nflparg) [ follows(B) [ follows(C)if A � 9xB thenS 0 = S [ fs 0g; R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0)g; C(s 0) = C(s)[y=x℄ t instant(C(s); B);T(s 0) = (T(s)nflexistsg) [ follows(B)if A � p(x) thenS 0 = S [ fs 0g; R 0 = R [ fR(s; s 0)g; C(s 0) = C(s)[y=x℄;T(s 0) = (T(s)nflpg) [ refpAs we have seen, eah time an agent is analyzed some ation are exeuted. Inthe following desription we show the intuitions behind the formal de�nitions:Stop S � abort. When we �nd a abort agent, we add no information to the store,insert a self-loop over the new node and remove all the labels sine the on-strution must be onluded.Tell S � tell(). The new information  is introdued into the store and the labelassoiated to S is removed from the labels to be exeuted.Choie S �Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai. This agent leads to a set of orresponding branhesin the graph. We introdue at most m+ 1 branhes with m � n, one for eahpossible suessful ask guard. Note that if a i ondition is not onsistentwith the store C(s) then the orresponding branh will not be generated. Foreah new node s 0i, we de�ne the transition R(s; s 0i) and we de�ne an extra arR(s; sm+1) that orresponds to the ase when the store does not entail anyondition i but the exeution of onurrent agents proeed (if there are noonurrent agents or there exists but they annot proeed, then sm+1 = sthus a loop is introdued). Moreover, we do not introdue any additionalinformation into the store and the labels are updated.



8.3. Constrution of the model 117Conditional S � now  then A elseB. The onstrution proess in this ase followsthe same idea as for the hoie operator: we de�ne two new nodes (s 01 and s 02)that orrespond to the two possible behaviors. The onstrution is similar forthe two branhes. The �rst branh orresponds to the ase where the storeentails . It is introdued into the store the information that the agent A angenerate in a single time instant. Also the set of labels is updated. The seondbranh is de�ned in a similar way.Parallel S � A jjB. When a parallel agent is analyzed, the new node generateddepends on the exeution of the agents A and B in the present time instant.This means that the new store is de�ned as the union of the informationobtained from the exeution of A and B (if it is possible to exeute them).Also the set of labels depends on these two agents.Hiding S � 9x A. The behavior of the hiding agent is modelled in the graphonstrution by the introdution of the neessary renaming of variables in thestore C(s 0).Proedure Call S � p(X1; : : : ; Xn). When a proedure all is reahed we �nish theproess by introduing in s 0 a referene to the initial node of the tp Struturefor p. If there are more agents that must be analyzed, then we ontinue byonsidering the tp Struture already generated for suh lause (with theneessary renaming of variables). We link the urrent node s with a simpli�edopy of this piee of struture. The simpli�ation onsists in eliminating thebranhes whose ondition is inonsistent with the onstraints derived by theother (parallel) agents. Thus, the new node s 0 depends on the exeution ofthe other onurrent agents and the body of the lause for p.If there are two (or more) proedure alls in parallel the proess is similar andas many nodes as di�erent possible behaviors are generated.In order to illustrate the onstrution proess, in Figure 8.7 we present theonstrution of the tp Struture for the program in Figure 8.1. Remember thatthis program simply detets if the door is open when the mirowaves works and inthat ase turn-o� the system and emits an error signal.We an see how, for the �rst time instant, two nodes orresponding to the twopossible behaviors of the onditional agent have been generated in the spei�ation(n1 and n2). Now look at the node n1 where we have that L(n1) = flt1; lt2; lpg.This means that in order to ontinue with the graph onstrution we have to try toexeute the agents assoiated to suh labels. The two tell agents update the storewith the information that an error ombination has been enountered and in thenext time instant a stop signal will be present. This is important beause whenwe try to exeute the proedure all assoiated to lp, only one of the two possiblebranhes an be followed.



118 8. A model for tp programsWhen we generate new nodes and the orresponding onneting ars we shouldonsider formulas whih are renamed apart. For the sake of simpliity we do notshow expliitly the renamings applied in the onstrution of our example graph.Note that if we �nd a node equal to another one, a yle will be formed in the graphand the onstrution following this branh will terminate.8.4 Corretness and CompletenessIn this setion we prove the orretness and ompleteness of the automati on-strution of the model. We �rst introdue a formal de�nition for the funtion whihtakes the information from the states of the tp Struture. We de�ne st the set ofsequenes of the form ft j t = 1 � 2 � � � n � � � where i is a onjuntion of AP.De�nition 8.4.1 Given a tp Struture T, we de�ne the funtion Æ : tr(T)! stas follows: Æ(s) = ÆC(s0) if s = s0,C(s0) � Æ(s 0) if s = s0 � s 0, (8.4.1)where tr(T) is de�ned following (8.2.1). The extension of Æ over set of sequenesis made in the obvious way.Now with the following theorem, we show that the above graph onstrution isorret and omplete.Theorem 8.4.2 Let T be the tp Struture orresponding to the tp spei�ationS. Then the onstrution T is orret sineÆ(tr(T))� JSKwhere Æ is the funtion introdued in De�nition 8.4.1, tr(T) is de�ned following(8.2.1) and JSK is the operational semanti of the tp spei�ation S.Proof. First of all we de�ne the equivalene relation � between on�gurations ofthe operational semantis presented in Figure 5.2 and graph states. We identify�(�) with the store in the on�guration �. In the graph this store is represented bythe funtion C. Then, we say that a on�guration � orresponds to a tp state sif C(s) ` �(�) and �(�) ` C(s). A path in the tp Struture will orrespond toa trae in the operational semantis if eah state of the path has a orrespondingon�guration in the operational semantis and suh orresponding on�gurationsform a trae in the semantis.We have to prove that all paths in the tp Struture generated from the spei-�ation T have an equivalent trae in the operational semantis of T and vieversa.We proeed by strutural indution on the language onstruts and the length ofthe path.



8.4. Corretness and Completeness 119Tell S = tell(). We have � 2 tr(T) with � = s0; s1; : : :, C(s0) = d and T(s0) =fltellg. On the other side, we have the trae  2 JSK with  = 0; 1; : : :and 0 = hS; di. Assume that s0 and 0 orresponds. By the de�nitionof the onstrution of the struture and the operational semantis we havethat C(s1) = f [ dg, T(s1) = fg and 1 = h;;  [ di whih orrespond, thusÆ(s) � JSK.Choie S =Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai. We have � 2 tr(T) with � = s0; s1; : : :, C(s0) = dand T(s0) = flhoieg. Then, we have the trae  2 JSK with  = 0; 1; : : :and 0 = hS; di. Assume that s0 � 0. By de�nition of the onstrutionof the struture and the operational semantis we have two ases: the �rstase is when there is no i suh that d ` i, then in the onstrution of thetp Struture there will be a loop, thus s1 = s0 whereas in the operationalsemantis there is no possible transition. The seond ase is when there existsa i suh that d ` i. This means that we have C(s1) = fdg and T(s1) =flAi g. On the other side, we have 1 = hAi; di. By the (strutural) indutivehypothesis, Æ(Ai) = JAiK thus, sine s1 and 1 orrespond in both the ases,we derive that Æ(S) = JSK.Conditional S = now  then A else B. We have that � 2 tr(T)with � = s0; s1; : : :,C(s0) = d and T(s0) = flondg. On the other side, we have the trae  2 JSKwith  = 0; 1; : : : and 0 = hS; di. Assume that s0 � 0. By de�nition ofthe onstrution of the struture and the operational semantis we have twopossible behaviors. In the �rst ase C(s1) = fd[�(A)g4 and T(s1) = follows(A).On the other side, we have 1 = hA 0; d 0i where A 0 is the agent reahed bythe exeution of A and d 0 the new store with the information added by theexeution of A. By the (strutural) indutive hypothesis, Æ(A) = JAK thus,sine s1 and 1 orrespond, we derive that Æ(S) = JSK. The ase when d 6` is similar to this one.Parallel S = A jjB. We have � 2 tr(T) with � = s0; s1; : : :, C(s0) = d andT(s0) = flparg. On the other side, we have the trae  2 JSK with  = 0; 1; : : :and 0 = hS; di. Assume that s0 � 0. By de�nition of the onstrutionof the struture and the operational semantis we have that C(s1) = fd [�(A)[�(B)g and T(s1) = ffollows(A)[ follows(B)g. On the other side, we have1 = hA 0 jjB 0; d 0i where A 0 (B 0) is the agent reahed by the exeution of A(B) and d 0 is the new store with the information added by the exeution of Aand B. By the (strutural) indutive hypothesis, Æ(A) = JAK and Æ(B) = JBK.Thus, sine s1 and 1 orrespond, we derive that Æ(S) = JSK.Exists S = 9xA. We have � 2 tr(T) with � = s0; s1; : : :, C(s0) = d and T(s0) =flexistsg. On the other side, we have the trae  2 JSK with  = 0; 1; : : : and4When we write �(A) we abuse of the notation and we mean the store that is produed in onetime instant by the exeution of the agent A, following the de�nition.



120 8. A model for tp programs0 = hS; i. Assume that s0 � 0. We know that C(s1) = fd [ �(A[y=x℄)g.Note that �(A[y=x℄) represents the information generated in one time stepby the agent A[y=x℄ whih is the result to the appliation of the substitutiony=x to the agent A and T(s1) = follows(A). y is a fresh variable, thus theinformation generated by A involving suh variable will not a�et the rest ofthe system.Now, following the operational semantis we know that 1 = h9e 0xB; t9xe 0iand we also know that hA; 9xi ! hB; e 0i. Thus, we an identify e 0 with theinformation generated from the agent A. 9xe 0 orresponds to the informationgenerated A whih is visible for the onurrent agents.By the (strutural) indutive hypothesis, Æ(A) � JAK and Æ(B) � JBK. Thus,sine s1 and 1 orrespond, we derive that Æ(S) � JSK.Proedure Call S = p(X). Let � 0 = s1; s2; : : : be the post�x of � 2 tr(T) with� = s0; s1; : : : and C(s0) = d and T(s0) = flpg. Let  0 = 1; 2; : : : be thepost�x of  2 JSK with  = 0; 1; : : : and 0 = hS; di. We have that s1 = nwhere n is the �rst node of the tp Struture onstruted for p(X). We havethat C(s1) = C(s0) and T(s1) = lA where p(X) :: A is a lause in the program.On the other side we have that 1 = hA; di. We have that the length of � 0and  0 is n - 1, so by the indutive hypothesis we have that Æ(A) = JAK.Sine we have shown that the node and the on�guration obtained in one steporrespond and are the initial node and state of � 0 and  0, then we have thatÆ(S) = JSK.Thus, we have shown that if  � hA; i -! hA 0;  0i �  0 and the state s andthe on�guration  orrespond, then 9 R(s; s 0) and s 0 and  0 orrespond.8.5 The t approahAs we have said before, in [FPV00a, FPV00b℄ was introdued a method to apply themodel heking tehnique to the t language. Atually, in those works was de�nedthe modelling phase in detail, giving only a brief desription of the spei�ationand the algorithmi phase. In Setion 5.4 we have desribed the main di�erenesbetween these two languages.In this setion we onfront the struture de�ned to model the behavior of tprograms (t Struture) and the tp Struture. The t Struture was de�ned asfollows:De�nition 8.5.1 Let AP be a set of atomi propositions. A t Struture M overAP is a 5-tuple M = (S; S0; T; R; L), where1. S is a �nite set of states.



8.5. The t approah 1212. S0 � S is the set of initial states.3. T = ft; ng is the set of possible type of transitions. t denotes a temporaltransition while n denotes a normal transition.4. R � S�S�T is a transition relation that must be total, that is, for every states 2 S there is a state s 0 2 S suh that R(s; s 0; t) or R(s; s 0; n).5. L : S! 2AP is a funtion that labels eah state with the set of atomi proposi-tions true in that state.The reader an observe how in this struture there are two kind of transitions: thetimed transitions and the normal transitions. The set of states of the t Struturewere de�ned in a similar way as for the tp Struture and an also be seen as setsof lassial states for a Kripke Struture.However, lassial model heking algorithms annot be applied to t Strutures.First of all beause t Strutures have two kind of transitions, and seondly beausethe algorithms annot handle the notion of state of the graph struture. Note thatin the tp approah we have only one kind of transition relation, thus we have onlyone problem: how to handle states.Another main di�erene between the t and the tp Struture lies in the inter-pretation of branhing points. Branhing points in t Strutures are aused by theinterleaving nature of the model. The normal transitions are instantaneous in thesense that do not ause the pass of time. The branhing points of the tp Struturedue to onditional agents an be viewed as the branhing points whih ould appearin the quiesene points of the t Struture, i.e., when passing from one time in-stant to the following one. However, branhing points of the tp Struture due toChoie agents annot be identi�ed with anything in the t Struture sine the tmodel is deterministi.In [FPV00a, FPV00b℄ it was de�ned a method to solve the problems appearedto apply the model heking tehnique to t Strutures. In suh approah theuser must also introdue the time interval over whih the veri�ation must be done.Again, suh time interval beomes reasonable beause the notion of time is de�nedinto the semantis of the language. Using suh time interval and the initial valueof variables, it was de�ned a transformation of the t Struture into a KripkeStruture. This transformation eliminates the two kind of transitions and unfoldsthe possible values of variables in the states of the t Struture.The reader an imagine that at this point, the problem was the huge numberof states of the transformed struture. Essentially, we loss the possibility to takeadvantage of the ompat representation that an provide the notion of onstraint.As we will see in the next hapters, in the tp approah it is not neessary toeliminate the kind of transitions (sine there is only one type). More important isthe fat that it is not neessary to unfold the possible values of variables in order to



122 8. A model for tp programsde�ne a model heking method. Atually, we use a temporal logi whih is able tohandle the tp states.



8.5. The t approah 123
onstrut ag(input=output S[℄ : state; input S0[℄; n[℄ : stateinput=output R : relation; C; T : funtion)state :st : store;` : set of labels;stat1, stat2 : state;s[℄, a[℄ : stateinf[℄ : store;lab[℄ : set of labels;j,k,m : int;a = n;j = 0;while a <> ; dostat1 = selet(a);a = remove(a; stat1);inf = instant(stat1:st; stat1:`);lab = follows(stat1:`);m = sizeof(inf);for k=1 to mif inf[k℄ <> � thens[j℄ = reate node(inf[k℄; lab[k℄);if (s[j℄ = stat2 ^ stat2 2 S) thenR(stat1; stat2);else R(stat1; s[j℄);j = j + 1;S = S[fs[j℄g;a = a [ fs[j℄g;Figure 8.3: Desription of the onstrution algorithm for agents



124 8. A model for tp programs

list of sets of stores follows(ll : label)`[℄ : set of labels;`1[℄; `2[℄ : set of labels;n, i, j : int;textsfase A of // we assume that A is the agent assoiated with ll.abort : `[1℄ = fg;skip : `[1℄ = fg;tell() : `[1℄ = fg;Pni=1 ask(i)! Ai : for j = 1 to n`[j℄ = lAj ;`[j+ 1℄ = fllg;now  then B1 else B2 : `1 = follows(lB1);`2 = follows(lB2);` = append(`1; `2);B1 jjB2 : ` = ombine(follows(lB1); follows(lB2));9xB1 : ` = follows(lB1);p(x) : ` = flpg; // where lp represents the label// of the tp Struture onstruted for pend ase;return `;Figure 8.4: Desription of the auxiliary algorithm follows(ll)
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list of stores instant(input st : store; ll : label)s[℄: store;s1[℄, s2[℄ : store;j: int;ase A of // we assume that ll is assoiated to the agent Aabort : s[1℄ = true;skip : s[1℄ = true;tell() : s[1℄ = ;Pni=1 ask(di)! Ai : for j = 1 to ns[j℄ = fdig;s[j+1℄ = fstg;now d then B1 else B2 : s1 = at(d; instant( t d; B1));s2 = at(d; instant(not�() t d; lB2));s = append(s1; s2);B1 jjB2 : s = ombine(instant(; B1); instant(; lB2))9xB1 : s[1℄ = f[y=x℄g t instant(; lB1) //where y is a fresh variablep(x) : s[1℄ = true; // where p(x) :: flB1gB1 is a// lause of the spei�ationend ase;return s;Figure 8.5: Desription of the auxiliary algorithm instant(; ll)

list of stores at(input st : store; ll[℄ : store)s[℄: store;j, n: int;n = sizeof(ll)for j = 1 to nif ll[j℄ t st = false thens[j℄ = �;else s[j℄ = ll[j℄ t st;return s;Figure 8.6: Desription of the auxiliary algorithm at(st,ll)
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Figure 8.7: Constrution of the tp Strutures for the example showed in Figure 5.5



9The spei�ation of the propertyIn this hapter we desribe in detail the seond phase of our model heking ap-proah. One we have a model that represents the system behavior, we have tospeify the property that we want to verify. In many lassial approahes (see[CES86, MM93, CGL96℄) di�erent temporal logi formalisms are used for suhpurpose. Some of the most popular logis used for model heking are CTL, CTL*or LTL.First to introdue the logi used in our approah, we desribe briey the di�erentlogis used in the literature and its harateristis in order to ompare the logi usedin this approah with the lassial temporal logis.9.1 Temporal LogisTemporal logis were designed by philosophers to study linguisti onstrut involvingthe ow of time. Later, in [Pri67℄, Prior revived the temporal logi theory. The ideawas �rst introdued into the omputer siene �eld by Amir Pnueli [Pnu77, Pnu79℄to be used to formally verify onurrent systems. In these �rst works it was showedthat it is not suÆient to formally prove properties suh as termination in orderto guarantee the orretness of a program. Temporal properties suh as livenessproperties must be also heked (see [Pnu79℄).Temporal logi an be seen as an instane of modal logi. Modal logi (see[HC68, Che80℄) an be de�ned as the study of ontext-dependent properties suh asneessity and possibility. The meaning of expressions depends on a spei� ontext.Modal operators are de�ned in order to ombine the di�erent expressions. Thus,the underlying language of modal logi onsists of a �rst-order language extendedby some formation rules for modal operators. Usually, the olletion of ontexts isalled the set of possible worlds.For temporal logi, the set of possible worlds an be onsidered as a linearlyordered set. Usually, semantis of temporal logis are given using Kripke Strutures(desribed in Chapter 1). There is an ordering relation over the set of possible worldsalled the aessibility relation assoiated with eah modal (or temporal) operator.This relation assoiates a set of pairs of possible worlds with eah modal operator.



128 9. The spei�ation of the propertyThere are two main families of temporal logis: linear time temporal logis andbranhing time temporal logis. The branhing time approah adopts a tree stru-tured time where every time instant may have several immediate suessors whihorrespond to di�erent futures. Linear time logi has a notion of time whih islinear, thus eah time instant an have only one immediate suessor.The idea of branhing time logis was presented in [Abr79℄. Then the Uni�edBranhing Time System and the Computational Tree Logi (CTL) logis were de-�ned in [BAMP81, BAMP83℄ and [CE81, CES83, CES86℄ respetively. In 1986,Emerson and Halpen gave the de�nition of CTL* (see [EH83, EH86℄). On anotherway, LTL is the most popular linear time logi. In this setion we will briey presentthe LTL, CTL and CTL* logis.For eah di�erent logi, di�erent kind of properties an be expressed. Intuitively,using the linear time logi we an express that something is true at the urrent state,in the next state or that it will be true until other thing beomes true eventually.We will explain what are these something and other thing later. On the other side,using the branhing time approah we ould say that at every state along everyomputation something is false, or that for every omputation there exists a statealong the omputation at whih something is true.Computation Tree Logi CTL*. Given a omputation tree, the CTL* logishows all the possible exeutions starting from an initial state. A omputation treeonsists in, given a Kripke Struture and an initial state, to unfold the strutureinto a in�nite tree with the initial state as root. The CTL* formulas are omposedof path quanti�ers and temporal operators. A path quanti�er is used to desribethe branhing strutures in the omputation tree. There are two path quanti�ers:the A quanti�er, whih denotes \for all omputation paths", and the E quanti�er,whih denotes \for some omputation path".Temporal operators desribe properties of paths of the tree. There are �ve basioperators. The X operator denotes that a property is true in the next time instant.The F operator tells us that a property will be eventually true (i.e., in the future).The G operator spei�es that a property holds always (globally), i.e., it is true atevery state on the path. The U operator is the until operator: given two properties,the until operator says that there exists in the path a state where the seond propertyis true, and at every preeding state the �rst property holds. Finally, the R operatoris the dual of the U operator: it spei�es that the seond property holds at everystate of the path sine (and inluding) the state where the �rst property is true.The �rst property is not required to hold eventually.Computation Tree Logi CTL. CTL is a restrited subset of CTL* in whihtemporal operators must be preeded by a path quanti�er. Thus, we an say thatthere are ten basi CTL operators: AX and EX, AF and EF, AG and EG, AUand EU, and AR and ER. However, other temporal operators an be de�ned from



9.2. A logi over onstraints 129these ones. It is easy to see that this logi is less expressive than the CTL* logi(see [CGP99℄ for example).Linear Temporal Logi LTL. LTL an be seen as another restrited subset ofCTL*. Formulas of the LTL logi are of the form Af where f is a path formulawhose atomi propositions are the only allowed state subformulas1.This logi is also less expressive than CTL* but it is not omparable with CTLsine there are properties that an be spei�ed using LTL but not CTL and vieversa.To summarize, we an say that CTL* embeds the LTL and the CTL logis but LTLannot embed CTL and also CTL annot embed LTL.There are other temporal logis de�ned in the literature, for example the ACTL*logi is the restrition to the universal path quanti�er of CTL*. The ACTL logi wasde�ned in a similar way from the CTL logi. Moreover, in the last years, intervallogis have been used also to verify systems in other approahes providing veryinteresting results.9.2 A logi over onstraintsIn this setion we present the logi whih we use in our model heking algorithm.This is a temporal logi whih has also the ability to handle onstraints of a givenonstraint system. In [BGM01℄, F. de Boer et al. presented a temporal logi forreasoning about tp programs. In partiular, it is an epistemi logi with twomodalities, one representing the knowledge and the other one representing the belief .These two modalities allow us to reason with the input-output behavior of programs.First of all we have to introdue some notation. There are two modal operatorswhih denote the knowledge and the belief. In partiular, given an atomi proposi-tion  of the underlying onstraint system, K() and B() are formulas of the logiwhih mean that  is known or  is belief respetively. In other words, B() holdsif the proess assumes that the environment provides  whereas K() holds if theinformation  is produed by the proess itself.The syntax of temporal formulas for this logi is shown below (see [BGM01℄ fordetails):De�nition 9.2.1 Given an underlying onstraint system with set of onstraints C,formulas of the temporal logi are de�ned by� ::= K(s) j B(s) j :� j �^ j 9x� j a (�) j �U  As for lassial temporal logis, it is possible to de�ne other logi operators suhas the always or eventually operators from the basi ones. For example, if we wantto express that a formula � is satis�ed at some point in the future, we write that1The reader an �nd the formal de�nitions of state formula in [CGL96, CGP99℄



130 9. The spei�ation of the property�� = true U �. To express that a formula � is always satis�ed, we an write that(�) = :(true U :�). Moreover, as usually we denote with � !  the formula:�_ (�^  ).We de�ne a reation as a pair of onstraints of the form h; di where  repre-sents the input provided by the environment and d orresponds to the informationprodued by the proess itself. Moreover, it holds that d �  for every reation, i.e.,the output always ontains the input.The truth value of temporal formulas is de�ned with respet to reative se-quenes. h1; d1i � � � hn; dnihd; di denotes a reative sequene whih onsists of asequene of reations. Eah reation in the sequene represents a omputation stepperformed by an agent at time i. Intuitively eah pair an be seen as the input-output behavior at time i.Therefore, given a reative sequene s we an de�ne the truth values of for-mulas. We �rst de�ne the funtion �rst(s) whih returns the �rst reation of asequene, i.e., if s = h1; d1i � � � hn; dnihd; di then �rst(s) = h1; d1i. We alsode�ne the funtion next(s) on reative sequenes whih returns the sequene ob-tained by removing the �rst reation of it, i.e., if s = h1; d1i � � � hn; dnihd; di thennext(s) = h2; d2i � � � hn; dnihd; di.We say that h; di j= B(e) if  ` e, i.e., the reation \believes" the onstraint eif the �rst omponent of the reation () entails e. Moreover, h; di j= K(e) if d ` e,i.e., the reation h; di \knows" the onstraint e if its seond omponent entails e.De�nition 9.2.2 (by F. de Boer et al. [BGM01℄) Let s be a timed reative se-quene and � be a temporal formula. Then we de�ne s j= � by:s j= K() if �rst(s) j= K()s j= B() if �rst(s) j= B()s j= :� if s 6j= �s j= �1 ^ �2 if s j= �1 and s j= �2s j= 9x� if s 0 j= � for some s 0 s:t: 9xs = 9xs 0s j= a (�) if next(s) j= �s j= �U if for some s 0 � s; s 0 j=  and for all s 0 < s 00 � s; s 00 j= �where, for a sequene s = h1; d1i � � � hn; dni, we de�ne the existential quanti�ation9xs = h9x1; 9xd1i � � � h9xn; 9xdni.We say that a formula � is valid (j= �) if and only if for every reative sequenes, s j= � holds. The reader an see that the modal operators K and B are monotoniw.r.t. the entailment relation of the underlying onstraint system.In this thesis we use the logi presented before to reason with tp programs.Sine in suh programs the store evolves monotonially we de�ne here the notionof monotonially inreasing reative sequenes. Let s be a reative sequene of theform h1; d1i � � � hn-1; dn-1ihn; dni, we say that s is monotonially inreasing if it



9.2. A logi over onstraints 131satis�es that i � di and dj � j-1 for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; n - 1g and j 2 f2; : : : ; ng.From now we onsider only monotonially inreasing reative sequenes.Therefore, whenever a onstraint is believed in a spei� time instant, then it willbe believed also in all the following time instants. Moreover, if a given onstraint isknown at the present time instant, then it will be known at every time instant inthe future. We an express these ideas of monotoniity by the following formulas:B()! (B()) (9.2.1)K()! (K()) (9.2.2)In (9.2.1) is expressed the fat that if  is believed at a spei� time instant, thenit will be always believed. Furthermore, in (9.2.2) we says that if a onstraint  isknown at a spei� time instant, then it will be always known.Finally, we an de�ne a relation between modal operators. In partiular, in(9.2.3) we say that if a onstraint  is believed at a spei� time instant, then it isalso known. Moreover, in (9.2.4) it is expressed that if the onstraint  is known ata spei� time instant, then it is believed at the following one.B()! K() (9.2.3)K()! a (B()) (9.2.4)The logi presented in this setion an be seen as a kind of linear temporal logi.The reader an see that there are no quanti�ers over possible paths. It is onsideredthat eah instant of time has only one diret suessor. If fat, if we ompare thislogi with the lassial LTL logi (see [CGP99℄ for example) we an see that eahtemporal operator orresponds to a temporal operator from LTL.As we have said before, when we want to reason with programs, we assume(without loss of expressivity) that at eah time instant the input information or-responds with the output of the system in the previous time instant. Note that theenvironment an be modelled as a onurrent proess.9.2.1 Some examplesHere we illustrate whih kind of properties we are able to speify using this logi. Weuse as referene the program example in Figure 5.5. Remember that suh examplemodels a very simpli�ed program whih ontrols the state of the door of a mirowave.Sine we want to observe only postonditions (see Chapter 5), we an omitthe modal operators. In this part of the thesis we reason only with the output ofprograms, i.e., we onsider that all atomi propositions of the formulas presentedfrom now are known in the orresponding time instant.We ould for example hek if it is true that when an error is deteted, thenthe mirowave has been turned-o�. Atually, the error would be ourred in the



132 9. The spei�ation of the propertyprevious time instant sine the door was open and the mirowave was working, butthe program an emit the error signal only in the following time instant, at the sametime that the mirowave should be turned-o�.The formula in (9.2.5) represents suh property.:(true U:(Error = [no j E℄_ (Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄))) (9.2.5)It ould seem that it is a ompliate formula but if we think in terms of the alwaysand eventually operators de�ned before, it beomes a very intuitive formula:(Error = [no j E℄_ (Error = [yes j X℄^ Button = [o� j Y℄))We an also model the property that the door will be eventually losed:�(Door = [lose j D℄) (9.2.6)Let us now remark the importane of the hosen logi in this thesis. We knowthat states of the tp Struture represent only partial information. Therefore, if wewant to hek properties diretly in the tp Struture, then we need a logi able tohandle partial information, as is the ase of the logi presented in this hapter.If we use any lassial logi, we should onsider eah possible valuation of thevariable values for eah tp State. In that ase we had the same problem as in[FPV00a, FPV00b℄, i.e., we would not take advantage of the ompat representationof the system that onstraints an provide. Finally, the model heking algorithmwould not be appliable by means of the state-explosion problem.
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11The model heking algorithmThe third and last phase of the model heking tehnique is to de�ne the algorithmwhih heks if a given temporal formula is satis�ed by the model. The idea of thealgorithm is similar to that for the lassial tableau approah to the LTL modelheking problem. The �rst thing is to onstrut the losure of the formula � thatwe want to verify.Atually, we onstrut the losure of the negated formula :�. We obtain suhlosure in a similar way as in lassial approahes. In our ase, atomi propositionsare the K() and B() formulas. From this point we onsider only the fragment ofthe logi whih uses only the �rst modality (the knowledge information).In this work we want to handle properties orresponding to the strongest poston-dition semantis, therefore, we an to verify formulas whih use only the knowledgemodality. To reason with the belief modality we would introdue in the model theinformation orresponding to the input given to agents. We ould also to modifythe algorithm in order to allow it to see the information that there were in instantof time before.When we have the losure of the negated formula, a graph struture (alled themodel heking graph) is onstruted. Suh struture onsists of nodes of the form(q;�) where q is a state of the tp Struture and � is a set of formulas from thelosure of :�. The onstruted graph struture allows us to verify if the property issatis�ed or not by the system by using well known graph algorithms. In partiular, itis searhed a path whih starts from an initial state and reahes a strongly onnetedomponent (SCC) whih satis�es some properties. If suh path exists, then we ansay that the property :� is satis�ed, thus � is not satis�ed in the model of thesystem. In this setion we desribe all this proess more in detail.Thus, the three main phases of the algorithm are:1. to alulate the losure of the negated formula :�,2. to onstrut the graph whih ombines the negated formula and the model ofthe system (the tp Struture onstruted in Chapter 8),3. to searh for a SCC in the model heking graph.



144 11. The model heking algorithmNote that the onstrution of the graph ombining the formula and the modelould not terminate. During this onstrution we use the interval of time whih theuser provides to the system. This interval imposes a time limit. If suh time limitis reahed, the system aborts the onstrution of the graph. The idea is that if thisours, then we have obtained an over-approximation of the model, thus we ouldstill make some veri�ations over the �nite graph alulated.11.1 The losure of the formulaFirst of all, given the formula � we have to ompute the losure CL(�). The losureof a formula allows us to determine its truth value. Intuitively, it is the set ofsubformulas that an a�et the truth value. This set is used lassially to de�netableaux algorithms where subformulas are evaluated in order: simplest formulasare evaluated �rst, then more omplex formulas are onsidered.Sine � and are de�ned from the a and U temporal operators, it is suÆientto onsider the two last operators. The losure of a spei� formula � is omposedof formulas whose truth value an determine the truth value of �. Thus, we an saythat the losure of � (CL(�)) is the smallest set of formulas satisfying the followingonditions:� � 2 CL(�),� :�1 2 CL(�) i� �1 2 CL(�),� if �1 ^ �2 2 CL(�), then �1; �2 2 CL(�),� if 9x�1 2 CL(�), then �1 2 CL(�),� if a (�1) 2 CL(�), then �1 2 CL(�),� if : a (�1) 2 CL(�), then a (:�1) 2 CL(�),� if �1U�2 2 CL(�), then �1; �2; a (�1U�2) 2 CL(�).Note that the ase for : a (�1) is neessary to introdue the formula a (:�1) whihannot be generated by the other rules. Next we show an example to illustrate thisfat.Example 11.1.1CL( a ( )) =f a ( ) [ by ondition 1 ℄: a ( ); [ from the original formula, by ondition 2 ℄ ; [ from the original formula, by ondition 5 ℄: ; [ from  , by ondition 2 ℄



11.1. The losure of the formula 145a (:�) [ from : a ( ), by ondition 6 ℄gThe reader an observe that the last formula in the losure annot be generated(from the original one) by any other rule exept the one presented in the sixth pointof the de�nition.Now we show the example regarding the mirowave program example. Theformula (9.2.5) for whih we alulate the losure is that presented in the previoushapter.Example 11.1.2Taking the example showed in Figure 5.5 as referene, we onstrut losure of theresulting formula from the negation of (9.2.5). Note that we assume ::� = �. Wealso hange in the obvious way the disjuntion operator into a onjuntion:true U (:(Error=[no j E℄)^ :(Error=[yes j E℄^ Button=[o� j B℄)) (11.1.1)Next we show the losure of the formula. Note that the size of the set of formulasin the losure inreases polynomially with the size of the formula (meaning thenumber of operators in the formula).CL(�) = ftrue U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄));true;false;:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄);:(Error = [no j E℄);:(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄);:(:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄));Error = [no j E℄;Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄;Error = [yes j E℄;Button = [o� j B℄;:(Error = [yes j E℄);:(Button = [o� j B℄);a (true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄)));:( a (true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄))));a (:(true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄))));:(true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄)))



146 11. The model heking algorithmgThe de�nition of the losure of the formula ompletes the �rst part of the algo-rithm. As we show in the next setion, now we use this set of formulas to onstrutthe model heking graph.11.2 The model heking graphNow let us de�ne the model heking graph. Given a formula � of the logi desribedin Chapter 9, and the tp Struture T onstruted from the spei�ation, the graphG(�; T) is de�ned as followsDe�nition 11.2.1 (Model Cheking Graph) Let � be a formula, CL(�) thelosure of � as de�ned in Setion 11.1 and T the tp Struture onstruted fol-lowing the algorithm desribed in Setion 8.3. A node n of the model heking graphis formed by a pair of the form (sn;Qn) where sn is a state of T and Qn is a subsetof CL(�) and the atomi propositions suh that satis�es the following onditions:� for eah atomi proposition p, K(p) 2 Qn i� p 2 C(sn),� for every 9x�1 2 CL(�); 9x�1 2 Qn i� 9x�1 2 C(sn),� for every �1 2 CL(�); �1 2 Qn i� :�1 62 Qn,� for every �1 ^ �2 2 CL(�); �1 ^ �2 2 Qn i� �1 2 Qn and �2 2 Qn,� for every : a (�)1 2 CL(�);: a (�)1 2 Qn i� a (:)�1 2 Qn,� for every �1 U �2 2 CL(�); �1 U �2 2 Qn i� �2 2 Qn or �1; a (�1 U �2) 2Qn.An edge in the graph is de�ned as follows: there will be an edge from one noden1 = (s1; Q1) to another node n2 = (s2; Q2) i� there is an ar from the node s1 tothe node s2 in the tp Struture and for every formula a (�)1 2 CL(�), a (�)1 2 Q1i� �1 2 Q2.Intuitively, for eah node of the model heking graph, in � we have largeronsistent set of formulas that is also onsistent with the labelling funtion (thefuntion C) of the tp Struture. Moreover, two nodes of the graph are relatedeah other if the temporal formulas in their � sets are onsistent.Next we show an example to illustrate how are onstruted the nodes of themodel heking graph. Atually, we onstrut the graph for the negation of theproperty sine we intend to prove that there is no omputation of the system whihsatis�es the negated property. This is an equivalent problem to prove that theproperty is satis�ed for all the omputations.



11.2. The model heking graph 147Example 11.2.2In this example we show some nodes of the graph whih would result from ourprogram example. We take the tp Struture showed in Figure 8.7 and the losureset of the formula showed in the previous setion.For eah node si of the tp Struture many nodes are generated in the modelheking graph. All these nodes have as �rst omponent the state si and the seondomponent onsists of the di�erent onsistent sets of formulas derived from C(si)and the losure of the formula. Note that there ould be more than one onsistenset of formulas from the losure. Here we show two of the nodes generated for s1and one of the nodes generated for s2.n1 =(s1; Q1) whereQ1 =fDoor = [open j D℄^ Button = [on j B℄;true; Error = [no j E℄;:(Button = [o� j B℄);:(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄);:(:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄));a (true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄)));true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄))gn2 =(s1; Q2) whereQ2 =fDoor = [open j D℄^ Button = [on j B℄;true; Error = [yes j E℄;:(Button = [o� j B℄);:(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄);:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄);true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄));a (true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄)))gn3 =(s2; Q3) whereQ3 =fError = [yes j E℄; Button = [o� j B℄;:(Door = [open j D℄^ Button = [on j B℄);true;Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄;:(:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄));



148 11. The model heking algorithma (true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄)));true U (:(Error = [no j E℄)^ :(Error = [yes j E℄^ Button = [o� j B℄))gThen, following the de�nition of the model heking graph, we an de�ne an arfrom n2 to n3 sine for eah formula of the form a (�) in the losure, if it is in Q2then � is in Q3.
n1

n2 n3Figure 11.1: A part of the model heking graph for the tp Struture showed inFigure 8.7 and the formula 9.2.5In the example, a brief time interval is suÆient to have the omplete graph.During the onstrution we annotate how many steps are needed to reah eah nodefrom a root note, whih determines the urrent instant of time. If suh instantof time is equal to the time limit, then the onstrution is aborted and the graphobtained sine that moment is given as output of the algorithm.11.3 The searhing algorithmWe must now de�ne the algorithm whih an be applied to the onstruted modelheking graph. This algorithm tells us if the system satis�es or not the formula.We follow the idea of the lassial approah: it is suÆient to prove that there is nopath satisfying the negation of the property. Thus, in order to verify the formula�, we onstrut the model heking graph using the negation of � and the model ofthe system. Then we searh for a sequene suh that starting from the initial nodeof the graph, it goes to a self-ful�lling strongly onneted omponent (SCC). Nextwe give the formal de�nitions of SCC and self-ful�lling SCC.De�nition 11.3.1 (Strongly Conneted Component) Let G be a graph, wede�ne a Strongly Conneted Component (SCC in short) C as a maximal subgraph of



11.3. The searhing algorithm 149G suh that every node in C is reahable from every other node in C along a diretedpath entirely ontained within C.We say that C is nontrivial i� either it has more than one node or it ontainsone node with a self-loop.Then we an de�ne a kind of strongly onneted omponent. Atually, we willsearh for SCC satisfying the following properties in our model heking algorithm.De�nition 11.3.2 (Self-ful�lling SCC) Given a model heking graph G, a self-ful�lling strongly onneted omponent C is de�ned as a nontrivial strongly onnetedomponent in G whih satis�es that for every node n in C and for every �1 U �2 2Qn, there exists an node m in C suh that �2 2 Qm, and vieversa.Now, let G be the model heking graph generated following the steps desribedin De�nition 11.2.1. We say that a sequene is an eventually sequene if it is anin�nite path in G suh that if there exists a node n in the path with �1 U �2 2 Qn,then there exists another node n 0 in the same path reahable from n along the path,suh that �2 2 Qn 0 .Moreover, we an prove the following result, whih says that if we �nd a self-ful�lling strongly onneted omponent in the orresponding model heking graph,then the property represented by the formula is satis�ed by the system. Our problemwill be to prove that suh self-ful�lling SCC does not exists1.Theorem 11.3.3 Let � be a formula, T a tp Struture and G(�; T) the orre-sponding model heking graph. If there exists a path in G from an initial nodewhih satis�es a formula � to a self-ful�lling strongly onneted omponent, thenthe model T satis�es the formula �.Proof. In order to prove this theorem we prove instead an equivalent result. Weprove that if there exists an eventually sequene starting at an initial node n =(s;Qn) suh that the formula � is in Qn, then the model satis�es the formula�. This result is equivalent to the statement of the theorem sine lassial results([CGP99, MP95℄) show that there exists an eventually sequene starting at a noden = (s;Qn) if and only if there is a path in G(�; T) from n to a self-ful�lling SCC.We show that we an extend this result diretly to our framework.Assume that we have an eventually sequene n1; n2; : : : where n1 = (s1;Qn1),n2 = (s2;Qn2), et., starting with n1 = n. This eventually sequene starts at noden1 with � 2 Qn1. By de�nition, � = s1; s2; : : : is a path in the model T starting ats = s1. We want to show that � j= �. We will prove a stronger result: for everyformula  in the losure of the formula � ( 2 CL(�)) and every i � 0; �i j=  i�  2 Qni . We follow the lassial notations and by �i with i � 0 we meanthe suÆx of the path � starting from the i-th omponent: �i = si; si+1; : : :. The1Note that the results onsiders that the onstrution of the graph has terminated before reah-ing the time limit provided by the user



150 11. The model heking algorithmproof proeeds by strutural indution over the subformulas. There will be six asesorresponding to the six onsidered operators of the logi.1. If  is an atomi formula, then by De�nition 11.2.1 of node ni,  2 Qni i� 2 C(si).2. if  = 9x� then �i j=  i�  2 C(si).3. If  = :� then �i j=  i� �i 6j= �. By the indutive hypothesis, this holds i�� 62 Qni . By De�nition 11.2.1, this guarantees that  2 Qni .4. If  = �1 ^ �2 then �i j=  i� �i j= �1 and �i j= �2. By the indutivehypothesis, this holds i� �1 2 Qni and �2 2 Qni . By De�nition 11.2.1 this istrue i�  2 Qni .5. if  = a (�) then �i j=  i� �i+1 j= �. By the indutive hypothesis this holds i�� 2 Qni+1. Sine ((si;Qni); (si+1;Qni+1)) 2 R, the above holds i� a (�) 2 Qni .6. if  = �1 U �2 then by de�nition of an eventually sequene, there is some j � isuh that �2 2 Qnj. Sine  2 Qni , the de�nition of a node implies that if�2 62 Qni, then �1 2 Qni and a ( ) 2 Qni . In this ase, the de�nition ofthe transition relation of G implies that  2 Qni+1. It follows that for everyi � k < j, �1 2 Qnk. By the indutive hypothesis, �j j= �2 and for everyi � k < j, �k j= �1. Hene �i j=  .Sine �i j=  , then there exists j � i suh that �j j= �2 and for all i � k < j,�k j= �1. We take the minimum j. By the indutive hypothesis, �2 2 Qnjand for every i � k < j, �1 2 Qnk. Suppose  62 Qni. Sine �1 2 Qni , byDe�nition 11.2.1 a ( ) 62 Qni , whih implies that a (:) 2 Qni. Now byde�nition of the transition relation of G, : 2 Qni+1, and hene  62 Qni+1.Continuing the argument indutively, we would eventually �nd  62 Qnk,whih is a ontradition sine �2 2 Qnj.This proves that if we have an eventually sequene, the model satis�es the formula�. Now we have the lassial result that an be applied to the graph G. To searhfor an eventually sequene, we an searh for a path from the initial node n to a self-ful�lling SCC. There are algorithms that implement this searh with a omplexitylinear in the size of the graph and exponential in the size of the formula.Example 11.3.4In our example, one we have onstruted the model heking graph ompletely, weapply a lassial graph algorithm to searh for a self-ful�lling strongly onnetedomponent.We an see that for our graph there is no a path satisfying this property, thuswe an say that the property is satis�ed by the program.



11.4. Complexity and related works 15111.4 Complexity and related worksIn this setion we analyze the omplexity of the algorithm. We an see that themethod is quite ineÆient sine it is based on the tableau algorithm for LTL. Notethat suh algorithm is PSPACE-omplete.However, in this omplexity only the seond and third phases of the model hek-ing method are inluded sine the �rst phase, in the lassial approah, is performedby hand.Other related works that use the notion of onstraint in order to solve the auto-mati veri�ation problem for in�nite state systems an be found in the literature.For example, in [DP01℄ and [DP99℄, the authors introdue a methodology to trans-late onurrent systems into CLP programs and verify safety and liveness propertiesover suh CLP programs. [EM97℄ introdues a semi-deision algorithm that usesonstraint programming in order to verify 1-safe Petri nets. Atually, whereas in[DP01, DP99℄, onstraints are used as an abstrat representation of sets of systemstates, in [EM97℄ onstraint programming is used for solving linear onstraints inthe implementation of the algorithm.Regarding the systems that our approah is able to verify, we have seen that thereare basially two main ases. The �rst one is the ase when we are able to verify asystem without the limitation on the time interval and the seond ase is when thetime limit is reahed. The �rst ase orresponds to systems whose in�nite natureomes from the fat that they use variables with an in�nite domain. These systemsare somehow similar to the ones that an be veri�ed in [DP01℄ for the properties ofsafety. However, we don't restrit ourselves to these properties and we onsider allproperties expressible in our logi. Moreover, in the seond ase we onsider a largerlass of systems by using the time interval \approximation". If we reah the limit oftime imposed by the user (obviously, if the user provides a too short time interval,then some systems of the �rst lass end up in this seond ategory) then we muststop the onstrution of the graph G at that point. In this ase we an verify thesystem but we must onsider that it is an approximation of the original system. Wenote that there are some limitations in the tp language sine, for example, tp isnot able to model strong preemptions while [DP01℄ onsiders a language whih anexpress this behavior.
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12Hybrid  languageDefault t is an extension of the t language presented in Chapter 3. As in tand tp, this language is useful to model reative systems. Default t enrihesthe  model allowing it to speify strong preemptions. A disrete notion of time issuÆient to model reative systems; however, if we want to model hybrid systemsit is neessary to onsider a notion of time whih is dense beause these systemsevolve ontinuously over time.Hybrid systems are the natural ontinuous extensions of reative systems. Theyare de�ned as those systems whih have a ontinuous omponent that evolves alongthe time but whih is ontrolled by a disrete omponent. An example of suh systemould be a devie that maintains the temperature within an upper and lower limit,i.e., a thermostat. Suh devie have a ontinuous omponent (the temperature) anda disrete ontrol (the temperature limits). Depending on the atual temperatureand the target temperature, the devie turn-on or turn-o� the air onditioning orthe heating.Hybrid onurrent onstraint programming (h) [GJS96, GJS98℄ was developedas a paradigm for the modelling, programming and analysis of hybrid systems. his an extension of Default . As for the languages previously presented in thisthesis, using this methodology the typial advantages of the delarative paradigmare gained. For example, programming in this model is more intuitive and reason-ing with the derived languages is easier, than with imperative languages. Anotherimportant property is that the spei�ation is exeutable, that is what you prove iswhat you exeute.Thus, h is a onurrent onstraint language augmented with a notion of on-tinuous time and defaults. These are the two main di�erenes between h and tor tp.12.1 SyntaxAs the rest of  languages, h is de�ned parametri to an underlying onstraintsystem. In this ase, the onstraint system used in the  model is extended to aontinuous onstraint system in order to be able to desribe the ontinuous evolutionof states. Intuitively, the onstraint system is enrihed with onstraints whih are



154 12. Hybrid  languageable to desribe the initial value of ontinuous variables and the evolution of suhvariables (i.e., the �rst derivative of the variable).In Figure 12.1 we an see the original syntax of h. As in the previous ases, denotes a onstraint of the underlying onstraint system and X is a subset ofvariables in V.(Agents) A ::=  { Tellj if  then A { Positive Askj if  else A { Negative Askj new X in A { Hidingj A;B { Parallel Compositionj hene A { HeneFigure 12.1: Syntax for hybrid  programsIn Figure 12.1 you an observe that the hoie agent whih represents the non-determinism in the  paradigm is not present. This means that we onsider onlythe deterministi fragment of  again1. Then a timing onstrut has been added:the hene agent whih behaves as \A ontinuously at every time instant after theurrent one". We explain this onstrut more in detail later. The Tell operatorsimply adds  to the atual store. The Positive Ask says that if  holds now, thenit behaves as A in the present time instant. The Negative Ask is the negativeversion of the Positive Ask sine, if  does not hold now, then it behaves as A inthe same time instant. Note that for t the Timed Negative Ask onstrut mustwait for the next time instant in order to exeute the agent A. In h this is notneessary sine h onsiders defaults. Finally, the Hiding operator an be seen asan existential quanti�ation over the variable X in the agent A, and A;B is theParallel Composition, i.e., the agent whih imposes that both A and B are exeutedonurrently.Looking at the de�nitions, we an see that the notion of negative informationneeded to model for example timeouts is represented by the agent if  else A. Thereader an observe that this language allows the programmer to model strong pre-emptions sine negative information and exeution of the de�ned ations our inthe same time instant [GJS96℄. The notion of time is ontrolled by the hene Aagent. In partiular, this agent says that the agent A is exeuted at eah time in-stant after the urrent one. Combining this operator with the Positive and NegativeAsk agents it is possible to de�ne all sorts of behaviors over time. For example, atypial wathdog an be modelled as follows:new A in (hene (if X else A; if a then always X))de�ning always A = (A; hene A).1As for the t language, see Chapter 3.



12.2. Operational Semantis 155In order to make the Hene onstrut implementable, in [GJSB95, GJS98℄ someassumptions are made. The basi intuition behind suh assumptions is that mostphysial systems hange \slowly", with points of disontinuous hange followed byperiods of ontinuous evolution. With this in mind the stability ondition is intro-dued for ontinuous onstraint systems. This ondition guarantees that for everypair of onstraints  and d there is a neighborhood around 0 in whih  entails deither everywhere or nowhere. This ondition implies that the store of the programannot hange an in�nite number of times during a �nite time interval.The Hiding operator an be problemati as well. In fat, in [GJSB95, GJS98℄another restrition is introdued in order to avoid situations in whih an in�nitenumber of opies of a single variable would be needed. The authors restrit thevariables on whih existential quanti�ation an be performed to those variablesfor whih one opy suÆes for a ontinuous evolution. The intuition is that onlyquanti�ations over variables for whih we an permute the agent for existentialquanti�ation and the temporal agent without hanging the semantis of the systemare allowed.Intuitively, an hybrid  omputation is a sequene of alternated point and in-terval phases. At eah point phase, a deterministi Default  program is exeuted,thus we an alulate the store of the system in that spei� time instant. In suhinstantaneous omputation, all agents whih do not ontain a preemption operator(negative ask) must be exeuted. Then, all preemption agents are exeuted, untila quiesent point is reahed, and �nally the temporal agents whih are in the storeare exeuted.The exeution of the temporal operators at the end of the point phase orre-sponds to the passage from the point to the interval phase. In this phase, the storeis updated exeuting the urrent Default  program and, at the same time, it isomputed the maximum time interval in whih the guard onditions of ask agentsthat we have to exeute do not hange. One all the temporal agents are analyzedand a time interval has been alulated the exeution moves to the next point phaseby following eah possible path onsistent with the value of the disrete variables(whih an hange at any time instant, sine they may be modi�ed by other pro-esses).12.2 Operational SemantisAs we have pointed before, with the restritions imposed to make the languageimplementable, the exeution of a h program an be seen as a sequene of pointand interval phases alternately. In a point phase, the Default  rules are applied inorder to obtain a quiesene point. In an interval phase, a new store is alulatedusing the Default  rules at the same time. The length of the interval phase isdetermined as the longest interval for whih the status of the asks in the programdoes not hange. One we have obtained the result we move to another interval



156 12. Hybrid  languagepoint phase.As in t, the store of the program is removed when passing from one intervalphase to a point phase (atually we have seen that in the t model this ourswhen a time step is made). This problem is solved during the implementation ofthe interpreter and we onsider it when we onstrut the graph struture passingthe neessary information to the point phase.The operational semantis is built on the operational semantis for Default (see [SJG96℄). Note that in this ase we use the same de�nition of on�gurationas in [SJG94a℄, i.e., a on�guration is a multiset of agents and �;�; : : : denote on-�gurations. Moreover, we denote with �(�) the onstraints in the on�guration�. Atually, on�gurations an be point on�gurations or interval on�gurationsdepending on the phase where they are. A point on�guration is a Default  on-�guration. The Default  agents are exeuted in a real instant of time representinga disrete hange. An interval on�guration is a triple (; �;�) whih models theontinuous behavior.  represents the initial tokens (similar to an initial ondition).� are the agents whih are ative in the interval on�guration and � aumulatesthe information neessary to ontinue the exeution.In Figure 12.2 you an see the operational semantis of the language agents.The semantis is given in terms of three kind of transitions: rule Rp!i de�nes thetransitions from point to interval phases; rule Ri!p desribes transitions from intervalto point phases and the rest of rules desribe transitions within the interval phase.For details on the operational semantis, the reader an see [GJS98℄. Moreover, !is the transition relation of Default 2, and Æ(� 0) denotes the sub-multiset of agentsof the form hene A in � 0.The transition relation for the interval phase is indexed by d: the onstraintused to evaluate defaults as in [SJG96℄, and by r: the length of the interval.Intuitively, � #;dr veri�es that the remaining onditionals (Positive or Negativeagents) in � 0 were not enabled at any time during the open interval (0; r). Moreover,the output for any time t in the interval phase depends on the variations (�rstderivative) of variables, the initial value and t.12.3 Appliationsh is able to model hybrid systems. In the literature you an �nd some examples ofsystems that have been modelled using h. For example, in [GSS95℄ you an �ndhow a photoopier paper path an be modelled as an hybrid systems using h. Moredetails about programming tehniques regarding h an be found in [GJSB95℄.In [BC01℄ is presented an example of how we an use the hybrid onurrent on-straint programming paradigm to model biologial systems. In partiular is showed2See [GJS98℄ for the omplete de�nition.



12.3. Appliations 157
Rp!i : �! � 0� h-! (�(� 0)init; Æ(� 0); ;)where�(� 0)init = finit() j �(� 0) `0 init()gRthen : ; ont(�(�)) `r  0(; (�; if  0 then B); �) h-!d;r (; (�; B); �)Relse : ; ont(d) 6`r  0(; (�; if  0 else B); �) h-!d;r (; (�; B); �)R hene : (; (�; hene A); �) h-!d;r (; (�;A); (�;A; hene A))Rjj : (; (�; (A;B)); �) h-!d;r (; (�;A; B); �)Rnew : (; (�; new X in A); �) h-!d;r (; (�;A[Y=X℄); �)where Y not free in ;A;�; �Ri!p : 9d9r > 0 (; �;�) h-!�d;r (; � 0; � 0) d = �(� 0) � 0 #d;dr(; �;�) h-! � 0Figure 12.2: Operational semantis of the h languagehow the interation between two genes is modelled with a simple program. Weshow suh program in Figure 12.3. The same authors have modelled other examplesand remark that h is a very appropriate model for this kind of appliations (see[Cou01℄). x = 0;y = 0;always fif (y < 0:8) x 0 = -0:02 � x + 0:01;if (y >= 0:8)x 0 = -0:02 � x;y 0 = 0:01 � x; gsample(x; y);Figure 12.3: Example: Interation of genes using h ([BC01℄).More reently, in [ERJ+03℄ it has been used the hybrid  model to simulatesome biologial proesses. In [BC02℄, it is argued again the appropriateness of theh language to model suh proesses.The reader an �nd another very simple example of h program in Figure 12.4whih we will use as a referene problem in Chapter 13. This program models asystem that has one ontinuous variable x whose derivative is 1 and when it reahes



158 12. Hybrid  languagethe value 1, then it is set to 0 again.( x = 0,hene (if prev(x = 1) then x = 0);hene (if prev(x = 1) else dot(x) = 1))Figure 12.4: Example: hybrid  programThe prediate prev asks for the value of onstraints in the point where the phasestarts (the limit value of the previous phase) whereas the prediate dot asks for thevalue of derivatives of the variable passed as argument. Both are de�ned in theonstraint system [GJS98℄.



13Hybrid  Model ChekingIn this hapter we onsider the problem of formal veri�ation for hybrid systems.In partiular our starting point is the delarative language h presented in theprevious hapter. The idea is very similar to the idea for the tp approah. Wede�ne a graph struture, alled the h Struture, whih models the system behavioras the Kripke Struture do in the lassial approahes. Although the idea of themodelling phase of the method is the same as for the tp ase, in the ase of hmodel heking we do not try to apply a model heking algorithm diretly to thegraph struture onstruted.In this �rst approah, one we have the model of the system, we de�ne a trans-formation of the model into a linear hybrid automata. Then we an give it as inputto the HyTeh model heker.In this dissertation we only onsider linear h systems sine the HyTeh toolan handle only suh sublass of hybrid systems. However, the onstrution of themodel has been de�ned in general for any hybrid system spei�able using the hlanguage.13.1 ModellingWe know that one of the �rst ativities in verifying properties of a system is toonstrut a formal model for the system. This model should apture those propertiesthat must be veri�ed. As we know, both the reative and hybrid systems annot bemodelled by their input-output behavior. First of all it is neessary to apture thestate of the system, i.e., a desription of the system that ontains the values of thevariables in a spei� time instant. In addition, we have to model how the state ofthe system hanges when an ation ours (transition of the system).In this setion we de�ne the graph struture whih is able to apture the be-havior of hybrid systems. Suh kind of state transition system is inspired by thelassial notion of Kripke Struture. Later We show how we an obtain automatiallythe model (the t Struture) of the system starting from the system spei�ationwritten in hybrid .The set V represents the universal set of variables. V � V is the set of variablesthat appear in the program lauses speifying the system properties and desribe



160 13. Hybrid  Model Chekingthe state of the program in eah time instant. Variables in V are typed, where thetype of a variable, suh as boolean, integer, et., indiates the domain D over whihthe variable ranges.We an desribe sets of states and transitions by �rst-order formulas essentiallyas usual (see [MP95, CGP99℄). The only di�erene in our ase, is the fat thatnow our �rst-order formula representing the transition R(V;V 0; T;A) has two extraparameters: T expresses whether the transition orresponds to a passage, either frompoint to interval phases, or from interval to point phases, or is a normal transition.A is a proposition that tells us whih agent is being exeuted in this transition. Ais used during the transformation into linear hybrid automaton.The main idea of the modelling phase is that a state of our graph struture isa set of onstraints that de�ne the value of variables and its evolution over time inthe ase of real-valued variables. Moreover, in eah state there is a set of labels thatrepresent the point of exeution of the system. Labels are introdued in the originalprogram in a similar way as for the tp model heking approah. We desribe thelabelling proess in the next subsetion.De�nition 13.1.1 Let C be the set of onstraints in the h syntax and L be the setof all possible labels generated to label the original spei�ation of the system. Wede�ne the set of states as S � 2C[LNow we an de�ne formally our graph (struture) apable of representing thesystem behavior.De�nition 13.1.2 (Hybrid  Struture) Let AP be a set of atomi proposi-tions. An Hybrid  Struture (h Struture for short) M over AP is a 6-tupleM = (S; S0; T;A; R; L), where1. S is a �nite set of states.2. S0 � S is the set of initial states.3. T = fn; p; ig is the set of possible types of transitions. n denotes a normaltransition while p denotes a transition from a point to the interval phase andi denotes a transition from an interval to a point phase.4. A is a set of propositions representing eah kind of agent.5. R � S � S � T � A is a transition relation that must be total, in the sensethat for every state s 2 S there is a state s 0 2 S and an agent A suh thatR(s; s 0; n;A) or R(s; s 0; p; A) or R(s; s 0; i; A).6. L : S! 2AP is a funtion that labels eah state with the set of atomi proposi-tions true in that state.



13.2. Graph onstrution 161A path in M from the state s is de�ned as an in�nite sequene of states � =s0s1s2 : : : suh that s0 = s and R(si; si+1; X; Y) holds for all i � 0. A transitionwhere the third omponent is n (respetively p and i) is alled n-ar (respetivelyp-ar and i-ar).13.1.1 LabellingThe notion of label allows us to represent the point of exeution in a state. Weintrodue this information by translating the original spei�ation into a labelledversion. This transformation onsists in introduing a di�erent label assoiated toeah ourrene of a onstrutor in the spei�ation.Below we show the details of this transformation. Let P be a statement, thelabelled version Pl of it is de�ned as follows:� if P =  then Pl = fltellg .� if P = if  then A then Pl = fltheng if  then Al.� if P = if  else A then Pl = flelseg if  elseAl.� if P = (A;B) then Pl = fljjg(Al; Bl).� if P = newX in A then Pl = flnewg new X in Al.� if P = heneA then Pl = flheneg heneAl.In Figure 13.1 we show the labelled version of the program showed in Figure 12.4.We have yet pointed in the previous hapter that both the prev and the dot prediatesare de�ned in the onstraint system underlying the h language. prev representssome information whih holds in the previous time instant whereas dot representsthe evolution of a real-valued variable along the time.ljj( lt1 X = 0,lhene1 hene lthen (if prev(X = 1) then lt2 X = 0),lhene2 hene lelse (if prev(X = 1) else lt3dot(X) = 1))Figure 13.1: Example: labelled hybrid  program13.2 Graph onstrutionIn this setion we desribe how to derive in an automati way an hybrid  StrutureM = (S; S0; T;A; R; L) from the hybrid  program spei�ation of the system. Theresulting struture models the system behavior.



162 13. Hybrid  Model ChekingWe de�ne the set of states as the set of all ombinations of onstraints thatappear in the system spei�ation (see De�nition 13.1.1). We generate states whileanalyzing the program. Intuitively, in eah state a olletion of onstraints thatrepresents the possible values of the variables in that time instant appears.The onstruted graph an simply be seen as a pitorial ounterpart of a hybrid Struture, with nodes representing the states and ars representing the transition.To render the fat that we have three kind of transitions (depending upon the valueof the third parameter in R) we use three di�erent kind of lines to draw ars.The initial node onsists of the empty store and the set of labels orrespondingto those instrutions that an be exeuted in the �rst time instant. Then a seriesof ations are assoiated to eah kind of operator of the language. The exeution ofsuh ations produes the graph while analyzing the spei�ation.During the onstrution, we need to use some auxiliary funtion. In partiular,we need the funtion revision whih, given a set of labels and a store, heks whihlabels are ative and whih others are disabled.The point of exeution of the program is determined by the set of labels in eahstate of the struture. These labels are assoiated to the agents that an be exeutedin the next step. Eah label an be ative or disabled . We say that a label is ativeif the onditions to exeute the operator assoiated to it are satis�ed in the store.A label is said to be disabled if the operator represented by this label annot beexeuted in that moment beause the store does not entail the neessary onditions.Moreover, we all normal labels those labels that do not ause extension overtime. All labels representing a temporal or preemption operation are disabled when-ever there exists a normal label ative in the whole system (perhaps in another state).The idea of the proess is to analyze the spei�ation and, depending on theexeution point and on the kind of agent that is being analyzed, to generate newars and nodes. In the point phase all omputations are onsidered as instantaneous,thus there is no an inrement of time while the store is alulated. However, thetime interval alulated during interval phases is onsidered as the time elapsed alongsuh phase, thus real-valued variables hange its value aording to its derivatives.When the exeution moves from one interval phase to the following point phase,is updated the time and real-valued variables of the interval phase into the pointphase.In order to make the onstrution �nite, we use a time interval provided by theuser. Suh interval imposes a onstraint on the global exeution time of our program.Also for this language, the fat that the notion of time is expliitly introdued inthe semantis of the language makes reasonable the use of this time interval.When a new node is generated there are two possibilities: it is equivalent toanother node whih has been generated in a previous instant, or the new node isnot equivalent to any node generated sine that instant.Thus, we an �nd for the urrent point phase a quiesene point at the end ofthe point phase whih had already appeared in a previous time instant. Supposethat suh previous quiesent point is represented in the graph by the node n, then



13.2. Graph onstrution 163we must onnet the urrent node to the same nodes to whih n is onneted andthe onstrution of suh branh terminates. Note that in the ase that we �nish theonstrution before the time limit is reahed we get a quite strong result. In fat,sine we did not abort the onstrution of the graph we an say that our graph isomplete.If the urrent quiesent point had not appeared already in the graph we mustontinue the onstrution generating a new node whih will be onneted by a p-arto the urrent one and whih will ontain the store and the exeution point relativeto the initial state of the next interval phase. Note that this onstrution followsthe de�nition of the operational semantis.In the ase that we reah the time limit provided by the user, the onstru-tion is terminated and the model obtained is valid only for the atual veri�ation.Therefore, it annot be reused for di�erent veri�ations.Let us now introdue the auxiliary funtions revision, follow and loalize whihare needed during the onstrution. They should ease the explanation of the on-strution algorithm.It is easy, given a spei�ation and an atual agent, to deide whih is thefollowing agent in the spei�ation. In Figure 13.2 we de�ne the funtion whih isused for that purpose. Suh funtion alls the algorithm presented in Figure 13.3whih loalize a given agent within a spei�ation. Moreover, the funtion revision ispresented in Figure 13.4. The revision algorithm determines whih labels are ativeand whih ones are disabled.Next we desribe the ations performed when we analyze the ourrene of eahoperator. We all soure node s the node from whih a spei� agent is exeuted.Tell . A new node s 0 is generated where the new information a is added, thusC(s 0) = C(s) [ fg. Moreover, we de�ne a new ar R(s; s 0). In order toalulate L(s 0) the follow funtion is exeuted. In this ase, there is no agentto be exeuted after the tell agent. Finally, the revision algorithm is appliedto L(s 0) in order to identify the ative and disabled labels.Positive Ask if  then A. When a Positive Ask agent is analyzed, a new node s 0is generated where the previous onstraints over variables ontinue to holdand the ondition of the positive ask is added (C(s 0) = C(s) [ fg). An edgethat loops in the soure node s is added to the graph in order to model thease when the store does not entail the ondition of the Positive Ask. Finally,as in the previous ase, the set of labels are alulated by exeuting the twofuntions follow and revision. Note that the new node s 0 is generated onlyin the ase that the resulting store is onsistent, otherwise suh node is notgenerated.Negative Ask if  else A. As for the positive ask agent, we have to model twopossible situations. In order to model the ase when a is entailed by the store



164 13. Hybrid  Model Chekingstrut agent :label : t label;type : ftell; positive; negative; hiding; parallel; hene; nullg;B1 : agent;B2 : agent;follow(S : agent; e : label; labs : set of labels)S1 : agent;b : boolean;loalize(S; e; S1; b);ase S1:type oftell : labs = fg;positive : labs = fS:B1:labelg;negative : labs = fS:B1:labelg;hiding : labs = fS:B1:labelg;parallel : labs = fS:B1:label; S:B2:labelg;hene : labs = fS:label; S:B1:labelg;end ase; Figure 13.2: Algorithm followin s (C(s)), a new node s1 is generated where, C(s1) = C(s)[ fg. The seondpossible behavior is modelled by the generation of another new node s2 whereC(s2) = C(s). The sets of labels for both the new nodes are alulated inthe same way as in the previous ases, �rst alulating the labels by usingthe funtion follow, and then by applying revision to determine if eah label isative or disabled.Hiding new X in A. In the graph onstrution, when a hiding agent is analyzed, anew node is generated where variable X is renamed apart in the agent spe-i�ation A. The information of the renaming of variables is introdued inan auxiliary struture where we put the agents with the quanti�ed variablesrenamed apart. Then the funtions follow and revision are applied as usual.Parallel (A;B). Sine onurrene in h is interpreted as interleaving, the parallelomposition agent generates di�erent branhes of exeution. In the graph on-strution a new node s 0 is de�ned. L(s 0) ontains all the labels orrespondingto the exeution branhes generated by the parallel agent. It is importantto note that for this new node s 0 there will be as many diret desendantsas ative labels ontains L(s 0). L(s 0) is alulated as usual by applying thefuntions follow and revision.Hene hene A. When this agent is analyzed (i.e., the label assoiated to it isative sine a quiesent point has been reahed) a new node s 0 is generated



13.2. Graph onstrution 165loalize(S : agent; e : label; S 0 : agent; found : boolean)S 01; S 02 : agent;found1; found2 : boolean;while S:label <> e ^ S:type <> 0null 0 doif S:type <> 0parallel 0 then;loalize(S:B1; e; S 0; found)elseloalize(S:B1; e; S 01; found1);if found1 = true thenfound = found1;S 0 = S 01;elseloalize(S:B2; e; S 02; found2);if found2 = true thenfound = found2;S 0 = S 02;Figure 13.3: Algorithm loalizewhih is onneted to the urrent one by a p-ar and whose store and labelfuntion are omputed aording to the operational semantis of hybrid .Finally, follow and revision are applied.The i-ars are introdued when we make the passage from an interval to a pointphase. When we �nish the analysis, we obtain a graph strutured as a sequene ofpoint and interval phases.The following theorem proves the orretness of our graph onstrution.Theorem 13.2.1 Let T be the Hybrid  Struture onstruted by the above methodfrom the h spei�ation S. Then the onstrution T is orret sineÆ(T) � JSKwhere Æ is the funtion that represents the traes in T given by the sequenes, startingfrom the root, of program stores in eah h node in a path and JSK represents theoperational semanti of the hybrid  spei�ation S in [GJS98℄.Example 13.2.2In Figure 13.5, the reader an �nd the graph onstrution relative to the programin Figure 12.4 (see Setion 13.1.1). The reader an observe that there are three kindof ars. The ars depited with ontinuous lines orrespond to normal ars, dottedars orrespond to p-ars whereas i-ars are illustrated with a disontinuous line.Moreover, ative labels are in bold whereas disabled ones are in normal font. The



166 13. Hybrid  Model Chekingrevision(S : set of agents; Store : set of onstraints; Sat : set of agents;Sdis : set of agents)e : agent;T : set of agents;while E 6= � doselet(E; e);E = Ene;if (e[2℄! = hene) thenif entail(Store; e:label) thenSat = Sat [ eelseSdis = Sdis [ e;elseT = T [ e;if empty(Sat) thenSat = T;Sdis = �else Sdis = Sdis [ T;Figure 13.4: Algorithm revisionreader an see that two di�erent branhes appear when there are two ative labelsat the same moment.13.3 TransformationIn this setion we show how it is possible to transform a hybrid  Struture into ahybrid automaton. In partiular, we handle only linear hybrid systems transformingthem into linear hybrid automata. In the following the de�nition of linear hybridsystem is given and it is de�ned a transformation from hybrid  Struture intolinear hybrid automaton.There exist already several model hekers whih implement veri�ation teh-niques for (linear) hybrid automata. The reader an onsult a very popular tool:the HyTeh model heked presented in [GNRR93, HHWT95℄.An hybrid system is a disrete program within an analog environment that anbe modelled by hybrid automata. An hybrid automaton is a generalized �nite-statemahine. In addition, hybrid systems allow us to represent that the global state ofa system hanges ontinuously with the time.Works on veri�ation of hybrid systems are usually limited to linear hybridautomata (see [ACHH93℄). Essentially, in suh automata, for eah variable the rate
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Figure 13.5: Example: Hybrid  Strutureof hange with time is onstant and the terms involved in the invariants, guards andassignments are required to be linear.Next we show the formal de�nition of a linear hybrid automaton (see [HHWT95℄for details). A linear expression over a set X of real-valued variables is a linearombination of variables from X with rational oeÆients. A linear inequality overX is an inequality between linear expressions over X. A onvex prediate over X is aonjuntion of linear inequalities over X; and a linear prediate is a disjuntion ofonvex prediates.De�nition 13.3.1 ([HHWT95℄) A linear hybrid automaton A onsists of the fol-lowing omponents.Variables. A �nite ordered set X = fx1; : : : ; xng of real-valued variables.Loations. A �nite set V of verties alled loations, used to model ontrol modes.Initial ondition. A state prediate �0 alled the initial ondition.



168 13. Hybrid  Model ChekingLoation invariants. A labelling funtion inv that assigns to eah loation v 2 Va onvex prediate inv(v) over X, the invariant of v.Transitions. A �nite multiset E of edges alled transitions, used to model disreteevents. Eah transition (v; v 0) identi�es a soure loation v 2 V and a targetloation v 0 2 V.Instantaneous ations. A labelling funtion jump that assigns an update set anda jump ondition to eah transition e 2 E. The update set upd(e) is a subset ofX. The jump ondition jump(e) is a onvex prediate over X [ Y 0, where Y =fy1; : : : ; ykg = upd(e), and Y 0 = fy 01; : : : ; y 0kg. The primed variable representsthe variable value after the transition.Urgeny ags. a partial labelling funtion asap that assigns the urgeny ag ASAPto some transitions in E.Continuous ativities. A labelling funtion rate that assigns a rate ondition toeah loation v 2 V. The rate ondition rate(v) is a onvex prediate over :X=f :x1; :x2; : : : ; :xng: The variable :xi denotes the rate of hange (the �rst derivative)of xi.Synhronization labels. A �nite set L of synhronization labels, and a labellingfuntion syn that assigns a synhronization label from L [ f�Ag to eah transi-tion in E. The internal label �A is spei� to the automaton A, and does notour in the label set of any other automaton.A state (v; s) of the linear hybrid automaton A onsists of a loation v 2 V anda valuation of variables s 2 Rn. The state (v; s) is admissible if s 2 inv(v). Controlof A may reside in loation v only while inv(v) is satis�ed. Only variables in upd(e)are updated by a transition e.We have shown that it is possible to onstrut automatially a model of thebehavior of a hybrid system spei�ed by using the h language. The model onsistsin an instane of a h Struture, similar to a Kripke Struture. Moreover, we knowthat it is possible to verify linear hybrid automata by using some popular tools suhas the HyTeh model heker.Therefore, we now an outline an algorithm whih transforms a (linear) hStruture into a linear hybrid automaton. A linear h Struture is simply thestruture obtained from a linear hybrid system sine in this dissertation we onsideronly suh sublass of hybrid systems.Our �rst task is to limit the (linear) Hybrid  Struture using the time intervalprovided by the user. This is done by assigning values to variables and time intervals,and unfolding possible yles in the sequene of interval and point phases. Withthis operation we obtain a representation with a �nite number of interval and pointphases.



13.3. Transformation 169The main idea of this transformation is to identify the interval phases of thehybrid  Struture with loations in the linear hybrid automaton, and point phaseswith ars onneting loations. Obviously, an ar assoiated with the point phasesp will join the loations that are assoiated with the previous and next intervalphases, respetively.Let us now give some details on how we de�ne the omponents of the linearhybrid automaton. In eah loation we de�ne the set of variables and derivativesof variables aording to the onditions obtained in the relative interval phase. Theinvariant is the negation of the guard onditions of the ask agents de�ned in suhinterval phase. In addition we add a onstraint that imposes the maximum timeinterval that the program an satisfy in suh loation. This limit is de�ned by theinterval alulated in the interval phase.Eah ar in the linear hybrid automaton orresponds to a point phase in theHybrid  Struture. As have said before, an ar joins the two loations that rep-resents the previous and next interval phases of the respetive point phase. Theset of variables that are updated and their new values are obtained from the storealulated in the point phase. In addition, the label assoiated to the ar is the labelassoiated to the ar that goes from the point phase to the interval phase. The setof urgent labels is null, beause this notion is not used in h. Finally, we do notimpose restritions in the synhronization labels and assign a di�erent one to eahar.In Figure 13.6, the reader an �nd the linear hybrid automata obtained from thestruture in Figure 13.5 assoiated to the hybrid  program in Figure 12.4.
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14ConlusionsIn this thesis we have developed and exploited the  paradigm. We have seenthat some languages were de�ned as extensions of the  paradigm over time. Inpartiular, in this thesis we have onsidered the t, tp and h languages. The�rst two languages have a disrete notion of time allowing us to model reativesystems. The last one has a notion of ontinuous time whih allows us to modelhybrid systems.Note that there are other extensions of the  paradigm. The most reent one isthe nt language whih an be seen as an extension of the t model. It introduesthe non-determinism into the model.There are three main ontributions in this thesis. First of all we have de�ned afully abstrat denotational semantis for the t model. Seondly we have de�neda model heking algorithm for tp programs, and �nally we have de�ned a �rstapproah to verify (linear) h programs.Denotational Semantis for tWe have seen that although both denotational and operational semantis were givenwhen t was de�ned, they do not always oinide. The �rst ontribution of thiswork is the de�nition of an appropriate denotational semantis for the t language.Our new denotational semantis is fully abstrat w.r.t. the operational behavior ofthe language. The importane of the result presented in this thesis lies in the fatthat an appropriate semantis allows us to perform very interesting analysis overlanguages in a simple way. For example, it is possible to apply some lassial statianalysis using abstrat interpretation.In partiular, we have shown that the problem with the denotational semantisgiven in the �rst works lies in the Hiding onstrut. This onstrut makes a variableloal to a proess, but the denotational semantis for this agent is de�ned as in the paradigm where the agent now  else A does not exist, thus the negative informationis not taken into aount within the denotational semantis.We an say that the original denotational semantis is an over-approximationof the operational behavior of the language. Atually, the operational and thedenotational semantis oinide when we do not ombine the Hiding with NegativeAsk onstruts. This was proved in [NPV02b℄.



172 14. ConlusionsTherefore, we have given a new de�nition for the denotations of the Hiding agent.Moreover, we have de�ned the neessary notions in order to handle reursion in thesemantis. In partiular we have extended the semantis with a notion of environ-ment. We have shown that our new denotational semantis is fully abstrat w.r.t.the operational semantis, thus providing a good framework to perform analysis ofthe t language.We have given the operational semantis of the t language in a bit di�erent wayfrom the original de�nition. However, the two de�nitions are equivalent. Essentiallywe have rede�ned what a on�guration is following the idea presented in [PV01℄ forthe nt language.Finally, we have shown a �rst appliation of our new semantis to the analysis ofthe expressivity power of the new onstrut introdued in t to model the timeoutor preemption behaviors. This onstrut is desribed as now  else A in the languagesyntax and we have shown that the t language beomes a more powerful languagethan the  model.Model Cheking for tpWe think that the seond ontribution of this thesis is the most signi�ant one.We have exploited the good features of the  paradigm to solve the lassial stateexplosion problem of model heking. In partiular, we have onsidered the tplanguage de�ned by F. de Boer et al. in [BGM00℄.We have shown in detail the model heking algorithm for the tp language.Our goal was to takle the state explosion problem of model heking and solve itby taking advantage of the features of the language. For example, we use the notionof time de�ned into the semantis of the language in order to redue the state spaeof the model. We also use the notion of onstraints underlying the paradigm toonstrut a ompat model of the system and to hek properties diretly over suhmodel.Note that the de�nition of a built-in notion of disrete time makes it reasonableto restrit the model heking task to an interval of time, i.e., the interval of timethat we want to analyze. Obviously, the user should know and provide the intervalon whih the veri�ation should be arried out, but this is a reasonable assumptionsine usually is the spei�er who wants to verify the orretness of his software.In partiular, we have de�ned a graph struture similar to the Kripke Stru-ture, alled the tp Struture. Moreover, we have de�ned an automati proessto onstrut a tp Struture from a tp program whih represents the operationalbehaviour of the program. Finally we have proved the orretness and ompletenessof the automati onstrution.Then we have presented the logi de�ned by F. de Boer et al. in [BGM01℄ whihan handle onstraints. Essentially, this logi is a linear logi whih allows us tohek properties diretly over the tp Struture. The algorithm whih performsthe veri�ation of the system is based on the lassi algorithm for the LTL logi.



173Moreover we have shown that the veri�ation algorithm is orret.Note that we have taken advantage of the onstraint notion in the di�erentde�ned phases of the model heking tehnique. First of all we have used it in orderto de�ne what a state is in the tp Struture. The key idea is that a state of thetp Struture an be seen as a onjuntion of onstraints, i.e., as the possible valueswhih the variables of the system an take. We have also seen that a state of thetp Struture an be viewed as a set of states of a Kripke Struture.Furthermore, the onstraints are diretly used in the logi that we have hosen,thus it is not neessary to transform the tp Struture into a Kripke Struture.Note that lassial temporal logis annot handle tp Strutures diretly sine suhstrutures have not a omplete (or expliit) information of the value of variables.We have also shown in an intuitive way that our approah is not able to verifyall in�nite-state systems, but only a sublass of suh systems. We an verify avery similar sublass of in�nite-state systems as [DP99, DP01℄ an. However, forthe other in�nite-state systems, we are able to verify an over-approximation of thesystem thanks to the limitation over time intervals of our method.To the best of our knowledge this is the �rst model heking algorithm for systemsspei�ed with the tp language. As future work we intend to study some asestudies in order to determine the appropriateness of this method instead of thelassial ones. Moreover we have to study formally whih lass of systems we areable to verify without the time interval restrition.Model Cheking for hThe third main result presented in this thesis is the de�nition of a method to verifyh programs. We have seen that the h language allows us to speify hybridsystems in general and linear hybrid systems in partiular. The key idea in this aseis also to take advantage of the nature of the  paradigm. The approah presentedin this thesis is the �rst attempt to apply the model heking tehnique to the hybrid language.In partiular, we have de�ned a graph struture whih represents the behavior ofthe system spei�ed in h and we have transformed it into a linear hybrid automatonwhih an be given as input to the HyTeh model heker. However, note that theh Struture de�ned is able to model hybrid systems in general.We have desribed the automati algorithm whih onstruts the h Strutureautomatially from the h program. One we have onstruted suh struturewe have de�ned a method to transform it into a linear hybrid automaton. Thistransformation is only possible when we handle linear hybrid systems whih are asublass of hybrid systems.



174 14. ConlusionsVeri�ation and ConstraintsThe veri�ation tehniques presented in this thesis are novel approahes. Constraintshave been used before in veri�ation frameworks but this is the �rst time that alanguage of the  paradigm has been taken as the spei�ation language of thesystem.In [FPV00b℄ we onsidered the t language to verify embedded systems. Insuh work was de�ned in detail the modelling phase skething briey the rest of themethod. Moreover, we presented the approah for h in [FPV01℄. Finally, we havepresented the method to verify reative systems spei�ed in tp in [FV03℄.In [DP99℄ and [DP01℄ linear onstraint programming is used in order to model thesystem transforming the model heking problem into a onstraint solving problem.We have not transformed the model heking problem, but we have de�ned a modelheking algorithm whih allows us to verify temporal onstraint programs.
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